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French plan
Merseyside's militants black all
the rest of the country. We have
tried a conciliatory approach and it
has got us nowhere," Davison said.
The meeting considered three
Pelf dor proiuet
courses of action — to black all
manufacturers; to black Polydor
product; and to sell all records at
by SIMON HILLS
OF the Issues debated at last week's Liverpool GRRC meeting was the RRP.
SANCTIONS AGAINST ONE
price-cutting
of
singles
indulged
in
by
the
multiples,
but
there
was
some
cheer
After a lively debate it was Colin
Polydor in retaliation to its in the revelation from an HMV man present that they would shortly be raising Hirons,
of the Music Shop, (North
proposed cutting of dealer prices from 85p (chart) and 95p (non chart). HMV head office confirmed West) Ltd.,
who proposed that they
margin to 30 per cent escalated prices would rise but would not specify by how much.
should stop ordering Polydor
last week with a decision by
And a spot check of London stores this week revealed a common price of product. The agreement on a show
Merseyside GRRC for an 99p at Our Price, Harlequin and Smiths; 90p at Woolworthf;; and 79p at Boots of hands was virtually unanimous,
and
Virgin — although the lady at Boots in Regent Street said the price was a but representatives of HMV and W.
outright "blacking" of all
"special offer".
H. Smith made it clear that they
Polydor product.
Virgin charges £1.10p for non-chart singles and Chappell in up-market New could not make policy decisions on
The traditionally militant Bond
Street charges £1.05p for all singles.
behalf of their central buying
Merseyside dealers held a heated
offices.
gathering which ended with the
In London this week, GRRC
action
taken
so
far.
dramatic pronouncement by meeting since the dealers' protest
"It's a question of what we, the chairman Laurie Krieger welcomed
chairman Mike Davison: "As from meeting in London last month and dealers,
the Merseyside decision.
action needs to
9.00 am tomorrow we are cancelling those present made it clear from the be takenthinkin what
"It is up to the individual dealer
response to the
start that they were not satisfied with
all Polydor orders."
but 1 hope as many dealers as
companies.
We
can
lake
the
lead
for
This was the first regional GRRC talks that have taken place and
possible can search their consciences
to support it," he told MW.
Other GRRC branches were being
Stop
doom
talk—Davis
contacted by Merseyside officers to
Swiss film
inform them of their decision and
TALK OF doom and gloom in the
seek support. West Midlands MTA
record industry, on both sides of the
secretary, Joyce Bailey, reported
coup landed
Atlantic, has gone far enough. This
that her shop, Pied Piper, was
is the stridently expressed opinion of
taking its own action against
Arista president Clive Davis who
by Fantasia^
Polydor, as were many shops in the
says: "The problems we face in
area.
music and records were caused by
"If we dropped our orders by 20
by NIGEL HUNTER
per cent there would be a big
AN INTERNATIONAL music mismanagement, not a gigantic fall. i $4$
off
in
consumer
demand."
effect,"
she said. "We are not
Industry coup has been achieved by
Davis argues his point in an "open
buying anything we don't have to
London-based
Fantasia
buy from Polydor and we are not
Productions, the film and theatre letter" in Billboard magazine,
seeing their reps."
division of the Maiden group of replying to recent pessimistic
Polydor managing director A. J.
companies, in landing a contract in pronouncements from other US
Morris would make no comment on
association with the Ring Workshop industry executives and in particular
the Merseyside decision this week,
in Holland, for a multi-million Joe Smith, president of
nor would he reveal if the blacking
dollar film fantasy, The Enchanted Elektra/Asylum, whom Davis
describes as "the most prominent
action was having any noticeable
Orchestra.
voice
in
almost
every
article
and
TV
The project represents
CLIVE DAVIS: "Business leaders effect on sales.
Switzerland's debut in big-budget broadcast lending credibility to the went astray".
films and is part of a new venture age-old press concern: is rock
attention, Davis points out that last
called the Leuk Creative Arts dying?"
Davis accuses Smith: "I frankly
year brought highly unusual market
Centre, for which Fantasia
conditions — in the US two million
can't
understand
the
logic
of
your
Productions has been selected to
position
or
your
spearheading
the
LPs were sold by only two releases.
handle all creative production.
If in the following year there is
Leuk Creative Arts (LCA) is part steamrolling panic that seems to be
of a new large world centre unnecessarily underway." While difficulty in topping such a turnover
operating In conjunction with the agreeing that business is suffering figure, does that mean a decline?
from the general recession and has
TO PAGE FOUR
TO PAGE FOUR problems needing immediate
DJM extra margin aid for dealers
product. But, of course, the dealer
AS DEALER backlash over trading
has to help. I shall review the scheme
terms continues to reverberate
REASONS TO BE
at the end of the year and its
through the industry, DJM Records
continuance will depend on dealer
this week announces a scheme to
CHEERFUL
acceptance," he said.
give the dealer a bigger margin —
James said that under his new
with no strings attached.
dealers could not pay 17p less
As of October 1, all DJM albums from £1.05. The facility for five per terms,
standard back catalogue albums
released prior to that date will carry cent returns and 2Vi per cent prompt on
discount, via distributor and 40p less on deluxe back
a mark up of 40 per cent, although settlement
catalogue. This could be taken as
future new release albums will CBS, remain untouched.
Hitting
at other record extra profit or used to discount.
remain at 33 Vi per cent. At the same companies out
which have "pointed Stop-press
time DJM is rationalising standard
and deluxe album prices at £4.99 — their fingers for the downward trend DESPITE INDUSTRY problems,
the wrong direction", DJM's
an increase of 20p for standard in
James says he feels the Virgin will announce setting up new
albums and a cut of 20p on deluxe Stephen
companies
should be helping the music company this week, headed by
product — and tapes also come
dealers through a situation which is Virgin Music's director Carol
down from £5.19 to £4,99.
Wilson, to launch new label with
Additionally, DJM will give a 35 not of their making.
"I am giving the dealer more by different product profile to
per cent margin on all back taking
less profit for myself, but at established Virgin label. Full details
catalogue and new release tapes, and
next week.
it reduces the RRP of singles to 99p the same time I hope to sell more
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levy on
blank tapes
PARIS: The French Government
has acceded to representations
from the French record industry
for a bill to impose a levy on
blank tape sales which the
Minister of Cultural Affairs has
been instructed to draft.
Commenting on this
development, Pathe Marconi
EMI managing director, Michel
Bonnet, said: "It seems to reflect
the Government's concern over
declining record sales, but I'm
afraid it will not do very much to
ease the depressed slate of the
business. I cannot see that the
imposition of a royally on blank
cassettes will cause people to
abandon home taping and buy
records instead."
Bonnet believes a better
measure would be a reduction in
the French VAT rate on records
which, at 33 per cent, is one of
the highest in Europe. "So far,"
he added, "the Government has
shown no sign of heeding the
industry's plea for a VAT
reduction."
Chart action
ALL CHANGE at the top as
Cliff Richard scores his first No.
1 since Congratulations topped
the charts in 1968. The
Boonitown Rats and Ian Dury
each move down a place to 2 and
4, and B. A. Robertson jumps
from 11 to No. 3.
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PRS voting system

Thanks record companies
WE HAVE been in the record
business for four and a half
years and have been constant
readers of your paper and we
really feel it Is about time that
somebody wrote to actually
thank the record companies
for their support.
We would like to say a special
thanks to all the reps that call on us
as every one of them is a credit to
their companies, friendly and a
great help to us. Thanks, lads!
Thanks also to the telephone
girls; they are polite, quick,
pleasant and helpful. How they
always get their numbers right is a
mystery.
Thanks to the display people
who certainly keep the shops
bright and are always cheerful (and
a special mention to CBS — the
girl they employ is the best).
Thanks to the people who pack
the parcels and get them off in
record time. What a fantastic
delivery service — two days at

most. Where else do you get such
service these days?
We think it's about time that
some of the record dealers stopped
complaining and got down to
putting their own mistakes in order
instead of trying to pass the buck.
Of course record companies
make mistakes, who doesn't? Of
course they will put prices up to
meet inflation — what
businessman wouldn't?
REASONS TO BE
CHEERFUL
The big boys In the retail trade
have had the cream in the days
when there was RPM and hardly
any competition. Now things are
different and they have to move
with the times.
Business is more competitive

and we have to work harder for
what we gel. Is that really so bad?
Yes it is hard work and at times
a positive headache what with
overheads, VAT, staff, stock
control, faulty returns etc. We all
have these problems but that's
hardly the record companies' fault
is it?
And let's face it, after all is said
and done this Is still a FUN
business to be in.
So once again we would like to
say "thank you record
companies" for your help and
considerations over the past four
and a half years and we look
forward to a long and pleasant
association with you.
Pauline and John Tandy,
Golden Disc Record Shop, Queens
Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
I Help stamp out doom — write to
Music Week with your reasons to
be cheerful
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is fair-Mike iitl
became a councillor. Is this not the
WITH APOLOGIES to my fellow
normal democratic channel?
directors on PRS council, on whose
Further, on Trevor's point about
wise advice I have often refrained
the holders of extra votes, may I say
from leaping into print with my
that when the system came in, I (and
opinions about the rights and
he can write my name down) found
wrongs of PRS matters, I feel I must
myself to be the holder of 20 votes
reply to Trevor Lytlleton's letter
by virtue of the weighted voting
(MW August 11).
system, whereby the higher earners
If Trevor is saying it is impossible
have the biggest say in the affairs of
for a rank-and-file writer or
the society. Although the setting-up
publisher member of the PRS to
of
this system was before my time, I
stand as a council member, and be
do
think it is a fair system. Of
elected without being proposed by
course, there are other ways it could
the council, may I draw his attention
be done, but this is as good a way as
to the fact that I myself stood
any. It is certainly better than "one
completely uninvited two years ago,
man one vote", which sounds good
and was elected with a very strong
in political terms, but is totally
vote.
unworkable. Any fool can join PRS.
The purpose of my standing was
Why should he have undue influence
that I felt the council needed some
over the way we all run our music
normal non-political writerbusiness? PRS is basically a moneymembers. Since joining the council I
collection agency, not a People's
have discovered that in fact the
Republic.
council is composed mostly of
So, why do PRS keep the list of
normal non-political people, who try
weighted vote holders a secret? I'll
extremely hard to do a very fair job.
tell you why. At the moment I have
It worries me to think that the few
20 votes; one day I may easily lose
(but loud) "dissenters" who assail
that privilege by becoming less
the PRS with criticism, do not
successful. I entrust PRS with the
realise that there are many other
protection of my copyrights, the
people, who, like themselves, are
collection of my income, nothing
also members of PRS and just as
else. If and when I lose my voting
interested in the proper running of
privilege, I do not think it is a matter
the society. I think I can count every
for anybody else to know about. It is
council member in that number,
between me and PRS and, as a
judging by the contact with other
writer, I will not allow them to give
writers and publishers, who enjoy a
information about my earnings. The
balanced and reasonable rapport
only purpose that this knowledge
with the Society.
would serve to anybody, would be to
I used to think that the purpose of
save
a few stamps when lobbying for
a genera] council such as this, was
election, and make "fixing" easier.
that society members could contact
Let them buy the stamps.
councillors in order to have their
grievances raised at the various
Personally, when I stood the stamps
council meetings. For the amount of
cost less than £1.
grumbling from the floor, I would
I should like to add that I am
have expected to have been
writing this letter without having
contacted by at least one person
consulted PRS, and that these are
since I joined the council. Not one of
my own personal views.
the complainers has bothered to call
or write to me to raise any objection
Mike Batt, Langley Avenue,
to anything regarding PRS since I
Surbiton, Surrey.
Re-election explaiied
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Love Ann Easy
-ULG 7778
Taken from his latest
album and cassette
'The Message Is Love'
-ULG 83475

Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155, CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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TREVOR LYTTLETON'S latest
diatribe against the PRS Council
(August 11) is the old, by now
familiar, mixture and will only
further irritate his fellow PRS
members.
What, in reality is "the council's
proxy method"? It is that a standard
company proxy form is sent to every
voting member, enabling those
unable to attend the AGM to
nominate any other voting member
as their proxy to vote on their behalf
and — if they so choose — as they
direct. The proxy form sent out this
year specifically provided space for
members to designate the candidates
for election to the council for
whom they wished their proxy to
vote, and many members took
advantage of this facility.
The picture painted by Mr
Lyttleton of the council
"assiduously gathering up their
proxies while those outside the
charmed circle sat helplessly about",
is simply ludicrous. To my certain
knowlege, no single retiring council
member — let alone the entire
council — has ever, over at least the
past 15 years, even so much as
looked at a list of the voting
members for this purpose. In fact,
until last year no list showing their
addresses even existed!
As regards the 1978 AGM,
contrast the Lyttleton version ("the

members, by an overwhelming vole
directed the council to release th
names of the voting members . , ."
with the reality (the council itsel
recommended to the membershij
that this should be done). In fact, oi
a show of hands the majority neede(
to carry this motion was insufficient
and it was only the proxies — sc
much maligned by Mr Lyttleton —
which had been given to counci
members that enabled the proposa
to be carried!
As regards the "20-vote'
members, Mr Lyttleton has beer
told clearly that if he can produce
evidence of significant support foi
his view that their identity should be
"released", the council would gladly
put forward an appropriate
resolution to be voted on at the next
AGM. No such evidence has been
forthcoming.
The consistent history of the PRS
constitution has been one of sensible
evolution in line with general wishes
of its membership, and no doubt this
is one reason why retiring council
members have, as Mr Lyttleton
correctly states, been consistently reelected. Of course it would never
occur to him that this might b<
because PRS members were actuall;
happy about the way their affair
had been managed by the council
Michael Freegard, general managei
PRS, London, Wl.

Music Week welcomes letters on all subjects relating to the mu&
Industry. If you have something to say write to the Editor, 40 Lot?
Acre, London WC2. Note: the Editor reserves the right to shorten o
edit letters. We cannot print anonymous letters but will wlthhol
names and addresses from publication if requested.
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|rowiii| Pinnacle
THE FAST growing Pinnacle Records has announced more deals for
licensing and distribution including Neil Rushton's Inferno label,
Voyage International and Big Bear
Inferno signs with Pinnacle for including The Russians Are Coming
pressing and distribution plus the by A.D. 1984, The Cool Notes' Like
option to license singles. The deal A Fool, Clinton Grant's Keeping On
gives Pinnacle exclusive distribution Grooving Me Girl and The Kushites'
Control.
on all future Inferno releases Under
Pinnacle's deal with Big Bear, the
including Gil Scott Heron's The Birmingham-based
label, is for
Bottle, Freda Payne's Band Of
Gold, The Showstoppers' Gotta Get exclusive UK distribution and kicks
Closer To My Love and The off with new albums by Snooky
Pryor, Doctor Ross, a blues
Chairman Of The Board hits EP.
The Battersea-based Voyage compilation and a number of
International label is signed to singles.
All the deals have been negotiated
Pinnacle for UK and Eire
distribution with first releases by Pinnacle's Tony Berry.
RCI picks asp PSitkiii
AMERICAN WRITER/producer/keyboards player Jerome Plotkin
has been signed to RCA (UK) for a long-term production and
recording deal and has been picked up by United Artists Music for
publishing worldwide.
Plotkin, managed by Peter Kuys, of the Kuys Entertainment
Corporation and former owner of Stallion Records, has linked with
fellow American, vocalist Larry Falco, to form a band called Jerome
which will feature Falco as lead singer.
RCA expects to have the first Jerome album out early next year with
tracks currently being recorded at Opal Sound in New York and mixed
at RCA Studios there. A single, It's Alright, is scheduled for release
next month.
WEI gives new life
t® Mingus' music
A DEAL described as "the first signing of its kind for our company"
by WEA International president Nesuhi Ertegun, has brought the
Mingus Dynasty band to the company for recording and
worldwide distribution.
"a great and special opportunity
After the death of revered jazz
for WEA International to
bassist and composer Charles
produce and distribute the living
Mingus, the band was formed by
legacy of Charles Mingus'
his widow Susan to perpetuate
music", added that negotiations
his musical style. The sevenfor US distribution are still in
strong outfit comprises former
progress, and studio work has
Mingus sidemen, with Charlie
just been completed on the
Haden coming in to play bass.
band's debut LP for the label.
Ertegun, commenting that the deal is
Musical
Binnie fills

iffP, Chairs

new post
at WH Smith
THE W. H. Smith chain store
has appointed Stewart Binnie,
formerly its group sales and
marketing manager, to the
newly-created post of sounds
merchandise manager
responsible for records, tapes,
hi-fi, camera equipment and
video hardware which the store
intends to begin stocking later
this year.

White to
leave Arista
for Zoom
Records
ROBERT WHITE, business
affairs manager and legal
officer at Arista Records for the

La
past three years, has left the
company to form a partnership
with Bruce Findlay and Zoom
Records and will co-manage the
Zoom act Simple Minds. He is
also acting as business manager
for a number of acts including
Cafe Jacques and Faye Fife,
and Eugene Reynolds of the
Rezillos. He is also retained as
business adviser for Rialto
Records. While will be based in
Edinburgh at Suite Six, Castle
Cliff, 25 Johnston Terrace,
Edinburgh 1.
BUYING RESPONSIBILITY
for the 200 Tesco record and
tape departments has been
taken over by Stuart Kotchle
who was previously with City
Electronics and WEA
Records and is now based at
Tesco's head office in
Cheshunt, Hertfordshire . . .
Pye Records has appointed
John B. House as director of

at
■j
BRITISH-BASED soul band Hoi Property has signed an exclusive worldwide
management contract with Jack Stewart Grayson's Privilege Management.
Seen after the signing are (back row) singers Maria and Cinya and (from left)
Julian Subero [percussion), Jack Stewart Grayson and Roddy Matthews
(guitar). The other group members are David McShera (guitar), Sedley
Franciss (bass guitar), Fernando Bustamente (drums) and vocalist Jimmy
Chambers.
difficulties in Canada, says
Sidewalk.
Music g
THE PUMPHOUSE Gang, an Isle
Of Wight rock band, have signed to
Splash Records. A single, Spotlight
(SP001) is released August 17, with
Deals p
distribution through Pye.
RIFF CHANTELLE, former lead
singer of the Chantelles, has formed
DISCO GROUP Unique have been Aggro Records as a subsidiary of her
signed to DJM and have an album
Chantelle Music company.
released in October entitled Makes Distribution is by Pinnacle, and the
Me Higher. The deal was finalised first release last Friday (17) was La
La Love To Love Ya by singerJjy the general manager of DJM US,
Carmen LaRosa and the album is songwriter Nola York (AG 1).
produced by Freida Nerangis and
Britt Briton — who produced Crown EDDIE AND The Hot Rods have
Heights Affair.
signed a long-term recording deal
with EMI Records. The band will
THE MOVIES have been signed by record
their debut album for EMI in
RCA/GEM and are recording a new the autumn
for release early 1980.
album which will be released early
next year. The group have had two
THE MEKONS have signed to
albums released on RSO and were at
Virgin Records. A statement from
one time Joan Armatrading's
the record company said: "After
backing band. They are due to
several false starts The Mekons have
appear at Reading Festival this
at last found a record company who
Saturday (Aug 25).
are prepared to flash the cash and
bite the bit."
Their first single will be released in
SIDEWALK RECORDS are
early October, and in keeping with
releasing the popular import single
their two records on Fast Product,
Feel The Real by David Bendeth this
Bob Last will be involved in the
week which will be followed by an
recording. A second Virgin single
album release. The single, available
follow before Christmas and an
on both 12 and seven inch will will
album is planned for release in
satisfy demand that has not been
January 1980.
met because of production
the A & R department. House
was previously business affairs
director of Richcourt Music;
worked with Thames TV on
The Beatles Story and the ELP
movie Pictures At An
Exhibition, and was associated
with Don and David Arden in
the formation of Jet Records.
EAMONN SHERLOCK to
professional manager, Jobete
Music (UK), from Chappells,
Track Records and Compass
Music . . . Phyllis Morgan
promoted to senior personnel
officer, CBS Records, and
Lorraine Gold promoted to
personnel assistant . . .
PAT PRETTY to sales and
marketing manager Mulligan
Music, from general manager
Claddagh Records.
MICHELLE FREIDMAN to
Island Records' promotion
department, responsible for
radio and TV promotion, from
Decca Records TV promotion
. . . Jeremy Ensor to
Phonogram as an A & R
manager, previously tour/sound
manager for various bands
including Manfred Mann,
staffer at CBS, Pye, and
producer of Greenslade . . .
Henry Semmcnce promoted to
Phonogram singles product
manager, from singles coordinator.
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SALLY
OLDFIELD

Jou set my pypsy blood free
BW 79. C/w Water Bearer

Jlje follow-up to her
hil single '^Mirrors' is out now.
Limited edition special colour hag
v LUUto-t:

Bwice Baonts Cut -Irailahh Irow tSMJ
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TV advertisers
remain cool
as dispute
drags on

THE TV album companies were remaining cool and calm in the face of the
continuing ITV strike at presstime. Some campaigns which should be
transmitted this week have obviously been put back, and the companies
believe they can be rescheduled without much difficulty, providing the
dispute is not prolonged beyond the end of this month.
Complications will arise at Its termination by the fact that the ITV
companies will need to accommodate the advertising blacked off the screen
during the past fortnight, and there is a belief that all advertising time will be
charged at prime rates as a measure to recoup the considerable ITV losses
sustained during the blackout.
K-tel had intended its Don Williams campaign for his new album. New
Horizons, to be screened this week, but a spokesman told Music Week that it
had begun selling well without the benefit of ITV exposure. Other K-tel
campaigns due to open this week were the A&M compilation Seasons and the
teen compilation Hot Tracks.
"At the moment we're putting things back a week," explained the
spokesman, "but If It's to be a long dispute, it will seriously affect us. We've
also had to postpone a Toni Dalli test run in the Harlech area.
"If it Is a prolonged affair, we'd be looking at radio as a first shot
alternative and press advertising."

Island's area managers
team disbanded
ISLAND RECORDS is disbanding its four-man team of area
managers "because of the current economic climate within the music
industry". Instead, the company is to depend on distributor EMI for
out-of-London sales promotion and is to switch emphasis to
expanding its A & R activities.
Staff affected include Tony team which will handle both album
Michaelides (Manchester), Stewart and singles-product from September
Bell (Edinburgh), Barry Partlow
(Birmingham) and Neil Storey (tour
Sales director Bill Groves told
liaison).
MW: "It is a positive rather than a
"They were a brilliant and loyal negative move and is one we have
team and working with them was a been considering for some time.
privilege," said Island managing Two separate forces just wasn't
director Tim Clark this week. "But working. More dealers will be called
with the present economic on by the expanded force and I
conditions, A & R must be our myself will be spending more time in
priority and our plans for expansion the field rather than on the phone."
must lie in that area."
Alan Firth has been promoted to
sales manager and is currently re• A & M is giving up single sales organising the areas to be covered by
promotion and creating a newly the 14 salesmen —• seven in the
organised 14-sirong on-the-road North and seven in the South.
Parsons' press parcel
READERS OF a variety of magazines and newspapers will be offered a special
three-track sampler EP for 20p as part of Arista's campaign for the new Alan
Parsons LP. Entitled Eve it is the third in the trilogy which began with I Robot
and continued with Pyramid.
Eve's press advertising campaign will be run in Private Eye, Punch, Time
Out, the Guardian, Evening Standard, Melody Maker, May/air and Hi-Fi
News. Arista marketing manager Denis Knowles sees the campaign as an
answer to this country's lack of FM radio — traditionally appealing to the 3035 age group in the US.
It is intended to give that age group a chance to sample something which is
unlikely to be featured on radio. The ad campaignjs backed up in shops by two
different full colour posters.

VCL

VCL Video Services, best known for
music productions on video cassette
have now opened a new video studio in
the heart of London, combining full studio
facilities and production services.
Our rates are really.competitive, so why
not come and see us or at least contact
Patricia Elsesser who will send you our
brochure.

VCL Video Studios Limited
58 Parker Street,
London,W.C.2.
Tel: 01 404 0777
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T«»irie Freeman said the company was noi
Ronco marketing
IbuII1 scheduled for promoUon in t»o
affected at the moment, but nas
ITV regions from SeplemDer
^ (o pi|y top ra,e eVcn !„ off-peak Urae
"We're finding we r* «0 g.,But we wiii only spend our allocated budget,
with no discount, 1,6 »d°5,, ((.rms of reach and Impact."
"we^Sfhas no campaigns on the stocks a. present, and neither has
Multiple Sound.
wl|s (he distinct possibility of
AT
radio unl oSowlngS example
, loyol-ved
— ABS,
*commercial
^ea^Tunlor
of their
counterpart,^'
(hree
unjonTV
putUng stations off the aln Last wee^^ from A,RC repre8emlng
Independent Lodal Radio stations which Included an Increase of scale rates
by P e
in A lRr sookesman said: "There are at this lime no plans for further
m~l« " And John Whitney, chairman elect of the organisation, reiterated
a.v thai there would be no Improved offer from the companies.
0,
The unions gave seven days notice of Industrial action which runs out
today (Wednesday) mid have been holding meetings this week to determine
what form their action should lake.

Rye reports £43,000
loss for 1979
THE DOWNTURN in the record industry is graphically illustrated
this week with the news that Pye Records has turned in a loss of
£43,000 for the 1979 financial year, compared with a profit of
£1,160,000 in 1978.
The figures, revealed in the annual strength of the company's
catalogue, both in terms of
report and accounts of Associated
established artists and fresh talent,
Communications Corporation,
show that Pye's turnover dropped gives confidence for the future".
By contrast, ACC's music
from £12,417,000 to £12,233,000.
ACC chairman Lord Grade publishing company, ATV Music,
blames "the general recession in the has upped its profit from £2,033,000
record industry" but adds that "the in 1978 to £2,314,000, a record for
the company.

Cheaper imports
DIRECT-CUT records imported to
the UK from the California-based
Crystal Clear label by Metrosound
Audio Products are to benefit from
price cuts up to 25 per cent as a
result of the strengthening pound.
"With most releases now costing
only about 50 per cent more than
standard albums, greater interest
and increased sales are anticipated,"
said a Metrosound spokesman.
Prices now range from £7.75 to
£9.75.
Wrong number
THE TELEPHONE numbers for
the Magnus Jazz Festival at
Wembley were incorrect in last
week's Music Week Talent page.
The correct numbers are: box office
— 902 1234; DVC Ltd — 240 2430.

WEA meeting eases
* -- - „
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Industry

THE DEADLOCK between manufacturers and wholesalers and
dealers who trade in imports has been eased following a meeting
between the Record Wholesalers Association and WEA.
A statement is to be issued later
with John Fruin and WEA. A lot of
this week which will give full details credit must be given to WEA who
of a deal between RWA and WEA.
have been willing to talk on a most
So far, WEA is the only major
amicable and understanding basis.
record company to take the olive They have been very reasonable
branch offered by the Record
about the whole thing.
Wholesalers Association and discuss
"If the same progress is made
peace proposals.
with other record companies, peace
After the meeting, Paul Feldman,
will come." Feldman added that the
the Association's spokesman, told
association was hopeful of hearing
Music Week: "We were very pleased
from the other majors with a view to
with the outcome of the meeting discussions.

mourns Beatt
THE MUSIC industry has been
saddened by the recent death of
Desmond Beatt, founder and
managing director of Beatt
International, the international
recording and publishing company
(not the magazine).
Beatt, born and educated in
Glasgow, Joined Reditune in 1955 as
sales promoter. He subsequently
held the posts of operations manager
and music and export manager
before transferring to Rediffusion
International Music in 1968 as
general marketing manager. Beatt
left the following year to start bis
own company.

Enchanted - FROM PAGE ONE
World Health Organisation for
The Enchanted Orchestra will also
medical research, education and the
feature classical themes by
arts, and administered by a
Beethoven, Wagner, Tchaikovsky,
consortium of leading Swiss lawyers,
Mozart, Verdi, Handel, Puccini and
economists, financiers and medical
other famous composers in a story,
specialists.
written by Maiden managing
Fantasia's first specific brief is to
director Barry O'Keef, about the
organise The Enchanted Orchestra
orchestral Instruments coming to
which will be shot in the UK
life. Much of the footage will be shot
beginning next summer and will
In the Royal Albert Hall, and a
Involve live action, optical and
world-famous conductor and piano
special effects and full animation
soloist will be featured. The main
sequences incorporating a new
theme and incidental music has been
process known as optical
written by 20-year-old Max Early,
synchronation.
whose work is published by Maiden

Music.
An album of the original story
upon which the film is to be based is
due for release at the end of next
month narrated by David Nlven on
the Maiden label, complete with a
16-page book of the text illustrated
In colour. It will be released in
Holland through Theo de Vos's
Ring Workshop, which will also be
handling all world sales and the
merchandising aspects of the film. A
double album of the film soundtrack
will be issued to coincide with the
movie's release.

Stop dl®®™ tiSki
FROM PAGE ONE
Davis asks.
in lumps of ads to the same audience business that reflects artisti<
The industry's reaction to the
repeatedly. We all were, and would
You've got to get the artis
huge selling LPs practically ensured
be, affected by the manic, grab bag acumen.
on his or her way up, not down. W«
a worrying looking slump a little
approach to operations.''
are
involved
in a business of suppk
later, he says. Huge numbers of
But, he insists, "the public's
demand. There is no guaranteec
formula "sure-fire" sellers were
interest in our music is still there. It's and
to any artist or guaranteec
shipped, only to be returned in
just that the business leaders went longevity
number of sales of any particulai
embarrassingly large quantities.
astray. The layoffs that are taking album."
"Companies inflated their
place were inevitable. The fact that
his opinion rock is not dyinf
payrolls to prepare for the next
some companies' sales are way down anyInmore
now than it was in 1972
explosion. Guarantees with giant
or non-existent was also inevitable.
current industry shake-up wai
royalties were offered to major
How can anyone absorb three The
needed and will force a mort
artists to switch labels at Pyrrhic
million returns of a 15.98 dollar sensible
attitude to making and
victory profit margins, trade and
album and not be affected?
selling
tipshcet advertising was conducted
This is, and will always be, a artists. records and dealing with
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The record is EMTV19, Manfred Mann's 20 great hits of the sixties.
A compilation of some of the most memorable R&B/Pop sounds that
became musical landmarks of that great era. Ten of the tracks charted in
the top five with three of them at Number One.
And £300,000 is the cost of the massive advertising support with a National
TV. campaign that breaks on August 27th.
The campaign is completed by Radio and TV. promotion, outstanding POS
and window display material and a special souvenir inner bag for the album.
The R.R.Pof £5.29 and the Dealer Price of £3.45 (ex Vat) is the same
across discs, cassettes and cartridges and there's delayed invoicing,
with initial orders received in August not being invoiced until September.

y

Side 1.
1. Do Wah Diddy Diddy.
2.54321.
3. Sha La La.
4. Hubble Bubble (Toil and Trouble).
5. Hi Lili Hi Lo.
6. The One In The Middle.
7. Got My Mojo Working.
8. With God On Our Side.
9. Come Tomorrow.
10. If You Gotta Go, Go Now.

Side 2.
1. Pretty Flamingo.
2. Semi-Detached Suburban Mr. James.
3. There's No Living Without Your Loving.
4. Just Like A Woman.
5. Oh No Not My Baby.
6. Ha Ha Said The Clown.
7. My Name Is Jack.
8. Fox On The Run.
9. Ragamuffin Man.
10. Mighty Quinn.

Available on disc and tape from:
EMI Records (UK), Sales and Distribution Centre, 1-3 Oxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
Telephone:
01-561 4646 area A. (North & Scotland), 01-848 9811 area B. (Wales ft N. Midlands),
01-573 3891 area C. (E. Midlands), 01-561 4422 area D. (South West),
01-561 2888 area E. (South East).
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Infinity signs
deal with

Coconut Airways want
Plateau
commercial
GERAINT HUGHES and Jeff
Calvert have just signed a three
year production/publishing deal
between their company,
Coconut Airways, and RAK
Records. Within both aspects
they are looking for talent.
Says Hughes: "On the copublishing side, all our songs will be
jointly published by RAK Songs and
Coconut Airways. We are looking to
sign writers whose speciality is good,
snappy, instantly commercial pop

pop talent

Edited by
SUE FRANCIS
Tel: 439 9756
songs suitable for new young bands
to record for singles. If we had to
describe the material we are after by
comparing it to other songs, then I'd
say we want a song like My Sharona
(The Knack) or product put out by
such bands as Elvis Costello, Dave

Fancy a Fixation?
THROUGH THE summer there has been an abundance of mod bands touring
the South Coast towns. One band that have decided to concentrate on the
London scene arc the Fixations. This young band, which writes Its own
material, has been appearing at all the local venues, and manager Simon Guest
feels it will be only a short time before a recording and publishing company
picks up on them.
"Their music has the mod elements but it is also concerned with mainstream
rock. Their lyrics pick up on everyday life, personal relationships, etc."
Unlike many bands who recently drifted into mod from punk, this band has
been writing for some time, has built up a good catalogue of songs and a
sizeable following.
"They are very much into melody, The Who of the 70's", describes Simon.
"Their equipment Is good, so all we really need is a back-up situation that an
interested record company would provide."
The writers in this four-piece band, with an average age of 19, are Paul
Cattini and Paul Cathcart who also share lead vocals. Ken Gamby and Richard
Sharp complete the line-up. The Fixations have been support for such heavy
metal bands as Sports and Here and Now.
Simon, or The Prof to friends, passes along another tip to the uninitiated.
"Quite often the skin-heads are on hand at our gigs. They're okay as long as
they have their braces up but if you ever see them down, you'd better cross the
street. It means they're looking for a rumble." Contact Simon Guest for The
Fixation dates at (01) 741 0011.

Edmunds, Nick Lowe, The Cars,
Joe Jackson, etc."
The production company will be
producing acts provided by RAK
and will also bring in artists to
produce, subject to RAK's
approval.
Commented Calvert: "The type
of bands we are looking for are
commercial bands with music as
mentioned in the publishing side.
However, it must be stressed that we
are after bands with long term as
well as strong instant appeal.
Perhaps there is some modern day
Sweet or even a new Marc Bolan!
What we don't want are one-off's in
any form. There must be scope to
develop the band over a long period.
We are currently going out almost
every night to see bands and so far
we haven't had any luck, but we
refuse to gel disheartened as we
know that there are some good
bands out there."
The Hughes/Calvert latest
success, over Christmas, was I Lost
My Heart To A Starship Trooper,
which they wrote. It was produced
by Steve Rowland for Hansa. In the
not too distant past they had a No 1
for Gull Records with their Typically
Tropical.
Coconut Airways would like to
receive demo tapes from young
bands and songwriters who "fit into
this category".
Contact: Coconut Airways
Prods., c/o RAK Records, 42/48
Charlbert Street, London NWS.
(01)586 2012.

Bob's Angels
THESE LEGGY lovelies are The
Angels who made I heir debut two
weeks ago on British television in
Seaside Special. Says manager Bob
Holmes: "This harmony act are in
the Hot Gossip mould. They have
done extensive work on television on
the continent and I feel sure would
be a good proposition to a record
company." Contact Holmes at
Forrester-George, Suite 34, 140 Park
Lane, London Wl. (01) 499 9915/8.

NEW YORK: Infinity Records ha,
signed a long term production/label
deal with Eddie O'Loughiln's Ne»
York based Plateau Records and
O'Loughlln will be in London (o
acquire talent In early October.
Plateau will produce
contemporary music acts and this Is
the time for enterprising UK
companies to contact O'Loughlln
with tapes and Information on
British acts.
"We are looking for melodic new
wave, rock and roll artists", he
advises.
Eddie O'Loughlln most recently
served as executive vlce-presldenl of
Midsong International Records. Lou
De Blase will be in charge of
Plateau's administration and
business affairs. First product from
Plateau is expected this autumn.
Contact: Plateau Records, 200
West 57 Street, New York 10019,
USA (212)541 7640.

Opening in Switzerland
BB RECORDS AG, a young but experienced distributor of records (both LP
and single) in Switzerland, is looking for companies which want labels
distributed in this territory.
"Our company delivers to most Swiss record shops including all big record
shop chains, warehouses and supermarkets. BB Records AG already represents
one of Germany's and France's largest rock labels, our own BB Records label
and a big manufacturer of blank cassettes. Our service includes sales
representatives, telephone sales staff and computerised storage which
guarantees fast delivery to the customers.
"We are mainly interested in rock and pop product but jazz and MOR could
be interesting as well."
Contact Hands Hanneken, BB Records AG, Tribschenstr. 11, CH-6005
Luzern, Switzerland. Tel. 041/44 44 50 or Telex 65209.
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NEWSINGLE: 'FEELING FREE'CB 338
ON TOUR
Birmingham Barbarcllas August 18 (With Straight 8/Roy Sundhoim)
Manchester Apollo
11 (With XTC/The Yachts)
24
Scarborough Penthouse
Sheffield Top Rank
25
Manchester The Factory
Wolverhampton Civic
13
27
West Runton Pavilion
Peterborough Wirrina
14
29
London Music Machine
Guildford Civic
16
31
Dudley JB's
London Rainbow
17
East Retford Porterhouse Sept. 1
Bristol Colston Hall
18
4*
ClaphamlOl Club
Edinburgh Odcon
20
5*
Fuiham Golden Lion
Newcastle Mayfair
21
'Solouppoamncos
LIMITED EDITION! PICTURE SLEEVE
Order from Polygram Record Services
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Steve Hackett

is alive and ticking!

New single.
Limited edition 12"
with picture sleeve

CLOCKS
b/w two previously
unreleased LIVE tracks
ACOUSTIL SET'
and TIGERMOTH' M
CB 341 12
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Over-appreciative

look at Ronstadt
LINDA RONSTADT has yet to
1!
achieve the status — and the huge
LP sales - In the UK that she has
vV
earned over the past few years in
\
America. However, a recently0
published biography of the artist, by
i
-sr
Connie Berman, deserves some kind
of accolade for being one of the
most indigestlbly written pieces of
slavishly enthusiastic prose ever. The
tone of the first chapter would
virtues of being neatly and
probably bring an em- sufficiently
attractively produced for
barrassed blush to the cheek of the
its potential market, although the
most excitable fanzine writer and the
price
of
£3.95
is probably the upper
rest of the book — even when
limit of what the casual buyer of
dealing with straightforward
softcover books will stand. The
biographical fact and presumably
direct quotes from the singer herself good paper and clear typeface makes
it pleasant to look at and handle —
also tends to gush with the force
important with this type of book.
of Niagara.
This illustrated biography has the The pictures include some nice
colour pages, but the b&w shots
which make up the majority of those
LIVING VP to its chosen
used look as though they ail came
namesake of a small, lively
from maybe two or three photo
monkey. Rhesus Records, the
sessions. Shot after shot of the lady
recently-formed Manchester label,
Mind
Your
Own
Business
in Cub Scout uniform in front of the
o
is throwing itself enthusiastically
microphone give a steadily growing
into promoting its single by the
attack of deja vu; ditto shots of Ms
Donkeys. The release. What I
. . .or how to survive the lean times
Ronstadt in white dress with
Want, is picking up airplay, and a
microphone, and Ms Ronstadt on a
pantomime donkey has already
Again, obvious. But a large
sofa with Andrew Gold (they are
made press well aware of it. Rhesus INDEPENDENT RETAILERS — there is very little brand variety or assortment
of
goods
in
theory
singing . . .)
announces that it is now going into are having a hard time at product variety in his shop. Where
attracts
more
customers.
And
the
the
brands
differ,
so
do
the
acts,
Rightly or wrongly the text puts
Phase Three of its campaign (while present. In the face of heavy
book sets out to give a few guidelines
speiking.
across a picture of a singer whose
conducting negotiations with big
competition from multiple generally
It is split into three basic sections; as to where large stock might
talent deserves to be appreciated
labels which want to license the
chains, inflation, and the public Know
The Market; Providing The become unprofitable — a graph
(even if not in such huge lumps of
single) and intends to submit
having
less
money
in
their
Goods; and Watch Those Costs. The shows that whereas profits rise
fulsome prose) but who has not
various hapless dealers to a visit
pockets while still looking for first section provides diverse means steeply and level off, costs start
really led that eventful a life. Her
from the company's Donkey
the
besy
buy,
it
is
not
surprising
shallow
and
rise
steeply
—
the
knack
of
finding
out
just
how
big
your
personality
appears to be at the
Merchandisers, who will install
that the small shop owners are catchment area is, what your is finding the balance.
likeable end of sexy brat and she
"memorable displays". The first
Finally it looks at space allocation
potential market is and how much
certainly has every right to show her
hit the hardest.
store to be victimised was Virgin
beautiful legs off in shorts at every
Records in Manchester, and for
A recently re-published book, your competitors have. It all comes and basic business ratios; return on
down
to
relativity
—
if
one
shop,
for
capital
employed,
liquid
ratio,
rale
opportunity.
helping the Donkey to set up the
Mind Your Own Business, might
example
offers
cut-price
Top
of
stock
turnover,
gross
profit
While demand for a Linda
display, singles counter buyer
help the man and his shop. Although
Ronstadt book is unlikely to be very
Tommy Richards and manager
it doesn't claim to give them, Twenty albums, maybe you have to margin, net profit margin and
great here at the moment, the book
Gordon Montgomery won the
solutions are what are offered — all look for alternative means to expense ratios. Perhaps this is of less
compete — perhaps by giving special interest to most dealers, who
is a reasonable prospect for a regular
opportunity to have several hours
too rare in so many publications.
probably
have
worked
out
their
offers,
lower
price
singles
and
so
on.
stockist of recording artist biogs.
of live donkey window display.
It is published by the Distributive
break-even
points
and
profit
margin
Other available pictures showing
Linda Ronstadt by Connie
Industry Training Board and
for themselves. These chapters are Berman, Proteus (Publishing) Ltd
reaction of passers-by are a tribute
"endeavours to show how the
basically a "how to do it" section,
Edited by
Bremar House, Sale Place, London
to the calm and aloofness of
intelligent shopkeeper, by making
of more use to the new business
Manchester citizens, who
TERRI ANDERSON
best use of his local knowledge and
W2 Price: £3.95.
man.
apparently refused to be moved by
employing a few simple techniques,
But
the
earlier
chapters
do
give
an
the sight of a panto donkey
can considerably add to the
cavorting in a record shop window. efficiency and profitability of his
As the book says in it's Assessing insight into how the small business
But it was a good idea anyway.
shop." And the introduction goes The Market section: "Retailing is might be able to compete against the
toaisui
on, "Management by the seal of concerned with satisfying the needs big guns. And at £1.50 the book
be of great investment for a
one's pants is not the answer."
of the consumers (the market) and could
At times, the book reads a little the retailer who knows the market simple idea that could save you, or
DATES FOR YOUR
like
a fourth form introduction to best is much more likely to be make you, pounds.
supplement
DIARY:
Mind Your Own Business
business studies, but the information successful. Until quite recently
is sound and although relatively manufacturers made goods which Distributive Industry Training
September 24 to October 18
simple it might well have eluded the retailers stocked in the hope thai Board £1.50 available from: DITB
The Music Week
neict mmk
less-successful shopkeeper until
consumers would buy. "Today the Head Office, MacLaren House,
now. By the same token, not all of most successful retailers are those Talbol Road, St ret ford, Manchester
Dealer Tour '79
the book applies to the record dealer who study the market and set out to M32 OFP. Tel: 061 872 2494.
cater for its known, specific
demands."
rs
The point isn't as obvious as it
y
maanus
first appears. Do you know what
RECORDS
proportion your takings make up of
the total available market? And do
you know what proportion your
competitors arc taking? By using
Government figures, it's possible to
find out exactly what the spending
power of families in various income
groups is. And the book gives advice
on how the retailer can go about
looking at his own environment.
°VppS^
How many council homes are there?
How many young people are there?
What the main industries and what
sort of incomes do people have? Are
there a large number of teenagers in
the area? All these are crucial in
good small business management.
Having assessed the market stock
assortment is the most important
ng
cea^
consideration. "The larger the slock
fam,h
II
"""Ouncemenl from the Liverpool based
assortment, the more stock you have
ioTwd Z hnJrd Th^0 Rush,worths
Wiltes
an House thai another son had
pact
to carry; the slower the slock will be
Rushionh knnL /
'he com
OinVnQ
0 P y were worried that David
turned over; the higher your capital
anda GMc oomlu,
/'^ Merseyside dealers committee
to
investment in stock; the greater your
fnM t, comm",ee Member, had somehow been expelled from the family
Seats • t,3 to
stock wastage: the higher your
insurance premiums; the higher your
vor A
7 " ""a" - wiThe
'hin a>hes
e company William David
S2«°^
handling and clerical charges; the S
Kicnara
Kusnworth,
who
becomes
finance
director
eroupis
^Zrd
Rush
worZ
thZf
""T
' ' and
' KPrrP/nrv nf theboard
tomore cluttered and untidy your
BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN Booking information from
shop; the higher your prices will aiZTZd ^rm^s,ruredboZdr:zTey(%Zg^
Wembley Conference Centre. Wembley HA9 ODW (01-902-1234)
have to be to make sufficient profit
end his father. James. groaP
and Agencies.
to cover these stock."
the Music Houses.
nouses, and Andrew, general manager of
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Don't

when

look blank

they ask

the bag

that

for

plays!

John Townley's
debut single
Shine On
EMI 2958
from the album TOWNLEY' EMC 3298
EMrS first single to come in a colour Picture Playing Bag
Shine On
\ ,

Bonus track 'YouVe Let Me Down'
pressed on outside of full colour bag \

Consumer press advertising commences August 31st
Marketed by EMI Records (OK), 20 Hanchester Sqoare, London WIA IES. Sales and Distribullon Centre, 1-3 Uabrldge Road, Hayes. Hiddlesea.
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From IRA MAYER in New York
TREND SEEKERS should note a
series of developments that point
towards record industry expansion
in new areas even as general
revenues and profits decline.
A recent analysis of Billboard's
top 25 LPs disclosed that 19 were
rock 'n' roll, with a clear emphasis
on heavy metal and the generally
hard rock sounds of the Knack,
Supertramp, Cheap Trick, Kiss,
the Who, Bad Company, Queen
and the like. Only three were disco
albums (Donna Summer, Anita
Ward and McFadden &
Whitehead).
This contrasted with the top 25
singles, where there were 16 disco
songs and 13 rock tracks the
top 10 was evenly divided between
disco and rock. Clearly disco sales
are concentrated at the singles
level, despite efforts at increasing
live exposure of disco acts. The
latter is a perilous venture anyway
since in many cases there arc no
"groups" because many of those
who do tour Just Up-synch to the
recorded (racks and also because
business at the traditional venues
— be they concert halls or clubs —
where new acts once started, is
slow.
Here in New York there are
currently at least six major rock
discos — large, loft-like spaces

A rock 'n' roll analysis
accommodating from 200 to 1,500
people. They feature a
combination of live and recorded
music and while the bulk of
industry people have yet to feel
comfortable in the relatively
loosely structured environments,
adventurous labels such as A&M
and Warner Bros, arc channelling
appropriate acts into Hurrah's, the
Mudd Club, Club 57, and —
newest and most ambitious among
these spaces — Heat.
The historic need for escapist
entertainment in times of recession
is boosting film industry receipts
and fuelling the rock discos. Dance
music (not necessarily disco) is
back and dance palaces using (he
technical facilities (hat discos have
developed, appear to be on the rise
and ready to spread. Most major
cities already have at least one rock
disco, whether equipped for live
performances or not.
ELEKTRA/ASYLUM has been
going to great lengths to squelch
rumours that the three-years-incoming Eagles album, now
promised for September, would

W

i
t
L

LOS ANGELES: CBS International president Dick Asher (right) was here
recently to present Earth Wind & Fire with CRTs platinum passport signifying
outstanding achievement in terms of louring, promotion and sales in the world
marketplace. Holding the passport is Maurice White, producer and leader of
EW&F.

Youretewette prove
you've not wctedes!
Oiappell Music,
1978 Champions
challan^e all-cowars in

bear a 59.98 (approximately £4.99)
list price, a notion that frightened
retailers hoping (he record would
create store traffic.
But Flectwood Mac's digitally
mixed double LP will ring in at a
hefty $15.98 (£7.99). and — as one
industry person put it — "that's
VSA

•MIIIIISJIUS
three other albums that aren't
going to be sold". There is
evidently no (ruth in (he rumour
that Led Zeppelin's end-of-August
disc will go for $19 (£19.50),
though an as yet unconfirmed tour
may try to carry a Broadway-type
$17.50 (£8.75) top ticket.
Concert tickets aren't doing any
better than album sales. In recent
weeks at Madison Square Garden
Kiss failed to sell out two shows
(and had a hold on the arena for an
additional three nights) and Peter
Frampton and Ted Nugent found
themselves with scats to spare.
You can get ail the Bee Gees
tickets you want at (he Garden box
office for that group's five-night
stand in September ($15 top), and
except for the one show featuring
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band, the anti-nuclear power plant

benefit eoncerts ($18.50 lop) aren't
selling well, either.
A projected seven-week
Broadway Opry country music
concert series died on the "rca
While Wav after four poorly
attended Tanya Tucker shows and
two SRO Waylon Jennings
concerts. Even after lowering the
tickets from a $19 (£9.50) top to
$12 (£6), there was no public
response. The promoters beggc
out with a loss "in excess ot
$300,000 (£150,000)"
insiders suggest $500,000
(£250,000) is closer to the mark.
Around the country those acts
that announced their lours in
spring and early summer — Yes
and Van Halen. for example —
had little (rouble on the road.
Those starting out now, especially
those with $12 (£6) ticket prices,
are Increasingly facing empty
houses.
Record company support is
being offered more selectively than
ever before — an aspect of the
situation applauded by everyone
except those managers and artists
most directly affected — with
product tie-ins now an absolute
necessity and with most companies
testing the waters for a few weeks
with a given act and pulling (hem
in if the response isn't good
enough.
Business is booming, however,
for promoter Ron Delsener's Dr.
Pepper Festival in Central Park
here, the outdoor series (hat carries
a $4.50 (£2.25) general admission

ticket, and where Blondie, (hc
Ramones, Talking Heads,
Southsidc Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes (for two nights) and Joan
Baez have been among the regular
sell-outs. And, surpassing
anybody's expectations, James
Taylor drew 250,000 people for a
free concert In Central Park, a
peaceful, twilight event.
THE RECORDING Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
estimates that 3,100 singles
(including 160 12-inchers) and
4,200 albums were released in
1978. The new pre-recorded
cassette total was 3,000, and there
were 2,500 cartridges.
Based on list price, dollar
volume increased 18 per cent over
1977, while unit volume rose four
per cent. Most significant was the
growth of cassettes, where dollar
volume increased by 80 per cent to
$449.8 million (approximately
£224.9 million) and unit sales rose
six per cent to 61.3 million.
Unit sales of albums dropped one
per cent, singles remained steady,
and cartridges rose by 4.9 per cent.
THE RECORD division of MCA
Inc. made a loss during the first
half of 1979 of $1,759,000
(approximately £879,500)
compared with a profit of
$5,517,000 (£2,758,500) for the
same period in 1978. This is despite
an increase in sales of 36 per cent
from $51,693,000 (£25,846,500) in
1978 to $70,880,000 (£35,440,000).
The loss was attributed to
"increased costs to enhance the
MCA position in the record
industry and higher overall
operating costs which have been
adversely affecting record
company profitability."
y

Electrola takes honours
Pullen, Jimmy Owens, Jimmy
From MICHAEL HENKELS
Knepper, Danny Richmond, Joe
HAMBURG: EMI Electrola takes
Farrell
and John Handy with
top honours for the first six months
Dateline:
Charlie Haden playing bass.
of this year in terms of best LP and
Atlantic is to distribute worldwide
musicassette sales, according to
Hambuig
statistics published by the trade
Emerald City Records owned by
magazine Musikmarkl. These
Charles Green and Brian Stone, who
statistics are compiled with the cobrought Buffalo Springfield, Sonny
operation of the German Parsons with nearly 500,000 units and Cher and Iron Butterfly to the
Phonographic Association and sold on Pyramid and over 400,000 on Atlantic stable.
I Robot; Smokie with over 450,000
Media Control.
Although the percentage share of units sold on The Montreux Album; LEADING ELECTRONIC
EMI Electrola dropped to 16.99 in and Queen's Jazz with over 330,000 musician Klaus Schulze, recently
the first half of 1979 compared with sales.
signed by Metronome Records, will
20.31 per cent for the same period in
The survey also revealed again tour Germany during the month of
1978, it still retains the No. 1 that international repertoire is October, followed by three weeks of
LP/casselte position, followed by outstripping German national appearances in France, where he
Deutsche Grammophon with 13.93 product in the local marketplace.
first came to prominence years ago.
per cent. The survey points out that
this year 15 companies are MINGUS DYNASTY, recently TELDEC MAY double its German
competing for "a piece of the cake" signed by Atlantic's Nesuhi Ertegun sales for the first half of this year
as opposed to 11 in 1978.
and premiered at the Montreux Jazz
with 1978, thanks to
Playing a major role in EMI Festival, will take part in the Berlin compared
songwriter Peter Maffay, pianist
Electrola's success were Pink Floyd, Jazzlage in November.
and most of all to
whose Wish You Were Here album
The band comprises former Clayderman
Patrick Hernandez, who has scored
sold over one million units; Alan Charlie Mingus sidemen Don 750,000
sales of Born To Be Alive.

THE 4th ANNUAL MUSIC INDUSTRY
TUGOFWAR
COMPETITION
(in aid of MusitTliarat)/ Cltarih) LM)
HYDE PARK
13th September at 6*30pm
(oppositethe Barracks)
lit Handsome Bill Fehillj Cup to be won# Undef %-iif-War As?r.Rules
tlf Teams of 3-house teams only - tioTin^eTS Eadics tows 0(6
i(f Entrijfe ^lOpev towi. £7-50 ladles tesivs
# Clte^ues payableto-.'Muslcfltetef'yCharity ltd,'
# Mors details; Kiw Magnus 629 7600 Ext. 314
Contplgte this foryy) dud send to ■ K/mWagnUS,CMopptll Music Ud, 50 New Bond St, London Wlfl 2BR
Wamc
Company
—
-Phone W5_
Mdress I am eyrferinga'Hsn'sTeani/LadiesT&w (delete asapphcable) laltadi my cheque for £_
THIS SPACEK1MDL.Y OOfiATSD 8/ MUSIC WRBK
PAGE 10

SiMid® ShiiSi e@l®brati®M
From MIKE REYNOLDS
are taking out a lawsuit against tl
LOS ANGELES: Muscle Shoals
City of Burbank and councilnu
Sound, celebrating its 10th
Jim Richman, alleging that thi
Dateline:
anniversary this year, has agreed
have
been deprived of tht
terms of a production deal with
constitutional rights, freedom 1
Capitol Records, whereby Capitol
Buenos Aires
speech, association and protectic
will own, manufacture and
by the ban on seven of the nil
distribute MSS Records, a series
Amazing Rhythm Aces.
projected rock concerts, ar
which will bear a combined
First product from the new joint claiming
$19 million damag
Capitol/MSS logo on its labels.
venture with Capitol is expected to (approximately
£9,500,000).
The famous Muscle Shoals
be released in February next year.
rhythm section of Barry Beckett,
MARC
SIMON,
former vie
Jimmy Johnson, David Hood and
THE CONTROVERSY over the
Roger Hawkins, who also run
Burbank city council's decision to president for special projects
has formed his ow
Muscle Shoals Sound's 31,000
ban most of a proposed series of Casablanca,
to be called Ear Marc.
square feet studio complex, are
concerls at Ihe Burbank Stariiohl company
It
will
concentrate
on dance nius
heading the new MSS production
Amphitheatre (Music Week August
operation which will be administered
4) on the grounds that the artists product, and its repertoire will 1
by Casablanca. Brenc
by Michael Barnett.
concerned would attract undesirable Tdistributed
harp has been name
Beckett recently co-produced Dire
elements in their audiences seems to
Straits' Communique and Bob
administrative assistant and Kev
be heading for the courts.
Burke, based in New York,
Dylan's Slow Train Comin' albums
The
nRissmiller,
-,, Prorno
<crs,
Wolf
&
promotion director.
as well as producing Joan Bacz's
the Amphitheatre owners national
The first releases from Ear Ma
Honest Lullaby LP by himself and
Cine Vision and possibly some of the
Johnson has been producing the
artists affected including Patti Smith will feature the Duncan Sisters.
Memphis duo. and Carol Lloyd.
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Hot on the heels
of the Jacksons' recent
successes. Michael's new
solo album is crammed with
great songs, including tracks
written by Paul McCartney and
Stevie Wonder and the current
single written by Michael himself
Don't Stop Till You Get Enough:
FREE PICTURE SINGLE! Gain sales with

You Can't Win', one of Michael's songs from the film 'The Wiz.
It's on a FREE PICTURE DISC available exclusively with
the first20,000 albums.
Order from CBS Order Desk Tel 01-960 2156. CBS Dislnbuuon Cenlre. Barlby Road, London W10

and ready s3468
to move.
Record &
Cassette
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Recognising
ANOTHER PUBLISHING enterprise anxious to make it
quite clear that it is an active publishing operation and not
just a safe deposit point for royalties is Rak Publishing.
This twin of Rak Records is run by Dave Most, with
Jon Crawley as professional manager and Brenda
Brooker in charge of contracts. It's a small, tight
operation with a prime asset in Most, who brings the same
magic alchemy to the task of promotion as his brother
Mickie does to producing hit records.
"We're not a collection agency for Rak Records," Jon
Crawley pointed out. "Obviously we're tied up with the
record side, but we're looking for versatile new writers
and artists to work on generally."
Crawley has been with Rak Publishing for two years,
and previously worked at Carlin Music and Lorna Music.
He has a wide brief in his talent seeking, with Mickie
Most obviously interested in whoever he finds on a first
option basis.
"We've signed Geoffrey Calverl, formerly connected
with Starship Trooper and Barbados, and Gerainl
Hughes as an in-house writing and producing team,"
Crawley disclosed. "They'll also be involved in finding
new artists and writers."

A

RAK

Rak Publishing shares the same premises as Rak
Records in London's St. John's Wood district. There arc
two highly regarded studios in the building already to
which it has access for demos, and another demo studio is
being prepared.
Others on Rak's writing roster include Ronnie Scott
and Steve Wolfe, who compose exclusively for RCA star
Bonnie Tyler, John Miles for certain territories, and
arranger-composer John Cameron. Rak Publishing also
administers the Chinnichap catalogue belonging to the hit
writing and producing team of Nicky Chinn and Mike
Chapman.
"The bulk of our catalogue is commercial popular
songs," explained Crawley, "but we are interested in
diversifying right across the board. We recently signed
two acts, Tennis Shoes and Amilcar Amaral, and also
three American boys, Jimi Gray, Jerome Everette and
James Farr. They are in the Gamble & Huff mould, and
we've done some demos with them already.
"We're a small set-up run on an efficient basis, and
we're actively involved in getting covers on all our writers'
material."
Edited by
NIGEL HUNTER

RMO representatives
RMO MUSIC, the publishing company recently formed by Ron
McCreight, has set representation for its catalogue in most major
territories.
Sub-publishing deals concluded by McCreight last January, and
are with Bob Reno's Midsong publishes copyrights by Gary
International (USA and Canada); Benson, Charlie Whitney, Patsy
Peter Kirsten's Global Music Gallant, D wayne Ford, Charlie
(Germany, Austria and McCraken, Bunk Dogger, Hratch
Switzerland); Pacific,Music (Japan); and Steve Dryer, and also
Rondor Music (Australasia); administers Dave Williams' Jigsaw
Inlersong-Basart
(Benelux Music and Aaron Sixx's Aura
countries); Clive Calder's Music.
The management division
Musicpiece (South Africa), and
Frost Music (Scandinavian represents Eddie Hardin, Charlie
countries). AH the pacts cover both Whitney, Charlie McCracken and
RMO and associated catalogues for Rob Townsend who are now
recording for RCA under the name
a maximum period of three years.
RMO, which also has a of Axis Point, and Tony Cox's
management function, was launched Golant Records.

for Zomba
ZOMBA PUBLISHING has
acquired the UK publishing
rights to material written by
AC/DC and new American band
Tycoon. The agreements include
AC/DC's new Atlantic album,
Highway To Hell, which charted
this week at No. 8, and Tycoon's
Arista single Such A Woman.
I Don't Like Mondays by the
Boomtown Rats on Ensign is
Zomba's third No. 1 single
_during the last nine months.

f
1

/

Z
INTER WORLD MUSIC president Mike Stewart (right) has signed producercomposer-singer Eugene Record (seated) to a worldwide co-pubhshing pad
through Record's Angelshell Music company. Record has been leader and
mastermind behind the Chi-Lites for the past seven years, ^'h hjls such as
Have You Seen Her. Give More Power To The People, Lonely Man and Oh
Girl His songs have also been interpreted by artists such as Leo Sayer, George
Benson Smokey Robinson, Deneice Williams and Peaches & Herb. Record is
currently completing his fourth solo album for Warner Bros The Interworld
pact was negotiated by his attorney Steven Machal (second from left) and
Interworld director of business affairs Jeff Brabec (left).

AC/DC rights

Kv

ro

\

Catalogue chaos
MUSIC PUBLISHERS are strangely reluctant to circulate their
catalogues, according to the music librarian of the British Library
Lending Division.
The BLLD buys a considerable amount of music each year — the
figure for 1978 was £19,500 — but still finds difficulty in obtaining
up-to-date information about what music is in print and available,
and has to rely mainly on its suppliers for catalogues.
Publishers who do supply their catalogues can find it worth their
while, as one discovered recently when he received a £600 order.
Those who don't bother are obviously much less likely to receive any
orders. The address is Music Library, British Library Lending
Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, West Yorks LS23 7BQ.
_
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SINGLES WITH

AVERAGE WHITE BAND
WHEN WILL YOU BE MINE
7" XB 1096 12" XC 1096
Itc/I PICTURE BAG AND SLEEVE
TRIUMPH
HOLD ON
ItC/l
PB 1569
PICTURE BAG
HARRY NILSSON
WITHOUT YOU
llCil
PB 9348
AS FEATURED IN THE HIT MOVIE 'PORRIDGE'

DRIVE

STEPHANIE MILLS
PUT YOUR BODY IN IT
C/W WHAT CHA GONNA DO WITH MY LOVIN'
12" TCD 2415 COLOURED SLEEVE
7" rc 2415
Lisli
GENE CHANDLER
WHEN YOU'RE NO. 1
7" TC 2411 12" TCD 2411
LIMITED EDITION YELLOW VINYL

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 021-525 3000
ItGJI
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News in

Tower sets its sights on

brief...
Preston/Blackpool

JON ROSEMAN production
company is still looking for material
for its Juke Box series for US
television. The production is being
handled in London by Lexi Godfrey
who should be contacted by
managers interested in putting
forward their artists.

ONE FRANCHISE group, Tower Radio, has already
declared itself as a strong contender for the
Preston/Blackpool ILR contract.
The group committee, chaired by Chris Hope, supply
manager at the Howe Group of Companies, was formed
in 1976 and has already held public meetings, canvassed
local MPs and businessmen, and conducted a survey of
1,000 in the area.
Setting out its aims, Tower Radio states that it would
prefer the station to be based in Blackpool, backed by

ARTISTS LINED up for the Radio
One Star Special slot for the coming
Sundays are Harry Chapin (August
26), Edwin Starr (September 2),
Johnny Nash (September 9), Elvis
Costello (September 16), John Miles
(September 23), Michael Palin
(September 30), Tim Curry (October
7), Britt Ekland (October 14), Russel
Mael (October 21) and Amli Stewart
(October 28).
IN PRESENTING a cheque for
£2,500 to music student Jan is Kelly
— chosen to receive the Anna
Inslone Memorial Grant — Capital
Radio's chairman. Sir Richard
Attenborough, said: "This
demonstrates the interest and the
width of interest Capital takes in all
sorts of music. We are sometimes
thought to be purely a pop station —
I don 7 mean to be derogatory about
pop — but we really are very much
more than that. "
The award is made to enable post
graduate music students to continue
their studies.
BEACON RADIO has re-vamped its
Saturday afternoon sports
programme, and the accent is now
more on sport than music. Mike
Stewart, head of news, explains;
"We are no longer using a disc

Local BBC radio
roadshow

jockey on the show, just sports
editor Pat Foley to link the
information, as we feel he is a strong
enough personality in his own
right."
THE NEW talks studio planned by
Capital Radio to cope with the
station's widening scope of output
will be completed by the end of
August. Work has also started on a
new record library which will
become part of the programme area,
with purpose built desks for DJs.
Helpline staff will move into their
own office, with special desks based
on a design used at Scotland Yard.

medium or small investors to avoid domination by large
companies or a small clique.
The group prefers not to name several potential
investors and a prospective station manager is currently in
an executive position with an existing ILR station, ow
is against any idea of linking Preston/Blackpool with
either Manchester or Liverpool, but points out that when
a station is appointed for the area, it will then be PO®s,b'e
for regional advertisements to cover almost all tne
Granada TV area with the three North West stations.

THE BBC Local Radio network has launched its second roadhow mobile
which will exclusively serve stations in the North.
The roadshow — unveiled recently at Radio Manchester by BBC Local
Radio's deputy general manager, Peter Redhouse — is a caravan which
converts to a studio, theatre and mobile exhibition. It will travel
thousands of miles this summer visiting villages, shopping areas, scafront
promenades and county showgrounds, where listeners will be invited to
meet producers and presenters. Also on hand will be films and displays
about local radio activities.
First event for the new mobile this month has been the Oldham
Carnival at which Radio Manchester's Peter Sharritt presented a disco.

Steel Pulse head
BRMB show ___
MIDLANDS BASED bands Slcel
Pulse and Specials lop the bill ai ihe
third annual charity rock show _
Lark In The Park '79 — organised
by BRMB.
Set for Saturday, Augusl 25, at
Cannon Hill Arena, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, the line up also
includes local up-and-coming acts
Ricky Cool and the Icebergs and The
Denizens.
Compere for the event at the 1,000
capacity open air venue will be
BRMB's rock DJ, Robin Valk.
Deputy MD
for Capital
CAPITAL RADIO has appointed a
deputy managing director from the
firm of solicitors which has looked
after the company's affairs since Its
Inception. He Is 41-year-old Brian
Morgan who lists his musical taste as
"everything from popular classical
music to modern pop."
Manx makes

Lennaine keeps on Truckin'
by Lennaine as "an
TFRRY ILENNAINE
FNNAINF — snnl
described bv
TERRY
soul and
informing and entertaining
disco DJ with BBC Radio
venture".
Merseyside — has decided upon
the bold plan of distributing free He adds; "I think you'll admit it's a
a magazine with which he claims
little ambitious to start a
to reach 6,500 listeners
magazine without any
listeners/record buyers/disco
experience,
but with the help of
goers, most record shops in the
others it's all come together."
North West, more than 200
record companies and promotion The first 16 page issue
includes a feature by Rex
persons, plus 200 acts and
artistes worldwide.
Bawden, manager of BBC Radio
Titled Keep On Truckin' — as is his
Merseyside, on the purpose-built
Monday evening Merseyside
station planned for the area at a
show — the magazine is
cost of £1,000,000.

own

S
FOLLOWING THE announcement
of audience research results by the
BBC and the ILR stations, Manx
Radio has come up with a survey of
its own, prepared by the Economics
and Statistics Department of the Isle
of Man Treasury.
Following the same format as
used in JICRAR, it indicates a
weekly reach of 79 per cent,
compared to last year's figure of 82
per cent. Average listening hours for
Manx are shown to be 22.6 hours per
week.

MCA/INFINITY AIRPLAY GUIDE

THE HAPPENING
MCA RECORDS
SINGLES
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12 16 INFINITY
INF 111

SPYRO GYRA
BETTER NOT LOOK DOWN
B.B.KING
STREETLIFE
CRUSADERS

75 MCA 515
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19 14 MCAT
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EVERYBODY NEEDS SOME MUSIC
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INFINITY
INF 114

RADIO GIRL
JOHN HIATT
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POCO
HEART OF THE NIGHT
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YOU CAN DO IT
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News in

Tower i

Discodeck ditches records

brief...
JON ROSEMAN production
company is still looking for material
for its Juke Box series for US
television. The production is being
handled in London by Lexi Godfrey
who should be contacted by
managers interested in putting
forward their artists.
ARTISTS LINED up for the Radio
One Star Special slot for the coming
Sundays arc Harry Chapin (August
26), Edwin Starr (September 2),
Johnny Nash (September 9), Elvis
Costello (September 16), John Miles
(September 23), Michael Palin
(September 30), Tim Curry (October
7), Brill Ekland (October 14), Russel
Mael (October 21) and Amii Stewart
(October 28).
JN PRESENTING a cheque for
£2,500 to music student Janis Kelly
— chosen to receive the Anna
Ins tone Memorial Grant — Capital
Radio's chairman, Sir Richard
Attenborough, said: "This
demonstrates the interest and the
width of interest Capital takes in all
sorts of music. IVe are sometimes
thought to be purely a pop station —
I don 'I mean to be derogatory about
pop — but we really are very much
more than that."
The award is made to enable post
graduate music students to continue
their studies.
BEACON RADIO has re-vamped its
Saturday afternoon sports
programme, and the accent is now
more on sport than music. Mike
Stewart, head of news, explains:
"We are no longer using a disc

Preston
ONE FRANCHISE group, Tower
declared itself as a strong
Preston/Blackpool ILR contract.
The group committee, chaired b;
manager at the Howe Group of Co
in 1976 and has already held public
local MPs and businessmen, and c
1,000 in the area.
Setting out its aims, Tower Radi
prefer the station to be based in E

Local BBC rad
roadshow

jockey on the show, just sport<
editor Pat Foley to link the
information, as we feel he is a strong
enough personality in his own
right."
THE NEW talks studio planned by
Capital Radio to cope with the
station's widening scope of output
will be completed by the end of
August. Work has also started on a
new record library which will
become part of the programme area,
with purpose built desks for DJs
Helpline staff will move into their
own office, with special desks based
on a design used at Scotland Yard.
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and turns to

equipment
to discount more heavily - and then they cut their
THE GROWING problems facing record retailers were have
graphically illustrated this week when one of North discounts. Overheads are chmbing ajl the time and the
London's most well-known disco dealers, Discodeck in
ord ers
h "*
Barnet, decided to throw in the towel.
ihns Yates now spends one day a week buying his stock
The problems facing the shop's proprietor Philip Yates
from One Stop. Another reason that he prefers to shop in
may be no worse than those of any other retailer, and the
his way is that when confronted with record company
inevitable decision could be the one taken by shop owners reps
his tolerance level drops since he is no longer
throughout the country, but Yates has come up with an
prepared
to "try
or fourpressurised."
copies of a record to see
how they go,
and 1three
hate being
interesting alternative.
Having developed a predominantly DJ clientele over
He adds ruefully: "Nowadays all the promises of a
the past five years, Yates is simply replacing vinyl with
record receiving back-up promotion generally don't
hard and software — disco consoles, fuzz lights,
materialise and thus a record I've taken a chance with
speakers, projectors and light boxes. A large clearance
remains unknown and unsold. At One Stop I could buy
sale poster takes up much of his present window display
exactly what 1 want - it's a bit of a bind driving into the
and Yates estimates by the end of October he will have
West End but it's time well spent and when
sold off his stock of records.
manufacturers' sales offices don't even answer their
phones, which has happened to me several times, it s been
"I made the final decision about six months ago," he
the only alternative."
.
told Music Week. "There has been a growing
disillusionment and the problem arises not just in retailing
But all this is in the past now — despite a healthy sale of
and discounting, but with the manufacturers themselves.
12" disco discs. Even in that area, he says, the chart
It now entails a lot of extra work and with the
return shops appear to get preference on the limited
manufacturers cutting their margins it's just not worth it
editions.
anymore,
"The only salesmen welcome here now are disco
"The problems, funnily enough, have nothing to do equipment salesmen," he says. "With the impulse record
buyer
a thing of the past 1 gave a lot of thought to
with the heavy discounting by the chains or the increase in
disco output — although albums don't really sell. The boosting the equipment side, and once I've learnt a little
fact is that there's a lack of new product — in terms of bit more about equipment retailing, that will be the way
1 shall go."
quality and quantity — to keep up the sales. Middle of the
And so the only good news is for the record buyer, who
roads sales have dropped right off, and even allowing for
has suddenly been drawn back into Discodeck in the hope
the seasonal drop it's bad.
"The retailer can't win," he explains. "The that he will pick up an album that had previously shot
manufacturer puts up his prices, which means that we past the £5 barrier — at discount price.
Rub shoulders
SHORT SPINS..
with the stars
LEADING NAMES in the disco
field will be in London on
September 12 when the trade
magazine Disco International holds
its first Gala Awards Presentation
evening.
The venue is the Embassy Club in
Old Bond Street and guest of honour
will be self-styled Disco Queen
Amanda Lear, while other guests
will include Sponooch, who will be
providing the cabaret, and top
American remix engineer John
Luongo, who is expected to show off
his skills with a demonstration to
DJs on mixing techniques. There are
still tickets available, and are
obtainable at £8.50 each from Disco
International, 37 Foley Street,
London W1P 7LB, to whom
cheques/Postal Orders should be
made payable.

FOLLOWING LAST week's report on cutbacks and revisions of mailing lists
and disco departments in various major companies, WEA has now announced
a complete suspension of its disco mailing list indefinitely.
AFTER THE confrontation between popular Lyceum DJ Steve Walsh and his
namesake from Peterborough, the former has been asked to represent the
South of England against Bill Swift from the North back in Peterborough this
Friday (24lh). If he wins there will be a dual celebration as Steve also celebrates
his 21st birthday next month.
LATE SUMMER, early autumn sees the arrival of a number of disco acts
including Brass Construction, Chic, Sister Sledge, and James Brown. In
addition, Edwin Starr will be playing a national tour in October and RCA will
be releasing The Rock as a single, taken from Edwin's H.A.P.P. Y. Radio
album. Latest band in line to visit are GQ, who are rumoured to be visiting the
UK in mid-September.
THE RECENT dispute between the East Anglian Disc Jockey Association and
the Disco Jockeys Federation (GB), to whom they were affiliated, reached its
conclusion last week at the council meeting of the DJF when East Anglians'
resignation was tendered and reluctantly accepted by the DJF. The meeting,
held at Scamps, Chatham, confirmed the affiliation of two new associations —
North West Mobile DJs and the Cornish Association (KODJAK). The DJF
also discussed various promotional activities over the coming months.

MORNING DANCE
SPYRO GYRA
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B.B.KING

Twr news

STREETLIFE
CRUSADERS
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOME M
ORLEANS

\
**■

RADIO GIRL
JOHN HIATT
POCO
HEART OF THE NIGHT
YOU CAN DO IT
AL HUDSON
I Great Pultene/Sireet.LondonWIR 3FW.
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SIMON BATES RECORD OF

The Merton Parkas
"Having said that, we know that in three months they will have to develop
themselves. But they have the potential to do that. Later this year we will
release the first mod album and the single will not be included. It's another bit
of Beggars' reverse psychology — although we've shipped 12,000 copies of the
single, we still don't think it is good enough to go onto the album."
With the success Beggars Banquet and Nick Austin have had, they are not
resting on their laurels. The company Is seen as a long-term thing and like the
band they have just signed they feel they ought to develop too. And they know
only too well, that if they have had their last three releases In the charts it is
going to be even tougher to do the same again.

A VENTURE to promote three
new bands lakes off this week.
Called the Baby Monster Tour, fans
will hear three bands for the price of
one.
Featured are Straight 8 who
release their No Noise From Here
album on Pete Townsend's Eel Pie
label this month; Roy Sundholm and
his band who releases his debut
album on Ensign next month; and
the Dazzlers whose latest single,
Feeling Free, comes out on
Charisma this week.
They play Scarborough,
Manchester, West Runton, London
Music Machine, Dudley and East
Retford from August 24 to
Sptcmber 1 on consecutive dates.
rOYAH Wilcox, who starred in the
punk film Jubilee, releases a unique
alternative play record (AP) under
her musical name Toyah this week.
U features 20 minutes of music on a
seven inch disc which plays at
SB'/jrpm. Titled Sheep Farming In
Barnet it is priced at £1.50 and
comes out on Safari Records.
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comes
1., .nitar does not, however, impose Itself on the
overall sound and is only really let loose on the excellent
"rhTstund foundation for Dylan's unique voice Is 1,1,!
hv Rarrv Beckett on keyboards and the Muscle Shoal,
horn section. The Dylan voice - you either love it or hate
1, _ is at IIS nasal, wailing best on the slow, emotion
charged Precious Angel.
THE HEARTBREAKERS
ROBIN WILLIAMSON AND HIS
Live at Max's Kansas City. Beggar's
ssr »CA.
MERRY BAND
Banquet BEGA 9. Producers: Peter
Produced by Axispolnl. a
A Glint At The Kindling. Criminal disappointing
Crowlcy
and the Heartbreakers. Not
album
considering
the
Records. Steal 6. Producers: Artists.
to be confused with Tom Petty's
Ex-Incredible String Band man line-up reads like a rock history group
of the same name, Johnny
Williamson goes back to his Scottish book with Eddie Hardin, Charlie Thunders'
outfit ruins many
roots. All but one of the tracks have Whitney, Charlie McCracken and
memories
of how good they used to
Rob Townsend. Competent rock
been written by the band and the
be
on
this
album.
The group that
album will gather support from the music that has little fire or once sounded so exciting
now sound
folkies and old String Band fans conviction and is unlikely to pick up like half a dozen other HM
groups.
many sales.
alike.
The only track that gets off the
**
ground is Chinese Rocks — and then
LONG JOHN BALDRY
only because the Heartbreakers
Baldry's Out. EMI America AML sound
VARIOUS
like the Ramones on it.
3002. Producer: Jim Horowitz.
Burning Sampler. Burning BRS 2001
Opening
with
spoken
musings
on
his
LP. Collection of reggae tracks from
"enforced rest cure" Baldry assures
artists on this label — now acquired
us he is totally fit to boogie again.
for marketing and distribution by
And he is. This is a lovely, strong,
VARIOUS
EMI International, which is
and predictably earthy sounding The Main Event. CBS 70171.
probably a timely move as ska and
album,
a
handsome
comeback
for
a
Producers: Various. The soundtrack
reggae again attract pop press
much respected and influential of the current film starring Barbra
interest. Very enjoyable taster for
artist. Worth in-store play.
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal and
the label's specialist catalogue.
Streisand features in various
versions of the title track, with the
strong disco beat providing chart
possibilities as a single. Notable
contributions also from the Four
Seasons — Big Girls Don't Cry —
and Loggins and Messina — Angry
Eyes. Sales obviously subject to
%&
popularity and distribution of the
film.
BOB DYLAN
Slow Train Coming. CBS 86095. This album was
slow in coming as far as his many fans are
concerned and will be eagerly snapped up.
Extra Interest has also been created by the guest
appearance of Dire Straits' Mark Knopfler and Pick
Withers who were 'talent spotted' by Dylan. Knopfler s

I

^

BOB DYLAN: Extra interest in this long awaited album will be whipped up by
the guesting of Dire Straits personnel Pick Eithers and Mark Knopfler,
A TASTE OF HONEY
interest for afficionados) from such
Another Taste. Capitol EST 11951. as Duane Eddy, the Krew Kats,
Producers: Larry and Fonce Mizell. Shadows, Fentones and Dakotas.
Not just another taste, but a large Strong chance in nostalgia market.
dose of disco and highly danceable «*•
soul. The infectious rhythm and JOHN BARRY SEVEN
sultry harmonies are still there but & ORCHESTRA
none of the tracks seems to contain a
of EMI NUTM 21. Producers:
hook quite as catchy as that on their Best
Norman Newell/John Burgess. A
big single hit Boogie Oogie Oogie. master
of the art of turning out
Sales for disco albums have been simple inslrumentals
wickedly
generally disappointing but in this strong hooks, Barry with
to
case another single success could give the UK pop of thedidhalfmuch
decade
make all the difference.
before the Beatles its own very
• ••
distinctive sound and feel. A
HERMAN BROOD AND
package of lightweight mementos of
HIS WILD ROMANCE
the days before pop started to take
Herman Brood and his Wild itself musically, socially and
Romance. Ariola ARL 5029. It emotionally seriously, but for that
probably wouldn't be unfair to say reason it's hard to see it reaching a
that Brood is probably best known new audience now.
in this country for his affair « *
with German chanteuse, Nina WAR
Hagen. But if the lalter's music The Music Band. MCA MCG 4001.
makes small steps to the future of Producer: Jerry Goldstein. War
rock 'n' roll, Broods' makes giant have been around a long time and
leaps back to the past. Anyone who have gone through so many changes
sings about Rock 'n' Roll Junkies musically that there can be few
has got his feel planted firmly in the people who have enjoyed them in all
past. May pick up sales because of their incarnations. But the group is
the Hagen connection. Pressed in probably more popular now than at
Lifebuoy-coloured vinyl.
any stage in its history, and sales of
this slick album should reflect this.
An
easy listen to blend of disco, jazz
VARIOUS
Instrumental Gems 1959-1970. EMI and funk. If you liked Good, Good
you'll love this.
NUTM 22. Apt choice of original Fellin',
Hit And Miss (Juke Box Jury theme) ***
by John Barry Seven for first cut, as CURTIS MAYFIELD
whole LP is a glorious wallow in the Heartbeat. RSO. 1 3053. Producers:
tons of twang which filled the ears in Mayfield, Bunny Siglcr, Norman
the coffee bars and dance halls of Harris and Ronald Tyson. Fits
the Sixties. All splendid simplistic firmly into the sophistisoul bag with
stuff, including the Scorpions' all the polish and professionalism
Riders In The Sky, B, Bumble's Nut you would expect from someone of
Rocker and offerings (not always the Mayfield's stature.
obvious choice, which adds to the

PATTRAVERSBAND
Go For What You Know. Polydor. POLS 1011. Producer: Pal Travers and
Tom Allora. Live album with the first 10,000 In red vinyl featuring the raucus
guitar work of the foremost Canadian heavy metal man. Travers has a
dedicated following here and there is little doubt that his music Is superior to
many of the heavy rock issues these days, so expect fairly heavy sales.
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STANLEY CLARKE
I Wanna Play For You. Epic EPC
88331. Producer: Artist. Double
from much praised bassist which
calls upon many talents, including
Jeff Beck, George Duke and Stan
Getz. Clarke's geatest asset is the
ease with which he manages to cross
all boundaries of contemporary
music in his composing, arranging
and playing — excellent most in his
jazz/rock mode.

J-V

XTC
Drums and Wires. Virgin 2129. Producer: Steve LUIywhite. On which Andy
Partridge and Colin Moulding show off their command of the English
language by printing the lyrics of everything the group has ever released on the
inner sleeve. XTC proved they were in the first division ages ago, and this
album, their best so far, endorses that. The single from Drums and Wires,
Making Plans for Nigel, is very strong and is to be backed with an extensive
marketing campaign which will probably take it and this album into the charts
where they belong.
CHELSEA
TOM BROWNE
Browne Sugar. Arista. GRP 5003, Chelsea. Step Forward SFLP 2. The
Producers: Dave Grusin and Larry group that drew a blank back in '76
Rosen. Latest in along line of session prove that they've made no progress
men trying to become jazz super since on this dull album. You can't
stars, Browne has added his trumpet even say Chelsea have just run out of
work to albums by Lonnie Smith, ideas — they never had any.
Freddie Hubbard and George
Benson. Interesting mixture through
ballad to funk, but there is little here
to suddenly bring Browne to a wider
audience.
BOBBY WOMAK
Portrait of Bobby Womack.UA.
AUG 30245. This album makes you
remember how Bobby Womack
ranks far above the majority of soul
singers around today. His voice is
both silky and gritty and should
appeal to late night party-goers who
want atmosphere as well as latenight songs. I Can Understand It
and I Feel A Groove Coming On,
the openers to side one and two
respectively give this feel, but arc a
little too long for normal listening.
But with It's All Over Now, made
famous by the Rolling Stones and
Bob Dylan's All Along The
Walchtower it shows how good he is
at the straightforward song. Look
out for the cigarette smelling,
alcohol-stained live version of The
Preacher for his night club appeal.
Should sell to people who aren't
converted fans.

DON WILLIAMS
New Horizons. K-tel NE 1048. New
Horizons may be the name of the
album but the style is unmistakably
that of the inimitable Don Williams
on this 20 track compilation which
follows the great success of the last
K-tel push for Williams' ABC
material. The sound is soothing,
sometimes somnolent but has now
reached a wide audience of eager
listeners.

i
i
2
1
BURNING SPEAR
Harder Than The Best. Island II PS oxxt d .
compilation album containing U tracks from
T'T'
I™
s sbl
LPs. Rodney Is one of reggae' five star h.T T'g 0" Rodney
"
and wh c m0S
core fans will already have much of this
rfT
"
be no belter way for a newcomer to get Into Rodney" music!" l3SUeS' ,h

{adio 1
RADIO ONE FEATURED FORTY
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE — Earth Wind and Fire
(CBS 7721)
ANGEL EYES — Roxy Music (Polydor POSP 67)
BACK OF MY HAND — Jags (Island W1P 6501)
BANG BANG — B. A. Robertson (Asylum K 13152)
BEAT THE CLOCK — Sparks (Virgin VS 270)
BOOGIE ALL SUMMER — Dan Hartman (Sky 7741)
CONSCIOUS MAN — Jolly Brothers (United Artists UP
36415)
CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
DUKE OF EARL — Darts (Magnet MAG 147)
GANGSTERS — The Specials (Two Tone TT 1)
GET IT RIGHT NEXT TIME — Gerry Raffcrty (United
Artists BP 301)
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST — Wings
(Parlophone R5027)
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS — Kandidate (RAK 295)
GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS — Hot Chocolate
(RAK 296)
GOTTA GO HOME — Boney M (Atlantic K 11351)
1 DON'T LIKE MONDAYS — Boomtown Rats (Ensign ENY
30)
IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY — Bellamy
Brothers (Warner Brothers K 17405)
IS SHE REALLY GOING OUT WITH HIM — Joe Jackson
(A&M AMS 7549)
JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST — Randy Van Wanner
(Island W1P 6506)
LADY WRITER — Dire Straits (Vertigo 6059 230)
LINES — Planets (Rialto TREB 104)
LOST IN MUSIC — Sister Sledge (Atlantic K 13377)
MAKIN' IT — David Naughlon (RSO 36)
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE — Silicon Teens (Mute 3)
MORNING DANCE — Spyro Gyra (Infinity INF 111)
OOH WHAT A LIFE — Gibson Brothers (Island WIP 6501)
REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL PART 3 - Ian Duty (Stiff
BUY 50)
SHINE SILENTLY — Nils Lofgren (A&M AMS 7455)
STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie Tzuke (Rocket
XPRES 17)
STREET LIFE — Crusaders (MCA 513)
SUNSHINE HOTEL — Richard T. Bear (RCA PB 1470)
SWEET LITTLE ROCK 'N' ROLLER — Showaddywaddy
(Arista AR1ST 278)
THE DIARY OF HORACE WIMP — Electric Light
Orchestra (Jet 150)
THE LONELIEST MAN IN THE WORLD — Tourists (Logo
GO 360)
THIS TIME BABY — Jackie Moore (CBS 7722)
VOULEZ VOUS/ANGEL EYES — Abba (Epic EPC 7699)
WE DON'T TALK ANYMORE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2975)
WHEN WILL YOU BE MINE — Average White Band (RCA
XB 1096)
YOU NEED WHEELS — Merton Parkas (Beggars Banquet
BEG 22)
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT - Me and You
(Laser LAS 8)
RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Andy Peebles; DIRTY WATER — The Inmates (SOHO SH 7)
Simon Bates; YOU CAN DO IT — A1 Hudson and The
Partners (MCA 511)
Paul Burnett: LULLABY OF BROADWAY - Bram
Tchaikovsky (
Tony Blackburn; AMERICAN HEARTS - Billy Ocean (GTO
GT 244)
Kid Jensen: KITTY RICKETTS - The Radiators (Chiswick
CHIS 115)

Radio 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
David Hamilton: THE EDDIE COCHRAN SINGLES
ALBUM — Eddie Cochran (United Artists UAK 30244)

TOP ADD DNS
1= SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown
TMG 1154) OR, F, O, T, U, Mx, Sc. Bb,
Md, M.
1= GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST
— Wings (Parlophone R 6027) RL, RC, F,
O, T, TV, U,Sc, Md, H.
3
TOPICAL SONG - Barren Knights
(Epic EPC 7791) RL, S, T, TV, U, Bb, Md,
H.
4= HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA
509) RC, F, O, TV, Mx, Mr.
4= EASY & FREE - Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1) D, O, S, TV, Md, L.
6= YOUNG BLOOD — Rickie Lee Jones
(Warner Brothers K 17445) F, O, S, TV,
Md, H.
6= CRUEL TO BE KIND - Nick Lowe
(Radar ADA 43) RL, F, S, T, Sc, M.
Station abbreviations; RI Radio One: B Beacon. BR
BRMB; Bb BBC Blackburn; CR Capital; C Clyde; RC
City; D Downtown; F Forth; H Hallam; Hm BBC
Hitinberside; 1, BBC London; RL Luxembourg; M Metro;
Md BBC Medway: Mr BBC Merseyside; O Orwell; P
Pennine; PR Piccadilly: PS Plymouth Sound; S Swansea
Sound; T Tecs; RT Trent; TV Thames Valley; U BBC
Ulster; V Victory, SC Scotland; MX Manx

ADD ONS
DUCHESS — The Stranglers (United Artists BP 308)
GANGSTERS — Specials (2 Tone TT I)
MONEY — Flying Lizards (Virgin VS 276)
ROCK LOBSTER — B52's (Island WIP 6506)
REGGAE FOR IT NOW — Bill Lovclady (Charisma CB 337)
STRAIGHT LINES — New Musik (GTO GT 255)
LAS VEGAS — American Echoes (Mercury 6007 230)
YOU CAN DO IT — A1 Hudson (MCA 511)

Radio Forth

EDINBURGH

HIT PICKS
Mike Scott: YOUNG BLOOD ■ Rickie Lee Jones (Warner
Brothers K 17445)
April Love (Ariola
Steve Hamilton: SWITCHBOARD
ARO 177)
Bill Torrence: YOU SET MY GYPSY BLOOD FREE - ■ Sally
Old field (Bronze BRO 79)
Brian Ford: LINES — The Planets (Rialto TREB 104)
Jay Crawford: THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME —
Headboys (RSO 40)

ADD ONS
YOU NEED WHEELS — Merton Parkas (Beggars Banquet
BEG 22)
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS — Kandidate (RAK 295)
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT — Me and You
(Laser LAS 8)
BETTER NOT LOOK DOWN — B. B. King (MCA 515)
BOY OH BOY — Racey (RAK 297)
SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
GETTING CLOSER — Wings (Parlophone R6027)
HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA 509)
WOLVERHAMPTON/ LASER LOVE — After The Fire (CBS 7769)
BLACK COUNTRY CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
Beacon Radio
AMERICAN HEARTS — Billy Ocean (GTO GT 244)
CLUB LIDO — Pans People (Riva/GM CMS 9052)
ADD ONS
I DON'T DEPEND ON YOU — The Men (Virgin VS 269)
WANTED — Dooleys (GTO GT 249)
LOVE'S GOT A HOLD ON ME — Dollar (Carrere CAR 122)
REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL — Ian Dury (Stiff BUY 50)
GOTTA GO HOME — Boney M (Atlantic K 11351)
IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY — Bellamy
Brothers (Warner Brothers K 17405)
SHEFFIELD
Radio Hallam
HIT PICKS
Keith Skues: GETTING CLOSER — Wings (Parlophone RR
6027)
Roger Moffat: DIM ALL LIGHTS — Donna Summer
LONDON (Casablanca
Capital Radio
CAN 162)
Johnny Moran: DON'T BRING ME DOWN — Electric Light
CLIMBERS
Orchestra (Jet
SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
Colin Slade; IT'S YOUR LIFE TO LIVE — Edgar Winter
PRECIOUS ANGEL — Bob Dylan (CBS
(Blue Sky SKY 7803)
POINT OF VIEW — Matumbi (Matumbi RIC 101)
Ray Stewart: TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic
I'M SATISFIED — Trickster (Jet 149)
EPC 7791)
THE LONELIEST MAN IN THE WORLD — Tourists (Logo Bill Crozier: BACK TO THE LOVE — Ruby Winters (Creole
GO 360)
CR 174)
Martin Kelner; IN THE BROWNIES— Billy Connolly
(Polydor 2059 160)
Maggie Mash: YOUNG BLOOD — Rickie Lee Jones (Warner
Brothers K 17445)
Dnvlan
LIVERPOOL
n|||||0 UIIV
ADD ONS
THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME — Head Boys (RSO 40)
HIT PICKS
Dave Lincoln: DIM ALL THE LIGHTS — Donna Summer OOH WHAT A THRILL — Chuck Berry (Atlantic K 11354)
(Casablanca CAN 162)
Phil Easton: THINGS AIN'T WORKING OUT DOWN ON
THE FARM — Thin Lizzy (Dccca LIZZY 1)
Simon Tate: HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA 509)
Norman Thomas; SEASIDE WOMAN — Suzy and The Red
NEWCASTLE
Stripes (A&M 7461)
Metro Radio
Billy Butler: COME INTO THE OPEN — Penetration (Virgin
Mark Joenz: IN THE BROWNIES — Billy Connolly (Polydor ADDONS
2059 160)
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST — Wings
Kevin Curtis: MAKIN' IT — David Naughton (RAO 32)
(Parlophone R6027)
SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
ADD ONS
CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
BACK OF MY HAND — Jags (Island WIP 6501)
DIM ALL THE LIGHTS — Donna Summer (Casablanca
LASER LOVE — After The Fire (CBS 7769)
Wings
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST
THE SIDEBOARD SONG — Chas and Dave (EMI 2985)
(Parlophone R6027)
HEARTS IN TROUBLE — The Dukes (Warner Brothers K
BOY OH BOY — Racey (RAK 297)
17453)

Radio Luxembourg
BULLETS
.,
THE TOPICAL SONG — The Barron Knights (Epic EPC
7791)
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST — Wings
(Parlophone R6027)
BOY OH BOY - Racey (RAK 297)
WAR STORIES — Slarjets (Epic EPC 7770)
LINES — Planets (Rialto TREB 104)
CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
SATLHIDAY night — Herman Brood (Ariola ARO 173)

Downtown Radio

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul; DON'T BRING ME DOWN — Electric Light
Orchestra (Jet 153)
Trevor Campbell: OUR DAY WILL COME — Esther Phillips
(Mercury 6167 822)
Eddie West: DO IT OR DIE — Atlanta Rhythm Section
(Polydor 2059 081)
Lynda Jayne: EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1)

Piccadilly Radio

MANCHESTER

ADDONS
BOY OH BOY — Racey (RAK 297)
STREET LIFE — Crusaders (MCA 513)
SEASIDE WOMAN — Suzy and The Red Stripes (A&M AMS
7461)
LINES — Planets (Rialto TREB 4)
DUCHESS — Stranglers (United Artists BP 308)
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AT THE signing of a contract between EMI and Harveys of Bristol for a new
series of classical recordings sponsored by the wine company — Robin Frost
(Harveys), Ramon Lopez (EMI Records MD) and John Pallrick, general
manager, EMI Records classical division, examining copies of the first release.
Music of Delius.
Harveys backs IP series
EMI is launching a new scries of Series and the music is recorded by
classical recordings in association the Bournemouth Sinfonietta with
with the Harveys of Bristol wine whom Harveys has had close links
company. The first album — Music for several years.
Future releases in the series will
of Delius, arranged and conducted
by Eric Fenby (HMV ASD 3688) — include music by Arnold,Avison,
Britten, Tippett and the first
is now on release.
Harveys sponsors the series, which complete recording of the Delius
is called Harveys Of Bristol English Incidental Music to Hassan.

label

JAMES LOUGHRAN and the Halle Orchestra have been the subject of a fair amount of national and
international attention recently, what with the appearances in the first and last nights of the Proms and two
engagements scheduled for September 2 and 4 in the Edinburgh Festival
This autumn will also see the
And they are still benefiting from
the good notices received for the continuation of some of the Enigma
complete Schubert Ninth Symphony series, The Lindsay String Quartet
Stariev
present the second of their
issued earlier this year. So it is an
Beethoven series, Opus 18 Nos 3 and
appropriate time for Enigma to beat
4
(K53587), and John Lill's
the
drum
a
bit,
and
issue
a
new
concertos
record — of Elgar's Second Beethoven Piano Sonata cycle
should produce the Waldstein before
Symphony (K53594 £5).
But Enigma's shrewd director, Christmas.
released
One of the most exciting things to
John Boyden, has a number of other
A COUPLE of years ago a set of projects in hand, not least of which come will be the first
organ concertos written In 1775 by is the promotion of the young cellist Enigma/Orchestra of St John's
the English composer John Stanley Julian Lloyd-Webber from a mid- records, playing works by
were discovered in Burghley House, price artist (The Romantic Cello was Mendelssohn, Stravinsky, and even
the Pachelbel Kanon. The Music
Stamford, the home of the Marquess an earlier release) to full-price.
of Exeter.
"1 think he is worth it," said Mr Group of London, Pro Cantione
And now the works have been Boyden unequivocally." He is very Antiqua (Byrd's Four Part Mass)
recorded for the first time by Gerald simply the best young British cellist will also feature before Christmas.
What is equally interesting is John
Gifford on the organ of Hexham since Jacqueline du Pre and he
Boyden's insistence now that quality
Abbey, Northumberland, with the should be full-price.
Northern Sinfonia, for release next
So Julian Lloyd-Webber, now 28, is the key word. After some
month by CRD — the number is has been signed up as an exclusive difficulties with English pressings.
CRD 1065.
Enigma artist and apart from the Enigma records are now being
According to Simon Lawman, pop single which came out last pressed in Germany and this is
CRD producer, these Stanley works month, has been geared to record a reflected in the new Supcrcut logo
on all new Enigma discs.
are not merely interesting from the series of cello classics.
People now demand a higher
scholastic point of view, but
The first is K53589, which
charming and beautiful works in includes Rachmaninov's Sonata No standard of technical quality, not
least
because they have invested in
their own right.
1 for cello and piano and Debussy's
The other CRD releases coming Sonata, both with the very able better equipment.
And future Enigma campaigns
over the next six weeks or so are young pianist Yitkin Seow. There
more mainstream. The Nash
are other very interesting projects in will rest as much on the attention
paid to quality as to music.
Ensemble play Mozart and
the pipeline.
Beethoven's Quintets for Piano and
Wind (CRD 1067) while the Aibernl
String Quartet play an intriguing set
The first in a new EMI series of records
of works by opera composers. (CRD
sponsored by Harveys of Bristol
1066).
Verdi, Puccini and Donizetti all
THE HARVEYS OF
wrote quartets In between their
operatic endeavours, and they offer
BRISTOL ENGLISH SERIES
some surprises, for instance,
Puccini's quartet, called Crisanteml,
Is quite Classical In approach.
ERIC FEWRYconducts
MUSIC OF

iiitltowM ®i®i direst
NO SINGLE project characterises volume is due to appear in October.
Other direct-cut plans include
the individuality of Nimbus Records
better than the cycle of the Complete Rachmaninov's Second Piano
Beethoven Sonatas performed by Sonata and Scriabin's Sonata No 5
played by the Bulgarian pianist
Bernard Roberts.
It brings together all the aspects Marta Deyanova which will be
such as commitment to performers issued in September retailing at
widely respected rather than £4.85p.
established commercial figures and
But Nimbus does not produce
the search for the highest technical exclusive direct-cut. The company is
quality through, in this case, direct- bringing out a rare record by the
to-disc.
marvellous Spanish harpsichordist,
The first volume was released Rafael Puyana, who plays three
earlier this year, and this month Haydn Sonatas and a set of Mozart
(August) sees the second volume, variations.
the next eight Sonatas taking it up to
Nimbus is, in fact, producing
No 15. This four record set retails at around
30 new titles each year now
£18 at the moment, but next month and the autumn
is a busy time. There
sees a price rise to £19.40. The third

tt® dise
is another LP coming from the
cellist Christian Hocks, accompanies
by Geoffrey Parsons, with the
Sonata by Cesar Franck in the
original pitch, not the easier, lower
transposition, and an LP of
Debussy's Piano Music from one of
the leading Debussy scholars, Roy
Howal, including some rare pieces.
As can be seen, the company is
somewhat weighted down by
pianists, but two other intriguing
releases later in the year will be Cyril
Smith and Phyllis Sellick playing the
Dolly Suite and Franck's Chorale
Prelude and Fugue, and the first
volume of the Complete
Mendelssohn Piano Music, with
Martin Jones.

Nicolas Soames Production: Kovon Too and Danny van Emdon

DELIUS
arranged byEric&nby
La Catinda
Air and Dancefi
Five Little
Pieces
Sonata for
String
Orchestra
(arranged from the
String Quartet)

r

HAJiVXTS

with
EEEJVA DURAJV (fiute)
Bournemouth Sinfometta ASD 3688 esTI C-ASD 3688
EMI
BMl RECORDS LTD.. 20 Manchester Square.London VV1A 1ES.
A k iember nt the KMI Group of Companies.
International Lenders in Music.Electronics and Leisure.
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Decca this autumn
>J varied collection spawns optimism at Decca
DECCA'S HUGE and varied autumn programme contains a number of important recording projects
involving most of the company's top names.
And, at the same time, Decca is (SXL/K 6887 £5.25). He also
Spearheading the releases over the
next few months is, of course, Sir releasing Brahms' German Requiem follows this up in September with a
Georg Solti with both his Chicago with Kiri te Kanawa and Bernd new production of Don Giovanni,
Symphony Orchestra and the Wcikl, coupled with the St Antoni (Bernd Weikl with Margaret Price,
London Philharmonic Orchestra Variations (D135D K £10.50) in a 2- Sylvia Sass, Gabriel Bacquier and
Norma Burrowes and the LPO).
LP box set.
which he takes over next year.
Giovanni is on D162D/K, £19.95,
The recording of this work was,
It has been a strange feature of his
and comes in a 4-LP boxed set.
by
all
accounts,
an
unforgettable
recordings that he has come to the
Brahms symphonies fairly late in his experience. The atmosphere in the Incidentally, work is proceeding at a
career. Brahms' Symphony No 4 sessions reached such a peak that rapid rate on Decca's first digital

T

"i

Kehoe: "It is also important to us that we are now the only
surviving major British record company-that alone has given
us a tremendous boost of morale."
was very well received last year, and
now he presents the other three,
packaged in a 4-LP box set
containing all four symphonies, the
Tragic and Academic Festival
Overture (D15ID/K £18.95) played
by the CSO.

one of the movements of the
Requiem needed only one take, and
most of the others needed very few.
Solti also conducts another
record, Mozart's Piano Concertos
Nos 25 and 27 with Alicia de
Larrocha as soloist with the LPO

opera, Fidelio, with Hildegaard
Behrens, Peter Hoffman and Hans
Sotin. Such is Solti's contribution to
Decca. Obviously, Decca is
supporting all these releases with a
major Solti campaign.
Digital remains of major
importance to Decca which
continues its one-issue-a-month
pattern in September with Radu
Lupu playing Beethoven's Piano
Concerto No 5 (Emperor) and Zubin
Mchta and the Israel Philharmonic
(SXDL/K £5.5bp). This is part of a
complete Beethoven cycle from
Lupu — the Fourth Concerto was
well received.
Other discs scheduled for
September release include Debussy's
La Mer coupled with Scriabin's
Poem of Ecstasy by the Cleveland
Orchestra and Maazel (SXL 6905
£5.25) and a new Kyung-Wha Chung

SIR GEORG SOLTI: dominating the September release schedule.
It all points to a a typically active
digital disc, of Pavarotti doing
time for Decca whose continued lead
Romantic and Verismo arias.
with
digital is almost like the icing
Pavarotti is appearing at Covent
Garden on November 4, so there is a on lop of an equally remarkable
major campaign being prepared, cake. It has all come at a time when
with signing sessions, posters, price shifts have put Decca among
the highest priced in the classical
browser cards, etc planned.
None of the companies can really field, but John Kehoe, classical
equal Decca in the early music field. marketing manager is convinced that
The Consort of Musicke celebrates this will have no real effect on sales.
"At the moment, I think the
its tenth anniversary in Setptember,
and two records, including a market has taken a knock," he
explains.
"People were stunned by
Dowland disc, mark the occasion.
Most significant, however, will be the price rises and VAT, but with tax
the issuing of the first volume in the rebates coming the market will start
complete Mozart Symphonies cycle to work its way through and it will
played for the first time on authentic settle down.

"There won't be a boom, but with our release programme..
we feel we can look forward to the coming months with a
lot of optimism."

KYUNG-WHA CHUNG: her recording of works by Chausson, Saint-Saens
and Ravel is due for September release.

disc, of works by Chausson, SainlSaens and Ravel's Tzigane
accompanied by Charles Dutoit and
the RPO (SXL/K £5.25) plus nine
releases in the mid-price (£3.25)
Jubilee series.
If Solti dominates September,
Pavarotti takes over in October.
There is a disc of Neopolitan Songs
followed by Puccini's Tosca, with
Freni, Pavarotti, and Milnes
conducted by Riccardo Chailly, and,
early next year the first solo vocal

instruments in authentic style on
record — by The Academy of
Ancient Music under the dual
direction of Christopher Hogwood,
keyboard and Jaap Schroder, violin.
These records will come out in
seven volumes of 4 LPs, and
promise to mark a real milestone in
recording history. There are other
bits of recording history as well,
including the world's first
recording of Strauss's opera The
Egyptian Helen.

"There won't be a boom, but with
our release programme, which we
believe is second to none, and the
back-up of a really good back
catalogue with repertoire at a variety
of prices, we feel we can look
forward to the coming months with
a lot of optimism.
"It is also important to us that we
are now the only surviving major
British record company, — that
alone has given us a tremendous
boost of morale".

Nonesuch campaign
THE VAGARIES of the market rarely seem to affect certain special
products of which the characteristically individual Nonesuch release
Is a perfect example.
With one release, and an
attractive poster campaign having And Schumann Duets and Four
recently been presented to retailers, Songs from Opus 98a are sung by
Nonesuch Is preparing another Jan DeGaetani and the baritone
Leslie Guinn, with Gilbert Kalisch,
launch for October.
There will be six discs with the piano (H 71364). Kalisch also
kind of variety we have been presents Volume 4 of Haydn's Piano
accustomed to — some esoteric and Music, Including Sonatas Hob 16
some popular. There is an album of Nos 20, 23, 40, (H 71362).
And another disc Joins the
American folk hymns from the
Sacred Heart tradition which dates pioneering Explorer series — Africa
—
Ancient Ceremonies, Dance
back to the early 18tb century.
Entitled Rivers of Delight, the disc Music and Songs of Ghana,
features the Word of Month produced by Stephen Jay (H 72082)
and the release is concluded by The
Chorus, and Is on H 71J60.
Tartinl's Devil's Trill and other English Lute, with music by John
18th century virtuoso sonatas are Dowland and William Byrd played
played by Sergiu Luca, violin, by (he American lutenist, Paul
Barbara Bogatin, cello and James Odette H 71363. All the records
Richman, harpsichord on H 71361. retail at £4.
2 CLASSICSCENE

Simdirimi feet pip fir ymkim
JOHN GOLDSMITH'S decision to back Kurt
along with a cantata Landjkcnning, with the same
Sanderling as a conductor unjustly neglected by the
forces that produced the successful Complete Peer
major companies in the same manner he approached
Gynt, the LSO conducted by Per Dreler (RHS 364
Jascha Horenstein seems to be paying off.
£4.75).
And next month Goldsmith releases another
But the autumn release which will receive the widest
Sanderling disc. It couples the Schumann Piano
attention will be the special record made in
Concerto with a more unusual work, Schubert's
collaboration with the Malcolm Sargent Cancer Fund
Wanderer Fantasy in the arrangement by Liszt for
for Children a group of small-scale classical pieces
piano and orchestra — the last recording of this was
including the Albinoni Adagio, and so on, by the City
made nearly 20 years ago by Brendel for Vox.
of London Junior Chamber Orchestra with four
The pianist in the Unicorn issue is the Israeli
soloists, Leon Goosscns, Jack Brymer, John
musician Ilan Rogoff, and he is Joined by Sanderling
Wllbraham and John Williams, (MS 1000 £2.60).
and the Phllharmonia (RHS 367 £4.75).
T lev s on and
1Involved
® ! !In the production,
"dlo personality
Jimmywill
Savlle
"1 am really excited by Sanderling — I am
Rolf Harris
be Is
recording him wherever and whenever 1 can,"
painting the cover design, and all proceeds will go to
remarks Goldsmith with enthusiasm.
the Fund. It should be out by the end of September
Unicorn's autumn production also includes a Grieg
or in October.
rarity, Olav Trygvason, a fragment from an opera
Incidentally, all Unicorn records arc now pressed by
Phonogram in Holland.
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EMI

push

faces challenge to

autumn

WHAT WITH the price rises,
the much-published Paramount
deal and other smaller changes
such as the rationalisation of
sales reps, EMI faces perhaps
the greatest challenge of all the
majors this autumn.
Of course, the classical side of the
huge conglomerate is unlikely to be
seriously affected by problems or
drastic changes in other areas, but
HMV will have to work for public
recognition of this.
Certainly, HMV has some

\

JOHN SOLUM plays Doppler,
Saint-Saens Popp and others on A
Bouquet of Romantic Music For
Flute and Orchestra.

product

ambitious but exciting projects over
the next two or three months,
especially in the operatic field.
September opens with a new
version of Gounod's Faust with an
all-star cast of Placido Domingo,
Nicolai Ghiavrov, Mirella Freni
and Thomas Allen, with the Paris
Opera Chorus and Orchestra
conducted by Georges Pretre, A 3
LP or cassette set, it is released on
SLS 5170 and retails at £18.95.
HMV is also issuing, in
collaboration with the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden (half the
proceeds go to the ROH
Development Appeal) a 3LP set of
historic recordings made between
1926 and 1936.
Chaliapin, Dame Nellie Melba
and Giovanni Zenatello are the best
known among the singers, though
others include Joseph Hislop,
Herbert Jansen and Vincenzo
Bellezza.
They sing excerpts from La
Boheme, Boris Gudonov, Otello,
etc, in performances conducted by
Eugene Goossens and Sir Thomas
Beecham. The discs (RLS 742
£11.95) are all new transfers from
original masters.
Another past operatic release is
the all-star version of Puccini's
Turandot with Callas, Schwarzkopf,
conducted by Serafin at La Scala
(RLS 741 £11.95).
An important orchestral re-issue is
the re-packaging of Beethoven's
Piano Concertos No 5 with
Barenboim playing with the NPO
under Klemperer, made in the late

1960's. This comes in a re-cut
version in a 4 LP box set, (SLS 5180
£15.05p).
September is a quiet month in
comparison to October. The new
recording of Verdi's Don Carlos
with Mirella Freni, Jose Garreras,
and Ghiaurov conducted by Herbert
von Karajan with his Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra announced
a couple of months back is issued on
SLS 5154.
Both this, and Debussy's Pelleas
et Melisande with Richard Stilwell
and von Stade and van Dam under
the baton of Karajan (SLS 5172) are
crucially important releases for
EMI.
But orchestral releases too are
important. What will probably
prove to be Sir Adrian Boult's last
record — Parry's Symphony No 5
and the Elegy to Brahms — is
performed with the LPO.
Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto with
Itzhak Perlman accompanied by the
Philadelphia Orchestra under
Ormandy (who celebrates his 80th
birthday in October) should prove a
huge seller.
October, too, sees the release of
Giulini's version of the Mozart
Requiem with Teresa Berganza and
the Philadelphia Orchestra and
Chorus; and Klaus Tennstedt's
second release in his Mahler cycle
with the LPO, Mahler's Symphony
No 5 in the now inevitable coupling
with the Adagio from the Symphony
No 10.
Later in the year EMI attempts to
move into the lucrative field of the

i

m

MIRELLA FRENI appears with a host of stars on a new version of Gounod's
Faust. The opera will be available on a three LP or cassette set.
flute virtuoso with A Bouquet of much change in terms of demand
Romantic Music for Flute and because of the price rises — our view
is that the next barrier is £5.50 now
Orchestra with various Victorian
that £5 has been broken," said John
pops by Doppler, Saint-Saens, Popp
and others played by John Solum
Pattrick, EMI marketing manager.
and the Philharmonia Orchestra
under Neville Dilkes (SLS TC/3744
"But I do think that the whole
£5.40).
industry is at saturation point and
that there is no real growth in the LP
Andre Previn features in the
November release with his first market, though there is in the tape
Mahler symphony, No 4 with the market. We experienced a 30 per
cent tape growth last year, though
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra and
LPs have gone down a bit and I
Elly Ameling (ASD/TC3783) and
the same month there is a campaign think there is more to be had in the
tape
growth.
to launch six Concert Classics
"There are many older people
records of operatic highlights.
All this, in conjunction with some who have brought music centres and
interesting imports discs, means that who are not looking for tremendous
EMI remains a competitive classical quality, but the ease and flexibility
label. 'T don't think there will be which cassette tape offers."

A new mid-price label from Deutsche crammophon

Great Artists • Great works • Great Performances
Accolade is the exciting new series from Deutsche Grammophon: less than full price for top recordings
from the famous Yellow Label's acclaimed repertoire.
These famous recordings, many of which are first choice recommendations in critical comparisons, are of
works that every serious music lover regards as essential to possess. Accolade presents them in
interpretations which, over recent years, have rarely been surpassed.
Deutsche Grammophon's inexpensive new Accolade series will continue to set standards by which others
are judged.
Records £3.50 ■ Musicassettes £3.75
Double Albums £7.00 ■ Double Musicassettes £7.50
National Advertising • Full colour Posters and Leaflets available
Launch October 5th 1979

\jiHiniiTivprn
17-19 Stratford Place,
London W1N OBL

Ask your Polydor salesman lor further details
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DG

no

longer hampered

as price

pacemakers

TRADITIONALLY,
DEUTSCHE Grammophon has
been one of the most expensive
of the classical majors in this
country but now, with full price
LPs retailing at just £5.06, it
becomes one of the least
expensive.
And what is going to be very
interesting, as Peter Russell,
classical manager, pointed out, is
how this change of position, in
conjunction with a strong autumn
programme, is going to affect sales
— and all the signs look good.
Naturally, DG heads off the
autumn season with its share of the
most distinguished names. Carlo
Maria Giulini conducts the Chicago

Symphony Orchestra in Dvorak's
Symphony No 8 (2531 046/tape
also) and Leonard Bernstein and the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
perform Mendelssohn's Symphonies
Nos 4 and 5 (2531 097/lape also).
Two major pianists also honour
the September releases — Emil
Gilels plays Chopin's Piano Sonata
No 3 and Polonaises 3, 4 and 6,
(0531 099) and Wilhelm Kempff
features in two Privilege Beethoven
Sonata releases, playing the
Moonlight, Tempest and Les Adieux
Sonatas on one, (2535 316) and The
Pathetique and the Appassionata
(2535 354) on the other.
In fact, Privilege plays an
important role in the DG catalogue
— there are no less than eight
/

EMIL GILELS plays Chopin's Piano Sonata No 3 and Polonaises Nos 3, 4 and
6 on an autumn release from Deutsche Gramophonn.

releases on this label (which retails at
£2.93) in September. Most notable,
perhaps, is the re-issue of Mahler's
Ten Symphonies in the version by
Rafael Kubelik and the Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra which
comes in a 14LP box set (2720 090)
at the special price of £26.50.
Kubelik has always been highly
regarded as a Mahler conductor and
his version of the Symphony No 1
came out on top in a recent BBC
Radio 3 comparison.
The problem of the balance
between re-releases of top records
like these and new issues is a difficult
one, particularly now that the £5
barrier has been broken.
Lifeblood
"The Privilege series sells
extremely well. Since it was started it
has gone from strength to strength,"
said Russell. "But new releases
are the lifeblood of the industry and
that will always remain true, even if,
as recently, there has been an
increase in sales of medium price
and a drop in full price sales."
September also reflects a number
of other significant DG directions.
The interest the company has shown
in English early music musicians
(remember the first Trevor Pinnock
records came out earlier this year)
can be seen in an Archiv release, The
Suites for Harpsichord by Purcell
played by Colin Tilney (2533 415).
Other Archiv releases include
some Albinoni Oboe Concertos
played by Holliger (2533 409) and
Bach's Musical Offering in authentic
performance by Musica Antiqua

RCA hoping to keep up good
sales with £4.99
THE FIRST six months of 1979 was a phenomenally
successful period for RCA during which the company
actually doubled its sales forecasts, helped, of course, by
the two best-selling classical artists, James Galway and
Julian Bream.
It is unlikely that the company will do as well with the
second half of the year, but good sales are still expected
— partly because of the strong programme and partly
because most of the new product will retail at £4.99.
The top price of £5.49 will be for all imported discs,
such as the Erato range and for discs with special
features, such as operas with librettos; but £4.99 will be
the price tag of most new records which makes It the most
competitive of the majors.
RCA has a knack for picking the showmen and it
comes as no surprise to find that flamboyant organist
Carlo Curley has been wooed away from Rediffusion and
is now on RCA.
A recital of virtuoso French organ music including
Saint Saens' Fantaisie and the thrilling Suite Gothlque by
Boellmann has been recorded by this eloquent,
championing American organist on the 146 stop Royal
Albert Hall instrument.
Irrepressible, Curley has done more to bring organ
music back to the masses than any other single person
since the war — thousands come to his recitals at the
Royal Albert Hall and Alexandra Palace.
He is touring throughout September and October in
this country (there is a big Ally Pally bonanza on October
12) and In addition to the advertising support, he will be
the feature of numerous TV and radio Interviews.
"I am going to beat people over the head with good
music until they love It," said Curley, who has now signed
an exclusive contract with RCA. This disc (RL/RK 25247
£4.99) which has been rush-released following the sessions
in June, is going to be the first of many.
RCA are also tipping another American musician to do
a Galway. He Is the clarinettist Richard Stoltzman who
plays Mozart's Clarinet Quintet and the Piano and Wind
Quintet with Peter Serkin, piano and Tashi (RL 12863,
£4.99) which is also a September release.
Other September Issues include the separate release of
Borodin's Symphony No 2 coupled with In The Steppes
of Central Asia, Nocturne and Polovtslan Dances in the
performance by Loris Tjeknavorlan and the National
4 CLASS1CSCENE

price tag
Philharmonic (RL/RK 25225 £4.99) originally issued as
part of a 3LP set.
And the marvellous soprano Katia Ricclarelll takes the
title role in Puccini's one-act opera Suor Angelica with
Fiorenza Cossotto as the Princess conducted by Bruno
Bartoletti (RL12712£5.49).
There is also a handful of Erato imports, including a
recording of two Concertos for Organ by CPE Bach
(currently absent from the catalogue) played by MarieClaire Alain conducted by Jean-Francois Paillard (STU
71115 £5.49) and Nielsen's Flute Concerto, coupled with
Norby's Illuminations played by Jean Pierre Rampal
(STU 71273 £5.49).
Pierre Amoyal, the young French violinist, features on
two other Erato discs, including a coupling of the Bruch
and Glazunov Concertos (STU 71164) £5.49).
The coming months offer a Levlne/Chlcago
SO/Brahms Symphonies cycle, a Bream re-packaging,
The Art of the Lute, the start of a Beethoven Quartet
cycle with the Cleveland Quartet (starting with the middle
five quartets to be released in October) and a new Galway
record — James Galway in Japan, playing music written
for the shakuhachl.
There are other major projects — RCA's first digital
record, Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra played by
Ormandy and the Philadelphia, the concerto debut of
Lydia Mordkotich (playing the Brahms) which will be the
subject of a special offer, and the Sixth Symphony by
Mahler in Levlne's cycle.
Another sales blockbuster is expected also from a new
synthesiser record by Tomita, this time looking at the
music of Prokofiev.
Projects such as these ensure a very active presence
from RCA, particularly as it will be backed by a new
RCA dealer scheme involving new product and back
catalogue.
Ray Crick, RCA's classical marketing manager is
convinced that the main trends of the next six months or
even a year will be fewer records coming on to the market
because of the higher production costs — particularly In
the packaging area.
There will also be less money around in the immediate
future both in the pocket of the consumer, and In the
record company promotional budgets and this will affect
sales. But things will pick up towards the end of the year,
he believes.

CARLO MARIA Giulini, who became music director of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic at the beginning of the 1978-1979 season, conducts the Chicago
Philharmonic Orchestra with Dvorak's Symphony No 8 on Deutsche
Gramophonn.
Orchestra, Karajan and the Berlin
Koln (2533 422).
Equally important is the increased Phil with Edith MatHis perform
interest in opera. "DG has been Mahler's Fourth, and Kleiber and
concentrating on opera in the last the VPO play Schubert's
two-three years," remarked Symphonies Nos 3 and 8.
But a major month for DG will be
Russell. There was the huge
Mozart/Bohm box set of last month October, when the company gives
and it is followed by the separate extensive support to the tour given
release of the Clemenza di Tito, the by Claudio Abbado who takes over
one new recording in the set (2709 the reins of the LSO, conducting
them for the first time in the Royal
092/tape also).
And there is news of tremendous Festival Hall on September 30 as
things to come. There is Lulu in the principal conductor (with Krystian
controversial complete version Zimerman playing Brahms 1); and
conducted by Boulez at the Paris then touring Swansea (8) Bristol (9),
Opera with Teresa Stratas in the title Birmingham (10) Manchester 14),
role; Saint-Saens' Samson and Sheffield (15) and Edinburgh (16) in
Delilah with Domingo and October.
"One area I would like to see DG
Obratsova conducted by Daniel
cover more is English music and 1
Barenboim again at the Paris Opera.
And Massenet's Werther, which think this is going to happen — one
brings together once more Domingo of the autumn releases should be
and Obratsova with Kurt Moll and Giulini conducting a Benjamin
the West German Radio Orchestra Britten record, with the Serenade for
tenor (Robert Tear) horn and strings
conducted by Riccardo Chailly.
The orchestral feasts to come are with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, and Les Illuminations
no less impressive. Barenboim
conducts Bruckner's Symphony No with the Philharmonia," said
5 with the Chicago Symphony Russell.
f;
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CARLO CURLEY the American organist who has recently signed to Ri
from Rediffusion. Curley's first offering for his new label is a recital
virtuoso French organ music including Saint-Saens' Fantaisie.
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TRADITIONALLY,
DEUTSCHE Grammophon has
been one of the most expensive
of the classical majors in this
country but now, with full price
LPs retailing at just £5.06, it
becomes one of the least
expensive.
And what is going to be very
interesting, as Peter Russell,
classical manager, pointed out, is
how this change of position, in
conjunction with a strong autumn
programme, is going to affect sales
— and all the signs look good.
Naturally, DG heads off the
autumn season with its share of the
most distinguished names. Carlo
Maria Giulini conducts the Chicago

pacemakers
Symphony Orchestra in Dvorak's
Symphony No 8 (2531 046/tape
also) and Leonard Bernstein and the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
perform Mendelssohn's Symphonies
Nos 4 and 5 (2531 097/tape also).
Two major pianists also honour
the September releases — Emil
Gilels plays Chopin's Piano Sonata
No 3 and Polonaises 3, 4 and 6,
(0531 099) and Wilhelm Kempff
features in two Privilege Beethoven
Sonata releases, playing the
Moonlight, Tempest and Les Adieux
Sonatas on one, (2535 316) and The
Palhetique and the Appassionata
(2535 354) on the other.
In fact, Privilege plays an
important role in the DG catalogue
— there are no less than eight
/

EMIL GILELS plays Chopin's Piano Sonata No 3 and Polonaises Nos 3, 4 and
6 on an autumn release from Deutsche Gramophonn.

releases on this label (which retails at
£2.93) in September. Most notable,
perhaps, is the re-issue of Mahler's
Ten Symphonies in the version by
Rafael Kubelik and the Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra which
comes in a 14LP box set (2720 090)
at the special price of £26.50.
Kubelik has always been highly
regarded as a Mahler conductor and
his version of the Symphony No 1
came out on top in a recent BBC
Radio 3 comparison.
The problem of the balance
between re-releases of top records
like these and new issues is a difficult
one, particularly now that the £5
barrier has been broken.
Lifeblood
"The Privilege series sells
extremely well. Since it was started it
has gone from strength to strength,"
said Russell. "But new releases
are the lifeblood of the industry and
that will always remain true, even if,
as recently, there has been an
increase in sales of medium price
and a drop in full price sales."
September also reflects a number
of other significant DG directions.
The interest the company has shown
in English early music musicians
(remember the first Trevor Pinnock
records came out earlier this year)
can be seen in an Archiv release, The
Suites for Harpsichord by Purcell
played by Colin Tilney (2533 415).
Other Archiv releases include
some Albinoni Oboe Concertos
played by Holliger (2533 409) and
Bach's Musical Offering in authentic
performance by Musica Antiqua

RCA hoping to keep up good

CARLO MARIA Giulini, who bi
Philharmonic at the beginning of th
Philharmonic Orchestra with D\
Gramophonn.
Koln (2533 422).
Equally important is the increasec
interest in opera. "DG has beer,
concentrating on opera in the las^
two-three years," remarket
Russell. There was the huge
Mozart/Bohm box set of last montl
and it is followed by the separate
release of the Clemenza di Tito, the
one new recording in the set (2709
092/tape also).
And there is news of tremendous
things to come. There is Lulu in the
controversial complete version
conducted by Boulez at the Paris
Opera with Teresa Stratas in the title
role; Saint-Saens' Samson and
Delilah with Domingo and
Obratsova conducted by Daniel
Barenboim again at the Paris Opera.
And Massenet's Werther, which
brings together once more Domingo
and Obratsova with Kurt Moll and
the West German Radio Orchestra
conducted by Riccardo Chailly.
The orchestral feasts to come are
no less impressive. Barenboim
conducts Bruckner's Symphony No
5 with the Chicago Symphony
r

sales with £4.99
THE FIRST six months of 1979 was a phenomenally
successful period for RCA during which the company
actually doubled its sales forecasts, helped, of course, by
the two best-selling classical artists, James Galway and
Julian Bream.
It is unlikely that the company will do as well with the
second half of the year, but good sales are still expected
— partly because of the strong programme and partly
because most of the new product will retail at £4.99.
The top price of £5.49 will be for all imported discs,
such as the Erato range and for discs with special
features, such as operas with librettos; but £4.99 will be
the price tag of most new records which makes it the most
competitive of the majors.
RCA has a knack for picking the showmen and it
comes as no surprise to find that flamboyant organist
Carlo Curley has been wooed away from Rediffusion and
bnow on RCA.
A recital of virtuoso French organ music including
Saint Saens' Fantalsie and the thrilling Suite Gothique by
Boelimann has been recorded by this eloquent,
championing American organist on the 146 stop Royal
Albert Hall instrument.
Irrepressible, Curley has done more to bring organ
music back to the masses than any other single person
since the war — thousands come to his recitals at the
Royal Albert Hail and Alexandra Palace.
He is touring throughout September and October in
this country (there Is a big Ally Pally bonanza on October
12) and in addition to the advertising support, he will be
the feature of numerous TV and radio Interviews.
"I am going to beat people over the head with good
music until they love it," said Curley, who has now signed
an exclusive contract with RCA. This disc (RL/RK 25247
£4.99) which has been rush-released following the sessions
in June, Is going to be the first of many.
RCA are also tipping another American musician to do
a Galway. He Is the clarinettist Richard Stoltzman who
plays Mozart's Clarinet Quintet and the Piano and Wind
Quintet with Peter Serkin, piano and Tashl (RL 12863,
£4.99) which Is also a September release.
Other September issues include the separate release of
Borodin's Symphony No 2 coupled with In The Steppes
of Central Asia, Nocturne and Polovtslan Dances in the
performance by Loris TJeknavorian and the National
4 CLASSICSCENE

price tag
Philharmonic (RL/RK 25225 £4.99) originally issued as
part of a3LP set.
And the marvellous soprano Katia Rlcciarelli takes the
title role in Puccini's one-act opera Suor Angelica with
Fiorenza Cossotto as the Princess conducted by Bruno
Bartoietti (RLI2712 £5.49).
There is also a handful of Erato imports, including a
recording of two Concertos for Organ by CPE Bach
(currently absent from the catalogue) played by MarieClaire Alain conducted by Jean-Francois Paiilard (STU
71115 £5.49) and Nielsen's Flute Concerto, coupled with
Norby's Illuminations played by Jean Pierre Rampai
(STU 71273 £5.49).
Pierre Amoyal, the young French violinist, features on
two other Erato discs, including a coupling of the Bruch
and Giazunov Concertos (STU 71164) £5.49).
The coming months offer a Levine/Chicago
SO/Brahms Symphonies cycle, a Bream re-packaging,
The Art of the Lute, the start of a Beethoven Quartet
cycle with the Cleveland Quartet (starting with the middle
five quartets to be released in October) and a new Galway
record — James Galway in Japan, playing music written
fortheshakuhachi.
There are other major projects — RCA's first digital
record, Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra played by
Ormandy and the Philadelphia, the concerto debut of
Lydia Mordkotich (playing the Brahms) which will be the
subject of a special offer, and the Sixth Symphony by
Mahler in Levlne's cycle.
Another sales blockbuster is expected also from a new
synthesiser record by Tomlta, this lime looking at the
music of Prokofiev.
Projects such as these ensure a very active presence
from RCA, particularly as it will be backed by a new
RCA dealer scheme involving new product and back
catalogue.
Ray Crick, RCA's classical marketing manager is
convinced that the main trends of the next six months or
even a year will be fewer records coming on to the market
because of the higher production costs — particularly In
the packaging area.
There will also be less money around In the Immediate
future both in the pocket of (he consumer, and in the
record company promotional budgets and this will affect
sales. But things will pick up towards the end of the year,
he believes.
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Projects such as these ensure a very active presence
music until they love it," said Curley, who has now signed
an exclusive contract with RCA. This disc (RL/RK 25247 from RCA, particularly as it will be backed by a new
£4.99) which has been rush-released following the sessions RCA dealer scheme involving new product and back
catalogue.
in June, is going to be the first of many.
Ray Crick, RCA's classical marketing manager is
RCA are also tipping another American musician to do
a Galway. He is the clarinettist Richard Stoltzman who convinced that the main trends of the next six months or
plays Mozart's Clarinet Quintet and the Piano and Wind even a year will be fewer records coming on to the market
Quintet with Peter Serkin, piano and Tashi (RL 12863, because of the higher production costs — particularly In
the packaging area.
£4.99) which is also a September release.
There will also be less money around in the immediate
Other September Issues include the separate release of
Borodin's Symphony No 2 coupled with In The Steppes future both in the pocket of the consumer, and In the
record
company promotional budgets and this will affect
of Central Asia, Nocturne and Poiovtsian Dances in the
performance by Loris Tjeknavorlan and the National sales. But things will pick up towards the end of the year,
he believes.
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CARLO CURLEY the American organist who has recently
to RCA
from Rediffusion. Curley's first offering for his new label signed
virtuoso French organ music including Saint-Saens'Fantaisie. is a recital of
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THE VARIETY and depth of
the Philips catalogue can be seen
in the kind of music and
musicians that go to make up
the traditional September
Limited Editions release.
There are no less than eleven box
sets, mixing new and re-releases and
rare and popular works performed
by leading members of the Philips
stable.
Kurt Masur, a conductor very

-V
Philips iimiiiEi

September

set bonanza

"'.flls.

IS
JESS YE NORMAN features on two
albums from Philips — in Haydn's
Armida, the sixth in a set of Haydn
operas, and again on an album of
negro spirituals.

highly regarded among musicians,
features on two releases — Brahms'
Four Symphonies coupled with the
St Antoni Variations played by the
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
(6769 009) in a 4LP set issued at the
special price of £17.05 which will
compete directly with the slightly
more expensive Solti version.
And The Complete Works for
Violin and Orchestra by Max Bruch
played by Salvatore Accardo, again
the Leipzig Gewandhous (6768 065
4 LPs £17.05). This contains the
only version of the Concerto No 3
and other pieces.
Other rare works come from the
Academy of St Martin-in-the-Fields
under Marriner which play 12
Concerto Cross by Charles Avison,
a Baroque composer who spent his
life in the environs of Newcastleupon-Tyne. The Concerto Grossi
(6769 018 3LPs £12.79) are in the
style of Domenico Scarlatti.
Two operas also fill holes in the
gramophone catalogue. Dorati
conducts Jessye Norman and others
in Haydn's Armida, the sixth in
Philips' Haydn opera series (6769
021 3LPs £12.79); And there is an
exceptionally strong cast for
Rossini's Otello — Frederica von
Slade, and Jose Carreras in the main
roles with Gianfranco Pastine as
lago. Jesus Lopez Cobos conducts

(6769 023 3LPs £12.79).
The opera has not been
performed since the lyth Century, is
interesting as a comparison to
Verdi's version, not least because
lago is cast as a tenor, not a
baritone.
The other major operatic release
from Philips in September is Colin
Davis' first Verdi, Un Ballo in
Maschera, with Montscrrat Caballe,
and Jose Carreras (6769 020 LPs
£12.79). It is the first new Ballo for
four years.
There are four major re-release
projects. All the Haydn Piano Trios
played by the Beaux Arts Trio come
in a box of 14LPs (6768 077) and
retail at £48.30. Nikita
Magaloff plays the Complete Solo
Piano Works of Chopin on 16LPs
(6768 067 £14.50) and Claudio
Arrau plays most of Schumann's
Piano Music on 6768 084 on 9LPs,
retailing at £34.60. And there is a
box of Mozart Piano Concertos
played by Brendel and The Academy
under Marriner.
All these limited editions will be
backed by large quantities of special
leaflets, plus full colour posters,
display boxes and a special limited
edition carrier bag, as well as
extensive advertising and window
displays.
This year also sees the single

■*>
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JESUS LOPEZ Cobos, conductor, and Erik Smith, producer, working on the
exceptionally strong version of Rossini's Othello which has Frederica von
Stade and Jose Carreras in the leading roles.
limited edition LP — a disc by
Jessye Norman of Negro Spirituals
including Gospel Train, Great Day
and My Lord, What A Morning,
with Dalton Baldwin, piano and the
Ambrosian Singers (9500 580 £4.29).
October is Colin Davis month.
There is a new Dvorak Symphony
No 8 coming to continue the
Symphony cycle (7 and 9 are out
already) as well as a new Firebird,
both with the Concertgebouw.
Beethoven's Mass in C is also issued
separately, having originally

appeared with the Missa Solemnis.
October also sees the first of the
new records following the signing of
a contract with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra and Ozawa —
Schoenberg's Gurreliedcr, with
Jessye Norman, Tatiana Troyanos
and James McCracken on a 2LP set.
November is Haitink month, with
Bizet's Symphony in C coupled with
Debussy's Jeux d'enfanl,
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No 4 and
Bruckner's Symphony No 7, all with
the Concertgebouw, of course.

Announcing a new
nationally advertised profit-winner!
TC2-MOM103
TC2-MOM104
TC2-MOM102
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•The Sound
of Baroque
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technology for quality
THE FIRST British-made 12inch classical LP running at 45
R.P.M. is shortly to come out of
the leading direct-cut firms,
Nimbus.
It will come as a box-set of four
records containing songs by
Schumann, Brahms, Faure and
Gounod sung by the Russian/French
bass Schura German and retailing at
£15.20.
Each side will have at least 20
minutes of playing time, though
ideally Nimbus, which has done its
own research on improving the disccutting process, is aiming for about
25 minutes.
..
This development is surprising in
itself, but in many ways it reflects a
major trend in the classical record
industry, for there is a direct link
between the Nimbus move, the
advent of the digital age led by
Decca and the announcement by
Enigma of its move to German
pressings and the adoption of a
"Supcrcut" logo.
At a press conference John
Boyden, managing director of
Enigma, announced the fact that in
future ail Enigma records would be
cut and pressed in Germany by
Teldec.
This, in combination with the
"classical truth, pure and natural
depth from honest sound recording"
which has been a major selling point
of his issues, would amount to
Supercut.
So the Supercut logo goes on all
new records with "A product of
European technology" underneath.
Now, no doubt some of the real
super-cut hi-fi companies like Gale
and Merlin may feel that there is a
difference in definition of the word,
but Boyden makes some very salient
points.

Distress
He feels that "one reason why the
record business has been in a
temporary state of distress is that
attention has not been paid to
quality at a lime when prices have
gone up dramatically.
"The industry in this country has
been geared to volume at the expense
of quality control because it has
been dominated by the pop industry.
"But now, particularly since the
consumer has to pay £5 for a record,
he expects a higher standard of
quality which he has simply not been
getting. His expectations are also
higher because for a relatively small

4'a.

sum he can buy very good
equipment."
Obviously, there is always a
general gradual improvement in
techniques and products, but a few
companies have paid far more
attention to this than others. Decca,
clearly, has made enormous steps
with the digital process, and there is
no doubt that this is the process of
the future.
This is realised by other
companies large and small — EMI
with their pop digital, Unicorn with
the Gliere double album digital, and,
in Octovcr, RCA with its Bartok's
Concerto for orchestra digital.
But a number of people feel that
the benefits gained by the digital
process are more or less lost when
the disc is used on a conventional
playback system. Boyden says he has
a library of digital recordings but
there is little point in bringing them
out until a digital playback system is
in use.
Until then, he prefers to
concentrate on using conventional
techniques at the optimum level
possible when producing records in
large numbers.
Refining
Graham Whiting, of Merlin, feels
the same. And so do the Reynolds
Brothers of Nimbus. Having
experimented with digital, the
Reynolds Brothers decided to turn
back to Super Analog Master, or
SAM — a combination of the latest
Ampex ATR 104 Four channel tape
machine plus a higher recording
speed of 30 inches a second, plus
soundfield microphones. And then
utilise the better reproduction
available at 45 R.P.M. by refining
the disc cutting process.
It is an interesting move and
certainly the trial disc I heard was
quite remarkably clear — far more,
to my technically untutored ear,
than the digital discs I have heard,
though there was certainly
improvement there too.
Of course, when thinking in terms
of volume sales, I would be surprised if 45 R.P.M. really did
catch on in the classical world which
is so accustomed to 33-3-. In a curious
way, it will probably be easier to
ditch the conventional systems and
change to digital in the same way
that we changed from mono to
stereo.
There is another side of the coin as
well. For some years, apart from the
real hi-fi fanatics, there has been a
kind of reverse snobbery about

technical improvements — the
common saying was that one can get
so carried away with the decibel
levels and noise to sound ratios that
the music is forgotten.
Technical improvements are just
one aspect of recording and musical
inventiveness and musical excellence
is, and will always be, paramount.
Yet it is important that Nimbus tries
out 45 R.P.M. (the company aims to
bring out a second Scura German
box set, this time of Schubert's Die
Winterrcise in both Engliah and
German in October) using SAM and
then puts together much of that with
direct-cut as well.

No match
It is important too that Decca,
RCA, etc push ahead with digital,
that Saga get their records pressed in
Germany and Unicorn by
Phonogram in Holland because for
some reason — apart from one or
two companies (including Nimbus)
— it appears that British pressings
are no match for the Continental
counterparts.
For that is the only way, as
Boyden points out, higher quality
will be achieved.
John Boyden's campaign to
launch this new-look Enigma will
include promotions with various
equipment manufacturers, leaflets,
posters and advertisements which
concentrate on the quality aspect of
the records, including the cutting
process. A sampler has also been
prepared to be made available to
retailers.
He is also writing to retailers to
explain why some records may be
temporarily out of stock while new
pressings are ordered from Germany
— most of the back catalogue will
eventually come out on German
pressings. Loughran's Schubert 9
and even the popular by plane from
the Paris wind band disc directed by
Denis Wick is available in this new
form.
John Boyden claims that these
new "supercut" discs are "the
equivalent of direct-cut records but
with music on them" which will
endear him to the direct-cut firms,
who are still angry about Decca's
claims that their digital records also
equal direct-cut.
But while there may be some
verbal overspicing for the benefit of
promotional activity, the general
trend towards higher quality will
only benefit the classical record
industry in the end.
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THIS IS the prototype of the MCI JH 200 two channel stereo tape recorder,
the first to be completed under licensing agreement under which MCI Inc. will
manufacture digital tape recording equipment based on technology developed
by EMI.

Album reviews
Sonata for Cello and Piano, Prelude Op 2 No I, Danse Orlenlale, Op I
No 2 Rachmanlnov, Sonata for Cello and Piano, Debussy, Julian
Lloyd Webber, cello, Yltkln Seow, piano, Enigma K 53586. £5.
These are two young, gifted performers who have each carved out
individual careers for themselves, yet work very well together. In fact,
it is a significant record in that it is the first made by Lloyd Webber to
be issued at full price. He is a fine cellist and the performances are
urgerit and committed with an especially fine sense of line in
Debussy's Sonata. But 1 wonder whether putting him at full price is
the right commercial decision — though, admittedly, there is not very
much competition in these works which are under-recorded. His
previous Enigma release (The Romantic Cello) did well at mid-price.
A commercial, not critical question mark hangs over this issue. 1 hope
I am wrong.
The Heart of the Symphony — an Introduction to the symphonic
landscape. New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein,
79010,2LPs gatefold.
"Great music without the boring bits . . I love that piece of music,
but I can't put a name to it." These two paragraph headlines on the
cover of this double album indicate clearly the market. There are
eleven pieces from Haydn's Clock Symphony (second movement) and
Mozart's Symphony No 40 (first movement) up to the great
Romanucs by Tchaikovsky (bits from Symphonies Nos 4, 5, 6) and
Mahler s Adagietto. They all come in extrovert and physically exciting
performances culled from records made by Bernstein over the past
decade or two. Purists wiU blanch, of course and classical
specialists won t want to bring their establishments into disrepute —
Chris°masmmarketP0P retailer " is worth cocking, particularly for the
d ,he Ad 8i0 from
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DECCA 'S DIGITAL recording set up. Once a digital playback medium is available for the domestic market, the first
record company releases in digital formal are naturally likely to be digitally recorded — and the improvement in quality
will he immediately apparent.
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WHAT WITH the recent
hammering meted out to the £5
barrier, the shock of Polydor's move
to cut the dealer margin and the EMI
settlement discount, classical
retailers can be excused a certain
amount of gloom.
But what Ls surprising is that
although retailers hold different
views on the various problems facing
them and tackling them in a variety
of ways, there actually appears to be
an overall mood of optimism.
Clearly, classical retailers are a
remarkably resilient breed. Not to
mention classical consumers.
Perhaps the greatest surprise is that
many retailers are reporting that the
dramatic price increases and VAT
do not seem to have drastically
affected the way customers are
buying.
Yvonne Rayner, who runs
Rayner, a half classical/half pop
record shop in Park Street, Bristol,
reports that before the increases,
things were quite good. "But people
are still tending to go for full-price

Retailers weather storm

and come through smiling
priced."
Geoff Smith, classical manager at
HMV Oxford Street, tells much the
same story. "I felt it was altogether
a disastrous step to go past the £5
barrier," he says. "But we have
experienced no difficulty at all in
sales. In a funny way, it seems to
have a curious attraction for some
people."
Smith does think that it might be
too early yet to get a clear idea of the
real effect. Tourist trade, though
slightly down this year as English
records are not so economical for
Germans for instance, as they once
were, might be concealing English

Price rises: "There has been some
opposition, but people tend to want
the best and pay the full price. .."
and mid-price, rather than budget
records, though CfP is a great
exception," she says.
"I suppose there has been a slight
increase in the numbers of Jubilee
and Ace of Diamonds that we sell,
for instance, and a slight drop in the
SXLs in Decca's catalogue but there
hasn't been a great change.
"There has been some opposition,
but people tend to want the best and
pay the full price. And I must say
that I still think that, in comparison
to 78s for instance, records are not
exorbitant, though they are highly

consumer resistance. And it will take
a couple of months for the old stock
to go.
But though, again, CfP does very
well ("they are cheap, good and
nicely presented records"), full-price
discs are holding their own.
However, some Scottish outlets
appear to take a more conservative
view — and one or two small
independent specialist stores are
holding their prices to the £4.99 in
the belief that this will give a better
profit in the end — particularly by
judicious use of EMI's music centre

scheme, and similar deals with other
companies.
But as expected, dealers remain
incensed by Polydor's move to
reduce the dealer margin from 33 per
cent to 30 per cent, and also, to a
lesser extent because it involves only
Vi per cent, the reduction of EMI's
settlement discount.
"I think it is diabolical," says
Rayner. "Dealers are going through
limes just as hard as record
companies with rents and rates and
staff all going up. They should sort
out their problems in other ways.
"I shall order as little as possible
from Polydor, and whenever there is
a choice of a record by another
company such as Decca or Philips, I
will always go for them.
"Not only do they reduce the
margin, but then they also distribute
stickers with £1 off, 50p off, and
expect us to cut our profits even
more. It makes my blood boil — we
are not a philanthropic institution. I
had hoped that they were going to
increase our margin on tape sales."
Ian Gray, marketing manager of
HMV Shops, was also highly critical
of the Polydor and EMI moves:
"The whole policy of lowering
discount margins is going to make it
much harder for the retailer to make
a reasonable profit," he says.
"When I look around at the net
margins dealers are now making I
see very few with a 10 per cent profit
— and Polydor's cut is exactly that,
10 per cent.
"I do appreciate that Polydor and
other record companies have

difficulties, but I don't think that
the sole answer is to take it av/ay
from the retailers. I will be also
interested to see in what way DG is
going to make up some of the
shortfall in attractive offers."
What concerns many retailers is
that other majors and even the
independent companies will start
following suit. Gray feels that this is
largely unlikely, though one or two
may tread the same path. And he
adds that the one redeeming factor
about the margin reduction was that
it might have a limiting effect on the
expansion of discounting.
Of course, it is inevitable that
some discounting is here to stay,
though most classical specialists
agree that in the end the consumer is
going to suffer. But one interesting
development recently to become
evident is the expansion of
discounting houses and cassettes.
CfP announced recently that
within a fairly short space of time it
expects to sell as many cassettes as
LPs. EMI has also reported a 30
per cent tape growth. And HMV
shops are now retailing at
somewhere between three and four
records to each cassette.
The smaller retailers, however,

o
rs
report a much wider differential.
The problem, again and again,
comes down, not just to traditions
or quality, but to presentation —
records look like better value for
money than casssettes.
New ideas in cassette presentation
are needed, and urgently. Because
there is also a feeling that, as
cassettes are so much more
acceptable as mail-order product,
this enormous growth area could be
lost by the retailers in favour of the
mail houses. And, on top of the
massive loss through home taping
that continues, this would be a very
serious blow to the retailers.
But discounting of one kind or
another is not the only concern of
the retailers. Though the last three
or four years have been marked by
sheer bad quality product, many
dealers are reporting significant
improvements.
They welcome, particularly,
moves of companies like Enigma
and Saga and Unicorn who are now
getting pressed abroad, but Geoff
Smith has noticed an improvement
here too. "RCA has had everything
wrong with its records that you
can think of, from bad pressings to
bad handling, but there seems to
have been a very slight
improvement.
"Generally speaking, the quality
of British pressings is improving —
EMI especially seems to have made a
very great effort — and some good
quality pressings are being done by
companies like Nimbus."
Altogether, the dealers are moving
into the autumn with optimism.
Although few expect the boom years
to return.

The £5 barrier: "In a funny way, it
seems to have a curious attraction for
some people..."

A SOLTI

FESTIVAL
Three superb sets for September
Brahms
Ein Deutsches Requiem
The Four Symphonies
Kiri Te Kanawa Bernd Weikl
Academic Festival Overture
Chicago Symphony Chorus
Tragic Overture
Variations on a theme by Haydn
DlSlD-l 4LPs
D135D2 2LPs
Kl5tK44 cassettes
K135K22
cassettes
both with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
And an outstanding new recording
of Mozart's
Don Giovanni
Bernd Weikl Gabriel Bacquier
Stuart Burrows • Kurt Moll
Margaret Price Sylvia Sass
Lucia Popp
with the
London Philharmonic
Orchestra
D162D4 4 LPs
K162K42 cassettes
^
"
From
Radu Lupu
a dynamic
Diffital Recording1 —
Beethoven's Emperor Concerto
Srael Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by
Zubin Mehta
SXDL7503 LP
I RECORDS KSXDC 7503 cassetlo
SEL 0000
a. tapes
.MANCHESTER 061-^.iO^
Order from SKl^ECTA I
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Saga rounds off important

year with

more

Ferber

ALTHOUGH THE Swiss-born pianist Albert Ferber features far less in English concert programmes now
than a decade ago, he is still active abroad, and in the recording studio.
A spin-off of that project was the David Roblou, harpsichord, (Saga
Three years ago. Saga issued a
volume of Ferber playing Faure, and interest generated in some of the 5465).
Pickelt is perhaps best known as
early
sonatas, and he has now
Martin Compton's company has
now followed it up with a devoted a Saga disc to two of these the director of The New London
companion disc, Faure Piano Music, works, both incomplete and both Consort (which plays on a record of
The Billiard Ensemble of Popular
finished by the pianist himself.
Volume II (SAGA 5466 £2.75).
"One very important point to note about Saga is that its
price hasn't changed. .
This is one of three new records
issued by Saga at the end of August,
and includes Theme and Variations,
the Barcarolle No 2, and the
Preludes Op 103.
Ferber comes from that
generation of pianists who studied
with Rachmaninoff, Gieseking,
Leimer and Adeline de Lara, which
means he is part of the direct line to
the 19th century' masters.
And in his youth, at any rate,
Ferber approached piano playing
with an idiosyncratic discipline.
From an early age he trained himself
to concentrate by turning on a radio
programme he wanted to listen to,
and then sitting down with a score to
memorise it by just reading it. "It
sounds a bit perverse now," he
admits.
The second Saga release is another
solo piano disc. Tirimo, the Cypriotborn pianist has just finished a new
edition of all Schubert's Piano
Sonatas which is waiting
publication.

The disc (Saga 5469) contains the
only recorded version available now
of the Sonata in F sharp minor and
the only completed version of the
Sonata in F minor.
In both cases, the first and last
movements ended at the
development section, so what was
basically needed was to repeal the
opening material in the right key and
complete the code. It is likely that

Music from the time of Henry VIII
which is being re-released this month
by Saga in new German pressings),
and this is actually his first solo
record.
This year has obviously been an
important one for Saga as it is the
first since the use of German
pressings both on new releases and
the re-releases.
And in fact, Saga has been taking

H

FERBER: still active in the recording studios.
records by Albert Ferber (Faure
records were not very good, with the and
again) and Jill Gomez accompanied
voice coming out of one speaker,
by
John
Constable in the Spanish
and the piano out of the other.
Both this record (Saga 5213) and Song recital (Saga 5409).
The other important point to note
the second Baker disc (Saga 5277) an
Saga is that the price hasn't
album of Lieder, accompanied by about
Martin Isepp, are among eight re- changed. It remains at £2.75, and, as
far as I know, it is the only English
releases. The others include the wellknown disc Segovia Plays Bach record company to absorb VAT and
not to increase the price.
(Saga 5248) which has been
Incidentally, Saga is now distributed
transcribed direct from the 78s in
by CBS.
order to obtain a much better sound;

" . .and as far as i know, it is the only
English record company to absorb l/A T
and not to increase the price...
other Schubert sonatas recorded by
Tirimo will follow.
The other new release is a volume
of music for The Virtuoso Recorder
played on authentic instruments in
Baroque style by Philip Pickett,
recorder, Anthony Pleelh, cello and

NimbuslSecords

the opportunity of the advent of
German pressings to work on past
catalogue. An Anthology of English
Song, which, dating from 1963, was
the first record ever made by Janet
Baker, has been re-mixed. Martin
Compton admits that the original

"Nimbus is known for many things. Firstly, they go for natural sound.
For instance they prefer a far wider tonal and dynamic range than all the other
companies, with their various limiters and equalisers. This means, of course,
that the music is never smoothed out or domesticated on a Nimbus recording.
It very often leaps out of the speakers and socks you in the face."
Nicolas Soames FUGUE
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Radio Orwell

IPSWICH

HIT PICKS
Andy Archer: ROCK 'N' ROLL HIGH SCHOOL — Ramones
(Sire
Keith Rogers: THE SIDEBOARD SONG — Chas and Dave
(EMI 2986)
Greg Bance: LET ME TAKE YOU DANCING — Bryan Adas
(A&M AMS 7460)
Bernard Mulhern: IN THE BROWNIES — Billy Connolly
(Polydor 2059 186)
Tony Valence: SAIL ON — The Commodores (Motown TMG
1154)
Tony Gillham: EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1)
Nigel Rcnnie: HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA
509)
Patrick Eade: YOUNG BLOOD — Ricki Lee Jones (Warner
Brothers K 17445)
ADD ONS
BREAKFAST IN BED — Sheila Hylton (Ballistic BP 304)
OH WHAT A THRILL — Chuck Berry (Atlantic K 11354)
COME INTO THE OPEN — Penetration (Virgin VS 278)
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW - Viola
Wills (Ariola Hansa AHA 546)
AIN'T NO KINDA STAR — T. J. Thorpe (EMI International
INT 594)
TIME WILL TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING — Lou Rawls
(Philadelphia PR 7500)
BETTER NOT LOOK DOWN — B. B. King (MCA 515)
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST — Wings
(Parlophone R6027)

BBC Blackburn
HIT PICKS
Jude Bunker: SECRET AGENT MAN — Dcvo (Virgin
Nigel Dyson: SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
Kath Dutton: LOVE IS ON THE WAY — Sweet Inspiration
(RSO
Phil Scott: IT'S YOUR LIFE TO LIVE — Edgar Winter (Blue
SKY 7803)
Gerald Jackson: IN THE BROWNIES — Billy Connolly
(Polydor 2059 160)
Ken Snowdon: GENETIC DISRUPTION — Murder The
Damned (Small Wonder
Pat Gibson; THE TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic
EPC 7791)

TEESSIDE

ADD ONS
THE TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic EPC 7791)
CLUB LIDO — Pan's People (Riva/GM GMS 9052)
SHIPS — Ian Hunter (Chrysalis CHS 2346)
CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
GETTING CLOSER — Wings (Parlophone R6027)
THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME - Head Boys (RSO 40)
OH WHAT A THRILL — Chuck Berry (Atlantic K 11354)
LOVE WILL MAKE YOU FAIL IN SCHOOL — Rocky
Sharpe and The Replays (Chiswick CH1S 114)

Radio 210

THAMES VALLEY

ADD ONS
GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST — Wings
(Parlophone R6027)
TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic EPC 7791)
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW — Viola
Wills (Ariola/Hansa AHA 546)
EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury NEWS 1)
OUR DAY WILL COME — Esther Phillips (Mercury 6167
182)
SON OF A SONG AND DANCE MAN — Gerard Kenny
(RCA PB 5172)
YOUNG BLOOD — Rickie Lee Jones (Warner Brothers K
17445)
HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA 509)
SUSPICIONS — Eddie Rabbilt (Elektra K 12375)

Swansea Sound

BBC Leicester
HIT PICKS
Dennis Coath: EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1)
Palsy Newey: JUDAS — Voyager (Mountain TOP 46)
Lee McCarthy: WORLDS APART — The Sinceros (Epic EPC
7758)

PRESENTER PICKS
Brian Faulkner: SUSPICIONS — Eddie Rabbitt (Elektra K
12375)
Don Durbridge; THE TOPICAL SONG — The Barron
Knights (Epic EPC 7791)
John Thurston: THE FOOL — Softrock (Monarch MON 1)
Mike Brill: I'M SATISFIED — Trickster (Jet 149)
Dave Brown: GETTING CLOSER — Wings (Parlophone
R6027)
Ian Pearson: EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1)
Tony Valence; SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG
1155)
ADD ONS
YOU SET MY GIPSY BLOOD FREE — Sally Oldfield
(Bronze BRO 79)
SORRY SEEMS TO BE THE HARDEST WORD — Denise
Nolan (Pye 7P 126)
SON OF A SONG AND DANCE MAN — Gerard Kenny
(RCA PB 5172)
RADIO'ON — Promises (EMI 2985)

BBC Merseyside
PERSONAL PICKS
Dave Porter: HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA 509)
Steve Kaye: YOUNG BLOOD — Rickie Lee Jones (Warner
Brothers K 17445)
Chris Jones; SEASIDE WOMAN — Suzy and The Red Stripes
(A&M AMS 7461)
Alan Jackson: DIM ALL THE LIGHTS — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 162)

SWANSEA

HIT PICKS
Dave Bowen; YOUNG BLOOD — Rickie Lee Jones (Warner
Brothers K 17445)
Jon Hawkins: DIM ALL THE LIGHTS — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 162)
Stuart Freeman: CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar
ADA 43)
Alan Roberts; EASY AND FREE — Lindisfarne (Mercury
NEWS 1)
ADD ONS
BOY OH BOY — Racey (RAK 297)
OH WHAT A THRILL — Chuck Berry (Atlantic K 1 1354)
DUKE OF EARL — Darts (Magnet MAG 147)
TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic EPC 7791)
V

THE TOPICAL SONG — Barron Knights (Epic EPC 7791)
BABY'S REQUEST/GETTING CLOSER — Wings
EQUINOXE PART 4 - Jean Michel Jarre (Polydor 2001 896)
SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
LASER LOVE — After the Fire (CBS 7769)

BBC Scotland

BBC Medway
Radio Tees

BBC Ulster

Manx Radio
ADD ONS
GET IT RIGHT NEXT TIME — Gerry Rafferty (United
Artists BP 301)
STREET LIFE — Crusaders (MCA 513)
LOVE'S GOT A HOLD ON ME — Dollar (Carrere CAR 122)
HIT PICKS
Andy Mac: SAIL ON — Commodores (Motown TMG 1154)
Su Richardson: RADIO'S ON - Promises (EMI 2985)
Mike Reynolds: HEART OF THE NIGHT — Poco (MCA
509)
UavCyEager: BACK TO THE LOVE - Ruby Winters (Creole
Stu Lowe: DISCO CHOO CHOO - Nightlife Unlimited
(Casablanca CAN 158)

HITPICKS
Jimmy Mack: SETTING ME UP — Albert Lee (A&M AMS
7467)
Tom Ferrie: HEARTS IN TROUBLE — The Dukes (Warner
Brothers K 17453)
Rhythm & News: BABY'S REQUEST — Wings (Parlophone
R 6027)
Nighlbeat; AIN'T NO KINDA STAR — T. J. Thorpe & The
C. B. Band (EMI International INT 594)
Single of the Week: SAIL ON — The Commodores (Motown
TMG 1155)
ADD ONS
IN THE BROWNIES — Billy Connolly (Polydor 2059 160)
SON OF A SONG AND DANCE MAN — Gerard Kenny
(RCA PB 5172)
THE SIDEBOARD SONG — Chas & Dave (EMI 2986)
YOU SET MY GYPSY BLOOD FREE — Sally Oldfield
(Bronze BRO 79)
LONG TIME — Kim Clark (CBS 7749)
CRUEL TO BE KIND — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 43)
FOUND A CURE — Ashford & Simpson (Warner Brothers K
17422)
(TELL IT ALL ABOUT) BOYS — Dolly Dots (WEA K 18048)
SWITCHBOARD — April Love (Ariola ARO 177)
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW — Viola
Wills (Ariola/Hansa AHA 546)
D.I.Y. — Cut-Outs (EMI 2984)
AMERICAN HEARTS — Billy Ocean (GTO GT 244)
AIR ON THE 'G' STRING — John Williams (Pye BUGA 83)
DANCING IN THE STREET — Hodges, James & Smith
(London HLU 10573)
RADIO'S ON — Promises (EMI 2985)
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IN THE wake of the recent Capital Radio Jaiz Festival, there is a
comprehensive selection of new and re-releases from festival artists
which will be of interest to old fans and recently converted alike.
Leading the field is Sonet with The Bop Session (SNTF 692) from the Giants
Of Jazz series with Dizzy Gillespie, altoisl Sonny Stilt, drummer Max Roach,
bassist Percy Heath and pianists Hank Jones and John Lewis sharing tracks.
Recorded in 1975, the quintet sails through six titles — Blues 'n' Boogie,
Groovin' High, Lover Man, All The Things You Are and two Charlie Parker
compositions, Confirmation and Lady Bird.
All six men have played together in the past in one permutation or another
and although it would be difficult to produce a duff album with these artists,
Sam Charters has managed to catch the atmosphere perfectly.
Gillespie is also featured on MPS's The Incredible Dizzy Gillespie (MPS Jazz
Time Vol6). Recorded live at the 1968 Berlin Jazz Festival, it features Gillespie
with a big band format, backed by four trumpets, three trombones, five saxes,
drums, bass and piano.
The classic Things To Come, co-written by Gillespie with Gil Fuller, first put
down more than 20 years ago, sets the pace for an album that captures jazz's
difinitive trumpeter's fire and intensity.
Best release
Best of the Gillespie releases is Blue Note's Live At The Village Vanguard
(BNS 40035). If it is possible, Gillespie has been upstaged by Ray Nance who,
although belter known for his cornet work with people like Duke Ellington,
produces some haunting Romany violin work on Dizzy's Blues and Blues For
Max. Completing the line-up are the vastly under-rated baritone sax man
Pepper Adams, bassist Richard Davies, Mel Lewis on drums and Chick Corea
on piano. Blues for Max and Tour de Force have been released previously on
the Jazz On A Sunday Afternoon series, but have been re-issued with the extra
track because of public demand. Definitely a gold star for this album.
Another Sonet release, Ruby Braff's Them There Eyes (SNTF 713) also
features Ally Pally stars Vic Dickenson, trombone, Jimmy Rowles, piano, and
Bucky Pizzarelli, guitar, with Bill Crow, Dick Katz and Connie Kay
completing the line-up. Braff's spot with Dickenson and others at the festival
failed to generate any real atmosphere, but that has been put right on this
album with Braff playing material he obviously feels at home with. The result
is a polished and proficient album that doesn't break any new frontiers, but is
pleasantly mellow.
Here Comes Freddie (Sonet, SNTF 714) features a former avant garde
trumpeter Howard McGhee and tenor man Illinois Jacquet an their first joint
recording session. Both men have played with Count Basic and Lionel
Hampton (Jacquet was responsible for the famous Flyin' Home solo) and have
accumulated hours of 'flying time' at jam sessions and the pairing on this
album is highly successful. McGhee has lost a lot of the harshness apparent in
the 50's and his lyrical approach blends in well with Jacquet s rolling tenor
work.
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Lionel Hampton
Of special interest is Lionel Hampton, Hislorical Recordings^mj-WM, a
RCA French import distributed by Selecta (PM 42393). A trip
e
,
comprehensive booklet jammed full of interesting facts, there
nre-war
featuring vibest Hampton backed by some of the biggest name
P
Swing era including Cozy Cole, Johnny Hodges, Chu Berry, Gene Krupa and
Harry James.
Blue Note has two Sonny Rollins albums out. Ncwk s
jonc^
featuring Wynton Kelly, piano, Doug Watkms bass an^h.Uy Jo Jone^
drums; and A Night At The Village Vanguard (BNS 40010) which .s m
mono, featuring Wflbur Ware, bass, Elvin Jones, drums, Donald Bailey, bass,
and Pete La Roca, drums.
The Vanguard album is the first time Rollin5 aPIJei^cIMocm. Softly As
of his own band and includes confident handling of
Sonny'moon For
A Morning Sunrise, one of the highlights, ftriver s Row Sonnymoon
Two, I Can't Get Started and Gillespie's bop classic, A Nig
Newk's Time is notable for the em.P®t j^^apping'oul TsoiT rhythmi?
Surrey With The Fringe On Top with J0w" r PP
the album j, the only
background against Rollins' weaving tenor ° *; * h ]inK swinging number
Rollins
composition,
Blues
For
Philly
Joe,
a
that includes some notable piano work from Kelly.
No new batch of releases would be c°mP)"bsWegg°Uilnaone basket with
Thelonious Monk and Blue Note has Pu
with such notables as
Thelonlus Monk, the Complete Genius (B
M Roach and Kenny
Sahib Shihab, Art Blakey. Gene Ramey, Wdt Jackson, M^^^
Dorham making it a memorable album. T nonaidson, Lucky Thompson,
with both a largish format (withMo0
Dorhamr n skippy and Let's Cool One)
Boyd
and Roach, on Carolina
"'"° "' w^h Drodocued tracks such as
t0
the famed trio with Blakey and Ramey
selection showing
Ruby My Dear, Nice Work and April In
A nve.s^
klonk as just what the title calls him the c
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IHfWITY RECORDS

/WF 109
Limited edition
special see through
bag & vinyl with
unusual visual effect

ORDER NOW FROM CBS
(969 3277)
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ONE

STUDIOS

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

SO

IS

HIRI

NOW FULLY OPERATIONAL THE FIRST
DISC

NEUMANN VMS 80

CUTTING

SYSTEM

TO BE INSTALLED IN AN INDEPENDENT STUDIO
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□

:T

n.
STUDIOS
29/30 WINDMILL STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 1HG
01-580 0444
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IlKIIC MJIillKlFfl CT SHEET**
SINGLES
TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Number/Distributor
THE BARRON KNIGHTS
Tho
Song)Topical Song (Logical
Epic EPC 7791 (CBS)

RELEASE UK CHARTING
Highest (or last) entry
DATE
August 17 8from
hits1977-78,
with si*.Live
1964-1968:
two
In Trouble
(7.(3, 19771.
A
Taste
Of
Aggro
departing 21.February
with1978/9,
entry December

PENETRATION
Coma VSInto263Tho(Virgin)
Open
Virgin

August 10

BILLY CONNOLLY
InPolydor
Tha Brownies
2059 160 (Phonodisc)

August 17

THE
WhanJAM
You Are Young
Polydor POSP 69 (Phonodisc)

August 17

L1NOISFARNE
Easy AndNEWS
Free 1 (Phonodisc)
Mercury

August 17

THIN
ThingsLIZZY
Ain't Working Out
Down
At The
Decca ZDR
62751Farm(Setecta)

August 17

HENRY BADOWSKl
Boby
SignFunHero
Deptford
CityWith
DFC Mo
11
(Faultyl

August 17

MADNESS
Tho Prince
2 Tone TT 3 (Phonodisc)
SAD CAFE
Wish
This'NIght Could Never
End/
Everyday
Hurts(RCAI
RCA PB 5180

August 10

AFTER
THE FIRE
Laser Love
CBS 7769 (CBS)

August 10

August 24

COMPILED BY TONY JASPER

Major news story CBS News, disc reviewed Juko Box Jury with unanimous
'most
hit" verdict
panel plusAB:radio
TOTPimitations
on previous,
one of
workedfrom
UK bands.
bandstations
given tovoto-in,
humorous
of artists,
amusing linos, staged their shows throughout country, oven world. Now in 19th
year with story beginning October 5. 1960. Have own company based Leighton
Buuard.
Colour bag with theme of disc depicted on front sloeve. Group frequent feature
None
subjects consumer music press including recent double-page spreads. 79. UK
lour. Cult following. AB; Formed 1977 by Pauline Murray, band from Forryhill,
small
village.
May ''7777.debut
Recorded
sevent Dictate.
tracks for
VirginDurham
1977 aftermining
sending
ownPlayed
demo. gigs
October
45. Don'
Recent US tour with good notices. New tour Sopt-Oct, UK.
Popular comedian with frequent press - mogazine coverage. TV shows from
D.I.V.O.R.C.E. (1. 19751. No entertainment
to chat. Video available with artist sending op Village People, artist
Chance (No Chargo) 24, 1976. plays all the various
typifiedcomedian
in tho American
groupendless
whilst dressed
in
Brownie uniform. AB:rolesScottish
with seeming
wit, roparteo,
various comedy albums with record fortunos in pop singles beginning with cover
of Tammy Wynelte disc, D.I.V.O.R.C.E.
Special bag,music
frequent
on hitguys,
singles,
UK gigging,
fovouritecalled
of tho
7 hits from 1977 onwards with consumer
press.TOTP.
AB; three
fromsolid
Woking,
same school,
most successful All Around
fastest rising band 77. claimed as first new wave band TOTP, August '77 debut
The World (13. 1977).
LP, some success US, prolilic early release times, throe singles, two albums first
year.
Five hits 1972 onwards with Picture bag; considerable press, radio, TV with group revival 1978. National tour
three, 1972, others 1978. Most one
1978.time.
VeryDowntown
heavy airplayFaction,
response.
FormedAlanNewcastle,
1967Brethren.
with nameSigned
at
Tho AB;
Brethren,
Hull and the
successful Lady Eleanor (3,
Charisma 1968. Strong reaction when produced by Bob Johnston giving hit
1972).
album. Fog On Tho Tyne. Various splits 73 with permanent reforming 78.
track maxi-single
bag (10,000)
withband
Deccawithpress
claiming
as
One
hit for
Whisky In 3■guaranteed
24 caratinhit'special
, enormously
popular
current
groupdiscpublicity
Tho Jar
(6. Decca.
1973), otherwise
withdrawal from Reading Festival. Ads with forthcoming LP, Tho Continuing
with Vertigo, seven hits with plus
Of Tho Aging Orphans (SKL 52981. AB; Irish formed band by Phil Lynott,
most recont Wailing For Alibi Saga
1970, one hit with Decca, no success with follow-up Rudolph's Tango, various
(9. 1979), Do Anything You
line-ups
Want To (14, 1979).
1976. over years, hardrock sound becoming softened. Major success from
None
Full sound of instrumental break is utilised at end of record with addition of drum
rolls but might have been used longer and more often for gives very commercial
feel to what is promising 45. Organ and drums combine well with slow-down of
pace for vocal entry and there is later switching of pace. Like this groat deal.
Should be picked up by national DJ, soon 1 hope.
Continuing heavy gigging, press ads, window streamers. Cult following SouthNone
East. AB:on Six
in band,
hove 'npromotion
utty' soundecotera.
hence band name, loon
around
stage;
first 45,sayviatheyChrysalis
Attractive
disc with bond
side,Class
lead singer
other with
None
Particularlypicture
largo following
NorthoneWest.
folder, Paul
pics.Young
Information
distinctive band lettering. AB: Emerged from Manchester bands. Mandala, Gyro,
experienced musicians, signed Kennedy Street Group 177, RCA signed same
year with A&M, US release. Recent long, successful US lour with A&M, LP
(compilation of UK, RCA released material) charting Billboard. Run Homo Girl
single hit. Now on vital thrust for major status.
die cut picture bag, luminous orange vinyl limited edition 7", special
One
Rule(40.ForsixYou.
Rule Unique
press sheet — photos, consumer music press Interviews, radio Including
For Me
wks,Oneentering
Newsbeat,
past year
numerous
gigs particularly
June 91
station take,over14 listed
but not
at press-time
Radio One.South-East,
Reviewed very
Jukeheavy
Box Jury,
Roundtablo
(R11.
AB;
four
guy
group,
early
following
Christian
rock
music scene
but band achieved general club bookings on musical ability, issued own
recordings before CBS contract. Now into second CBS single with LP due soon.

»—
Two

COMMENTS

j

Rocont45Supertromp
hit gives
boso,subject
focus lorof another
in
cheek
with this song
providing
completeamusing
A side. group
Prefer tongue
flip which
with Kings Singers church chant stylo says goodbye to punk, welcomes with
slight uncortolnty new wave, acknowledges disco as bland, loud, repetitive. Hit.

|

PROMOTION/ARTIST BIUGHAPHY

This 45 precedes Sopiombor 14 album. Coming Up For Air (V 2131). Distinctive
group
sound,togradual
quickening
paco with scurries
overhaulonfeelwithmaking
concessions
commorciality
as itofrelentlessly
Paulinono Murray's
vocals
running
alongside.
Should
please
fans
but
no
cross-over
qualitieslikewhich
permeate for instance Ruts. Skids, Interview and Motors. Personally,
It,
Rocont Village People. In Tho Navy (2, 19791 hit given camp treatment with
assortment of amusing lines, occasional sound oftccts as
with
basic tune,
tempovideoas for
depend onTOTP.
whether
supposedly
hilarious
canhitgainversion.
nationalSuccess
showingmight
on, well
for instance,
Best
Down Invocals
Tho Tube
Stationgutsy
(15, guitar
1978), number
lots of energy,
force
with 45thissince
up-tempo,
swapped,
— banddrive,
continually
progress unlike some now becoming old now wave heroes of yesteryear. Big hit
but still may not give group lop 10 place.

|

Commercial formula from first record notes with usual ease in prosentotion.
Strong directional thrust from drums, vibrant piano chords. Full sound perhaps
hides lack of powerful memorable hook with crescendo finale giving reason for
this view. Stronger 45 than disappointing charter performer Juke Box Gypsy (56,
1978) New LP, News, September 14 with UK tour commencing September 21.
Early Thin Lizzy but little in common with first hit, sounds more rugged, earthy
than
some(orofthispresent
moreFlipmelodic,
supervising
remixing
release.
containssoftThesounds
Rockerwith
andLynott
Little Darling.
Should
chart, giving Decca further reason to like 79
Various
with Doomed,
displays, badges,
envisagedSensible,
if early take
on disc. promotional
AB; Served ideas
lime with
Wrecklessposters
Eric, Captain
Chelsea.
Now
developing
solo
career
as
singer-songwriter
with
desire
to break
free from previous musical idiom associations into something individualistic.
Tribute to famous Prince Buster, tongue-in-cheek lyrics, reggae based, absolute
gas of instrumental half-way through which gives disc vital extra push. Biggish
hit or nowhere.
Wish This Night with Stones feel from Black And Blue, Exile On Main Street
days, displays more rock orientated Sad Caf6 with general hard-edged push but
some brief quiet contrasts Everyday Hurts more obviously airplay cut though
slightly slow starting in-spite of interesting chords. Has underlying haunting
piano, a ballad with good use of lead vocal behind more pushy back-up when
chorus utilised otherwise has some delightful lines. Could be long deserved hit
This reviewer forecast previous disc as hit in March, several months before
actuality. That disc had basic simplicity, repetative, catchoblc refrain with
haunting synthesizer whilst this much more complex, slightly overplayed too
early on with several momentary break-ups of underlying tuna into production
flirtations Basically good record but (or follow-up to last which settled at 40 ever
so briefly, sorely less involved cut would have been better
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MCA
gssica KSCQKOS
I Great PuUonoy Street, London W1R 3FW
Distributed by CBS (969 3277)
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NEW SINGLE OUT 24 AUG

LIMITED EDITION 12 "GUf27i2 RRP£1-99 7GUV27
TAKEN FROM FORTHCOMING ALBUM
WALKING ON SUNSHINE ra
RELEASED EARLY SEPTEMBER

MARKETED BY VIRGIN RECORDS DISTRIBUTED BY CBS 01-960 2155
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INDEX
A.D. 1984
AUNIGHTBAND
ANGIE
AQUARIAN DREAM
AVIARY
BENDETH, David
BETTY BOO
BLOOD SISTERS
BUCKEYE
CHASE, Lorraine
CHEEKY BEE
CHICAGO
COMBE, Peter
COOL NOTES
DANTE'S INFERNO
DRILL
EN ROUTE
ESSEX, David
FALL
FREDDIE THE
FLYING DUTCHMAN
GALLAGHER AND LYLE
GRANT, Clinton
HAGEN, Nina
HIGHWIND
HOUSE, Bill
INVADERS
ISLEY BROTHERS
JACKSON, Michael
JACOBS, Debbie
JACOBS, Lawrence Hilton
JIGSAW

0
D
C
n
IV c
JONES, Grace
O
KITCHENER, Lord
D
KUSHITES
U
MUHAMMED, Idris
F
MASTERS,
Gerald
F
T NEW MUSIK
S
L OLIVER, Bonny
C
p
PARADES OF GLORY
S
P
RITCHIE FAMILY
M
s
SAD CAFE
E
F SLICK
S
S STEVENS, Stu
I
R SWEET
8
W TAN
T
I
VEGA
I
D TATA
THIRD WORLD
T
M
THRILLS
S
M TOTAL ECLIPSE
Y
L TRACK, Juan and The Minds
D
C TRANSMITTERS
T
J UNCLE SAM
E
B VARTAN, Sylvie
I
W VERMILION AND THE ACES
T
R WELLS, Bobby
B
WHITE, Barry
L
W WILLIAMS,
Michel
1
M WOOD, Ron
S
K WRIGHT, Linda
L
T
L
CODE
B A - Pye, C DISTRIBUTORS
- CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI. f
T ■— Phonodisc,
H
—
H.
R.
Taylor, L —
S Lugtons, R — RCA, S — Selecta,
X - Clyde
Factors, Z — Enteroiso, CR - Creole, P —,
D Pinnacle.
RT — Rough Trade, SH — Shannon,
U Q — Charmdale.
G — Lightning, SP —
L
S Spartan.

LISTINGS
B
BE'S THAT'S THE WAY SOMETIMES,
Recipe For Love, BOBBY WELLS.
Grapevine GRP 124 (R)
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER, (I Can
Hardly Wait! Until Sundown, BILL
HOUSE. Decca FR 13858 IS)
BIG APPLE WALTZ, Why Don't You,
SWEET. Polydor POSP 73 (F)
BREAK DOWN YOUR DEFENCES.
Rusty Capri, EN ROUTE. Barn 006 (P)
COME INSIDE MY LOVE, Come Inside
My Love Instrumental, BONNY
OLIVER. Island 12 WIP 6512(E)
COULD IT BE MAGIC. They're Playing
Our Song, DANTE'S INFERNO.
Infinity INF 116 (C)

INDEX
BARRETT, Wild Willie
BLUES VOL. 3
BROWNt ShWey!
CHRISTOPHER, Gavin
COREA. Chick
DOCTORROSS
DUBLINERS
GOOD MISSIONARIES
HODGES. Johnny
HUDSON, AlEt The Partners
IMPRESSIONS
MAYFIELD. Curtis
MILLS, Frank
O'DAY, Anita
PARSONS PROJECT. Alan
PRYOR, Snooky
ROOT BOY SLIM
& The Sex Change
Band/Rootettes
SHEPPARD, James
SIOUXSIE & The Banshees
SODS
TECHNICAL TEST
TRAVERS, Pat
WAILING SOULS

6
2
!9
8
6
2
6
3a
12
5
8
8
6
12
1
2
3
11
6
10
7
6
4

D
DEAR GOD, Keep On Singing, CHEEKY
BEE. Klub 18 (W)
DIVINE DIVINA, Sensible Shoes, JUAN
TRACK AND THE MINDS. Galpro
GP 1 (FP)
DOG BITE YOU, Symphony In G, LORD
KITCHENER. EMI 2990/12 EMI 2990
(E)
DON'T STOP TILL YOU GET ENOUGH,
Can't Help It. MICHAEL JACKSON.
Epic EPC 7763(C)

EVERYBODY GET UP AND DANCE,
Saturday Night, UNCLE SAM. Ariola
ARO 169 (A)
EVERY DAY HURTS. Wish This Night
Would Never End. SAD CAFE. Victor
PB 5180 (R)

LISTINGS
1 ARISTA
EVE
The Alan Parsons Project SPART1100
2 BIG BEAR (PINNACLE)
SHAKE YOUR BOOGIE
Sn^PiYOr
BEAR 14
JIVIN THE BLUES
,c
?HP BLUES5 V0L 3
I HE BLUES VOL. 3
DnilD1
V™™*
3. ILLEGAL (FAULTY PRODUCTS)
ZOOM
Root Boy Slim &
The Sex Change Band/Rootettes ILP 004
3a DEPTFORD FUN CITY
(FAULTY PRODUCTS)
FIRE FROM HEAVEN
The Good Missionaries
DLP 04
w LLDSURPFNRF
™ ,D SUSPENSE
Wailing Souls
ILPS9523
5 MCA ICBSI
HAPPY FEET
AI Hudson & The Partners MCF3015

Retailing
supplement
next week

PAGE 28

FALLING, Purgatory and Paradise,
GERALD MASTERS. Pye 7P 124 (A)
FEEL THE REAL. Breakdown, DAVID
BENDETH. Sidewalk SID 113/12SID
113(E)
FOX HUNTIN', Boogie Boots, IDRIS
MUHAMMED. Fantasy FTC 181 (E)

I DON'T WANT THE NIGHT TO END,
Distant Shores, SYLVIE VARTAN.
RCA PB 1578 (R)
I FEEL MUCH BETTER NOW. Now.
MICHEL WILLIAMS. DJM DJS
10921(C)
IF I HEARD YOU CALL MY NAME, One
Red Rose, STU STEVENS. MCA 507
(E)
IF LOVE MUST GO, Come In Heaven
(Earth Is Calling) Part 2, TATA
VEGA. Motown TMG 1157(E)
IT'S A MANS WORLD, Bad Reputation,
THE RITCHIE FAMILY. Mercury 6007
228(F)
IT'S NICE 'ERE INNIT?, Right Or Wrong,
LORRAINE CHASE. EMI
International INT 595 (E)

LOVE IS BLIND, 1999, HIGHWIND. EMI
International INT 593 (E)
LOVE ME WHEN YOU WANT TO, Wo've
Got The Music. LINDA WRIGHT.
Mercury 6007 227 (F)
LOVE SHOT, Baby Your Eye,
LAWRENCE HILTON JACOBS.
MCA 512(E)
LOVELY LADY. It's My Life, ALLNIGHT
BAND. Contact CON 5 (A)

SHOW THE WORLD WHERE IT'S AT,
What Can Go Wrong, THE THRILLS!
Grapevine GRP 126 (R)
SKY HIGH (DISCO), Hard To Find
JIGSAW. Splash SP 2 (A)
SOARING, Feel The Heart, AVIARY.
Epic EPC 7780(C)
STRAIGHT LINES, On Islands, NEW
MUSIK. GTO GT 255(C)
SUSANNE, Theresa Green, PARADES
OF GLORY. Vibes 98DB100 (SP)

M
MISSING YOU, Sunny Side Up,
GALLAGHER AND LYLE. Mercury
6007 233(F)
MUSIC OF THE DAY, You Baby On My
Mind, PETER COMBE. Voyage VOY
1 (P)
MUST HAVE BEEN CRAZY, Closer To
You. CHICAGO. CBS 7822 (C)

TB-GLOTZER (WHITE PUNKS ON
DOPE),
NINA HAGEN.
PRC 7004Naturtrane,
(PI
THE BEST THING I EVER DID, Much
Closer Still, INVADERS. Polydor
2059 157(F)
THE LETTER, I Like Motorcycles,
VERMILION AND THE ACES
Illegal ILS 15 (FP)
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING, New
Moon Falling, A.D. 1984. Voyage
VOY 5 (P)
THE UGLY MAN, The One That Won
The War/Free Trade/Curious, THE
TRANSMITTERS. Step-Forward SF
1212(FP)
THERE'S A FIRE INSIDE, It Looks Like
Love, TAN. White Dove WD 102
(SP)
TONIGHT FOR ME, The Story's Been
Told, THIRD WORLD. Island WIP
6519(E)

ON YOUR KNEES, Sugar and Spice,
GRACE JONES. Island 12 WIP 6511
(E)

PEPPERMINT LUMP, Breakfast In
Naples, ANGIE. Stiff BUY 51 (E)
PHOENIX, East 6th Street, AQUARIAN
DREAM. Buddah BD 488 (A)
JULIET, Pretty Girls, THE DRILL. Victor
PB 5179 (R)

K
KEEP ON GROOVING ME GIRL, I'm
Going To Love You (My Way),
CLINTON GRANT. Voyage VOY 2
(P)

L
LIKE A FOOL. Jah Wonderful, Jah
Marvellous, COOL NOTES. Voyage
VOY 4 (P)
LOVE AIN'T EASY, I'm On Fire, BARRY
WHITE. Unlimited Gold ULG 7778
(A)

6 POLYDOR
CALL OF THE WILD
Wild Willie Barrett
2382 541
TOGETHER AGAIN
The Dubliners
2383 545 (3170 545)
THE ORIGINAL DISCO MAN
James Brown
2391 412
MUSIC BOX DANCER
Frank Mills
2480 484
DELPHI VOL. 1
Chick Corea
2490150
JOIN HANDS
Siouxsie & The Banshees
POLD 5024 (POLDC 5024)
GO FOR WHAT YOU KNOW
PatTravers
POLS 1011
7 RESPONSE (PYE)
HI Fl FOR PLEASURE STEREO TEST
DISC
Technical Test
TEST 123
8 RSO/CURTOM
SUPERFLY - SOUNDTRACK
Curtis Mayfield
RSS 5
GAVIN CHRISTOPHER
Gavin Christopher
RSS 8
1ST IMPRESSIONS
The Impressions
RSS 9
LOVING POWER
The Impressions
RSS 10
9 STAX (EMI)
FOR THE REAL FEELING
Shirley Browne
STX3014
10 STEP FORWARD (FAULTY
PRODUCTS)
MINUTES TO GO
The Sods
SFLP3
11 SYMBOL (SELECTA)
JAMES SHEPPARD PLAYS
RULE BRITANNIA
James Sheppard
LL 735
12 VERVE (POLYDOR)
SMOOTH ONE
Johnny Hodges
2632 082
THE BIG BAND SESSIONS
Anita O'Day
2631 083

RING MY BELL. One Blood, BLOOD
SISTERS. United Artists 12BP 314
(E)
ROWCHE RUMBLE, In My Area, THE
FALL. Step-Forward SF 11 (FP)

SAY IT AIN'T SO. Say It Ain't So
Instrumental,
BETTY
BOO/POPCORN AND THE
MOHAWKS. Grapevine GRP 125 (R)
SEVEN DAYS, Come To Realise, RON
WOOD. CBS 7785(C)
SEXY CREAM, Put Your Pants On,
SLICK. Fantasy FTC 182/12FTC 182
(E)
SHOUT. Respectable/Tell Me Who.
ISLEY BROTHERS. RCA PC 9411 (R)

Honest jf

u
UNDER CONTROL, Under Control,
KUSHITES. Voyage VOY 3 (P)
UNDER COVER LOVER, I Think I'm
Fallin' In Love, DEBBIE JACOBS.
MCA 520(E)
w
WOJTYLA DISCO DANCE, Wojtyla
Disco Dance Part Two, FREDDIE
THE FLYING DUTCHMAN AND THE
SIS ITINA BAND. Polydor 2121 397
(F)
WONDER WHERE (YOUR HEART WILL
TAKE YOU), That Kind Of Man,
BUCKEYE. Polydor POSP 71 (F)
WORLD, I, Who Am I, DAVID ESSEX.
United Artists UP 605 (E)
YOU GOT THE COOTIES, (Song From
The Book Of) Astrology, TOTAL
ECLIPSE. Island WIP 6523/12 WIP
6523(E)

Truthful

m
We're the Advertising Standards Authority,
and it's our job to see that advertisements
comply with our Code: the British Code of
Advertising Practice.
It's a Code agreed by all sides of advertising.
And it demands that all advertisements be legal,
decent, honest and truthful.
We'd like you to know more about the Code.
Your local reference library or Consumer
Advice Centre should have one; alternatively,
print your name and address on a postcard
and we'll send you the main points free.
Then if you sec a press, poster, cinema or
direct mail advertisement which breaks it, post
us a clipping, or as many details as possible.
Remember: It's our job to protect your
interests. So it's in your interest to help.
T&ie Advertising

/

Standards Authority/
niL-AilycrUbUij; Suiul.nJs Authorii\ I.imitcJ, TA Mum
15/17 RidnniminiSlrecl,LondonNX'CiH "AW.
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THE FIRST SINGLE
FROM THE FORTHCOMING
ALPHA OMEGA
A Musical Revelation

ALBUM OF THE
WEST END MUSICAL

ALPHA
OMEGA

A,

UAR101
CASSETTE TCK101

DAVID ESSEX
WORLD
Bsint:
1 WHO AM I
FROM THE LIBERTY I NIT El) RECORDS AI.HI M ALPHA OMEGA

DAVID

ESSEX

WORLD
SIDE 2
PI
T
O
2;
o
o

■ f

I WHO AM I

• . hf r - i
-V
Ai-

/'
/.

4
w

1
r

in
UNTIED/VmSTS RECCRDSUP 605

ORDER NOW FROM YOUR U.A. SALESMAN
OR EMI RECORDS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE.
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CHARTS

THE OFFICIAL BBC
The Music Week Top 75 Singles and Top 75 Albums
Charts are the ones most widely used by dealers
throughout the UK. They're also the official BBC charts.
And they don't just help you order product.
As the hot news of what's good to buy, they tempt your
customers too. The sight of that gold and silver can act
as a real spur.
So Music Week have produced a chart display board
specially for in-store use.
It's in high gloss red and moulded in high density PVC.
In short, it's the smart way of presenting the charts in
your shop. You can make it a permanent fixture or
move it around as part of your window or counter
display.
Just replace the charts from Music Week every week
and you've always got an up-to-date showcase.

II am a subscriber to MUSIC WEEK. I enclose cheque/PO for
S:
for
MUSIC WEEK chart board(s) at £4.20 each
inclusive ofVAT and postage and packing.
I
I am not a subscriber to MUSIC WEEK, Please send me a
subscription form and details.
I Send to; Avril Barrow, Promotion Manager, Music Week,
40 Long Acre, London WC2E9JT. Tel; 01-836 1522.
•All chcquos'PO made payable to Muoic Week
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The display board is available at cost price to all
subscribers to Music Week. Just £2.70, plus £1.50
postage and packing.
Start subscribing now to the paper you can't do without
if you want to keep track of the music business. And get
your half-price display board as an eye-catching
added bonus.
All in all, it's a pretty tempting package.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Effeciive 13th May, 1978, Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are;
(13.50 pot single column centimetre.
Box number charge £ 1.00, and series discounts will remain
at;Oinsenions 10% 13insertions 15%
please note that all advertisements are
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE
(MINIMUM CHARGE £6.00)
The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Anwotk Thursday
5pni, one week prior to publication, Advortisemems may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy tor typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
For further information contact Jane Bartiott. Tel:
01-836-1522.40 Long Acre, Covent Garden,
London WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims
arising out of advertising on the classified pages.

TELEPHONE: 01-349-1388

TELEX: 266393

t L / /■

★

'K BARGAINS T-O
/
IN QUANTITY
FOR HOME & OVERSEAS
1 Fern Court,
43 Hendon Lane
v London N3

All records, tapes bought or
exchanged.
Bring any quantity to:RECORD & TAPE
EXCHANGE,
38 Notting Hill Gate.
London W.11. (01-727 3539).
Cassettes may be sent with
SAE for cash.

-A
A
sv
%
^oles^S
Telephone 01-200 1263
WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN
53 Collindale Ave.,
London NW9
Callers Welcome
24 hr answering service
01 486 5353

EQUIPMENT
ik

£50,000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:-01-200-7383
Mon-Fri., 9.30am-.5.30pm.
or write to: —
Sales Director, Harris and Goldring Ltd., Soundrax House,
Rear of 239 Edgware Road, Collindale, London NW9 6LU.

S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED
BRITAIN'S NO. 1
Complete manufacturers catalogue In stock at all times.
TOP 75 ALBUMS. SINGLES AND TAPES.
PLUS ALL TV. PRODUCT.
Our prices - strict trade on LP's and Tapes over C150
value,
otherwise
3
per
cent
handlingNocharge.
Singles
at strict ttorade,
plus3
Per cent handling charge.
rounded
up figures
disguise
inflated prices. Accessories Include Card, Polythene & PVC covers. Blank cassettes, Mirrors. Record & Cassette Cases. Mirror
badges
& up toanywhere
the minute
patches.
We can supply
in thesew-on
world and
extended finance can oe
arranged fo r export customers - our service to Northern relana Ifwithout doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to tne
whole
of the UK.
h
w
e are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse ana
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have
around. We have been in the business for four years.
REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LU I
S. GOLD& SONS LIMITED
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 405
PHONE 01-558 2121/2
24 hour answering service 01-556 242tJ^^

TO PLACE AN
ADVERTISEMENT
IN MARKET PLACE
PHONE
•JANE BARTLETT
ON
OI.RRfi

F1.000.WX) CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo IP s. 8 tracks
and Cassettes Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small 'Phone, lelex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road. Croydon. PA
19020, U S.A. Phone: 215 785
1541 or Telex 8433t>6
Recstapes CRDN

☆

24 HOUR SERVICE
ENQUIRIES: MICHAEL DALFEN

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
Wo Undersell All
SeeImporters
For Yourself
Send For Our lists
TO-DAY!
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3ChopslowSt.
Manchester
(061 2365369)

JUST IN FROM THE CONTINENT 00
ALLI .INVAT)
PICTURE
COVERS
ONLY 60p EACH
Minimum order
50 pieces. IC.W O I C
LES
H
THAMOAr-Mc. ;SS.
tilei Callmnui
l,C,r0RS • EVELYN
Fo e Abt Y
ROLLING FiiJ
STONES
C'"i Ca' '* ,10D SEEWART
"J ' Sailing;
"" °"Gei'
Back/The
r
!
,
t,
Music
Deep,.si
•
WILD
CHERRY
Plav
Thai
OR SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST Of OVER 2,000 TITLES. SOME FROMFunky
AS
OLDIES UNLIMITED. OEPARTM^NT^Y. 6112 StaHord Slrom, SI
Gooroos. TELFORD, Shropshire TF29NQ

big, big,
record bargains
■ Ataays lOCOs of Bargains and
■ Top'STsinglM
and LP's k"P' in
stock
• Best Discounts given,
• Fast Efficient service.
• Ooen 6 full days a week.
■ Sand Carry or Deliyory arranged
• Export enquiries woicomect
• Overstocks bought
..awvicW
' Supcrnwkets and ' Doparfmdnfal
Sotres
wstfaws
VorkshiTA Talcphona
0274-27845 Tolox 51752/.

CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film — to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
8- RECEIVE DELIVERIES B Y RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices
PANMER LTD Telephone 01.903.6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £32,50 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD. LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691
BLACK RECORD
ADAPTORS
250-f-2.25; 500-C4; 1,000-C7; T
paper
covers
1500 min
£6 50) 1,000£11- 7" cardboard
covors-100-f3.50;
500 £15; 1,000 £28; P&P + VAT
incl. in above price. C.W O. (C O.D.
extra).
"The Glebe".Nr6
ChurchKENNEDYS.
Lane, Outwood,
Wakefield WF1 2JT. Tel; Wakcheld
822650 Leeds 35604

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display I Co . 119
Alianburg Gardens. London swi i
UQ Tel 01-223 3315

Design Associates

TOP QUALITY
7" white cardboard sleeves.
Callers £19 per thousand.
Delivered anywhere U.K. £23
per thousand including VAT.
Paul Marsh Ltd. (wholesale).
Moss Side Market Center,
Moss Side, Manchester. 061226-1000
PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7", LP & Double-LP. Also 200
gauge
Polythene
LP Covers.
For SERVICE,
QUALITY
8 VALUE
Contact:
M & G Drive,
Packaging
Ltd., 53
Povlllon
Lefgh-on-Soo,
Essex. Tel: 0702 712381.
Heavy weight white card record
sleeves direct from
manufacturers
£17 - 1.000
£80 - 5,000
includes VAT and
carriage£14.50—1,000 to callers
RECORD CENTRES
£6,50-1,000
£30-5,000
R.B.G.
WHOLESALE
UNIT 12
Chamber Mill,
Heron Street, Oldham
Lanes 061-633-5093
FOR SALE
7 E.M.I. Record Browers.
No reasonable offer refused.
Square Records, Wimborne,
Dorset. Telephone: Wimborne
883203.
7" White
Cardboard Sleeves
top quality
£16 per
thousand + VAT
Ex-Juke box
records 14p each
+ VAT (min. 200)
Carriage included in above
prices.
C.W.O. to
89 Stone Road,
Stafford
Tel: Stafford (0785)
40488
bullet
• — CPQGOPaS
SERVICES
SHRINK
WRAPPING
Specialist
industry, catered
fast, quality
service. Allrecord
requirements
for
Phone Steve Sparks on 01 -961-2919
(24 hour service)

No. 1 in

D

c
c

a
n

USED
RECORD
SHOP FURNITURE
Browser bins & boxes, counter
units, storage packs, cassorto rocks,
listening hoods, cardboard sleeves
etc , All items to bo sold. Offers
p'oase. Ring — Mobile Radio
Services Ltd. (Welllngborough)
0933^223527.
SEGREGATE!
Pop
'4SO
%

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
sfnuoili. while, plastic tficnrd divider;
with smart ultra leqible headiniis
(pins Hade symbnls m colout if retiuiredl
Unbeaublc prices F ast service, Rma cr write
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdaie, Downham Market,
Norfolk PE389AL.
Phone: (03663)2511/4.
BUSINESS
FOR SALE
BRISTOL
Established retail record
business in good trading
position. Shop having
1,000 sq.ft. sales area with
extensive basement with
potential. Leasehold, for
sale as a going concern.
All enquiries Prichard and
Company, Chartered
Surveyors, 82 Queens
Road, Clifton, Bristol Tel:
(0272) 211511.
FOR SALE
A Limited Company, in name only,
formed to engage in most aspects of
the
musicbutbusiness,
broadcasting,
which hasparticularly
never traded.
Any
offers?(Estex) 20206.
Ralnham
REC. STUDIO
ALWAYS MAKING EXCUSES
FOR YOUR DEMOS?
WONDER
OTHERS
SOUNDWHY
BETTER
AND GET THE DEALS?
CANT AFFORD THE MANOR?
Then try the little studio with the big
sound used by the big record
companies.
AUDIOGENIC(8 TRACK, 11NCH)
Makes your
like mastersl
£69demos
+ VATsound
PER DAY
There are cheaper
but FREE
they haven'
got thepiano
soundl
use oftgrand
Solina strings. Fender & Vox amps
ADT, flange, master
reverb
compressors,
limiters,room
expanders,
equalisers
AUDIOGENIC
595647
YouReading
can pay(0734)
by Barclaycard
Mokes Lee Marvin sound like Abba
STUDIO
FOR RENT

To obtain our
Catalogue of Record
Retail Furnishings
,
Please ring (02434) 2430

BRA Design Associates L td,
94a New Brighton Road,
Emsworth,
Hampshire.

8 TRACK STUDIO IN TAX
HAVEN FOR RENT.
£3,750 per annum. Long lease.
For details apply: P.O. Box 38
DOUGLAS
ISLE of MAN
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RECORDING STUDIOS

POSITIONS
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
REQUIRED FOR TOP LONDON RECORDING STUDIO - SOME EXPERIENCE IS
desirable but a sound knowledge of audio circuitry is essential.
We offer a good basic salary, plus plenty of overtime, meal allowance and petrol allowance on
overtime and 4 weeks holiday.
For interview ring Phyllis Morgan, 01-734-8181
CBS

RESPONSIBLE
POSITION
We are Simon Sales Stores of
105-109 Oxford Street and we are
looking for a responsible person
to take charge of our singles bar.
The job involves both the buying
and selling of these singles for our
very busy retail shop.
The salary is negotiable AAE and
so if you are interested in this
position please call and arrange
an interview with:
Nick Cairns
01-439-2425

24 TRACK
RECORDING
STUDIO

01 381 2001
2 WANSOOWN PLACE
FULHAM
BROADWAY
LONDONSW61DN
r

CHESTER
DISCS

Opening Autumn 1979
Record & Tape shop in central location. Manager &
Assistants required. Write in first instance giving full
history of employment & experience.
Ames Records & Tapes Ltd., PO Box 72, Preston,
PR1 SAT.

MANAGING DIRECTOR
of small growing Record Company based in
Richmond requires

require a
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
We are a young informal recording studio looking for
someone to replace our departing wizard. The ideal
applicant would be in his (or her) early twenties and have
completed a minimum of the first year of an electronics
course either at university or at an equivalent level, or
alternatively have some related experience. The position
involves general studio work with responsibility for the
maintenance of our extensive range of equipment.
Salary according to age and experience.
Written application, please, with detailed c.v. in
complete confidence to Miss Jiii Sinclar, Sarm London
Ltd., Osborn House, 9-13 Osborn Street, London, E.I.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

CROYDON
Lucrative retailing Record
Business for sale.

PA/SECRETARY
for varied and interesting work. Accurate
shorthand/typing. Telex knowledge useful. Salary
negotiable. Please send C.V. to The Managing
Director, Ronco Teleproducts Ltd., Ill
Mortlake Rd., Kew, Richmond, Surrey.

si.3nao>ici Axinvj
nurkcnng & diylribulion
CHELSEA Debul Album STEP-FORWARD SFLP 2
FASHION 'Product Perfect' FASHION MUSIC FMLI
ROOT BOV SLIM 'Zoom' ILLEGAL ILP004
SODS 'Minutes To Go' STEP-FORWARD SFLP 3
A VAILABLE FROM SPARTAN OR DIRECT FROM:
41 B. Blenheim Cresccni. London Wil 2til:. England TclOI- "27 0734

A&M RECORDS

Please apply to MW Box
No. 665.

Due to internal promotion within the
company, a vacancy has arisen for a

RECORD
RETAILING
BUSINESS
North West Lancashire, 2
shops.
Turnover £100,000 p.a.
plus.
Excellent Opportunity.
Price by Neg.
Please reply to
BOX NO. MW 659

Sales
ANNOUNCEMENT
COPY DEADLINE
Music Week would like to remind Market Place advertisers
that the copy deadline for all classified advertisements is
the Wednesday 10 days before issue publication date and
that this deadline applies to advertisements that have
already had their insertion confirmed.
While it may well be possible to obtain advertising space on
the deadline day itself this is not always the case and clients
are advised to book as early as possible.

Representative
to cover the Newcastle and N.E. area.
The person we are looking for would be
handling album/singles sales and would be
aged between 21 and 28 with a keen
interest in music.
Previous experience essential.
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WANTED
RECORD SALESMAN
with 15 years experienco mainly in E.
Midlands area available for similar
position. Phono Petor Gamble on 062
344425.

Please apply in writing to:
Alan Firth, Sales ManageoA&M
Records, 136-140 New Kings Road,
London, SW6.
m

ATTEMT80W
You are already using Music Week as an
advertising medium for your company. Have you
ever thought about using it for yourself?
We are now creating a new section which will give
you access to this valuable market at a highly
competitive rate. I call it 'the personal touch'.
Market Place has already proved that it can sell
flats, motor cars and even houses.
Music week reaches '67,000 readers ('NOP
Research 1979) all of whom could be interested in
your car, house, stereo equipment, domestic
animals and virtually any personal item you have
to sell.
Directors, managers, employees; whether for
business or private advertising, please do give me
a call.
Jane Bartlett 836-1522

WEST END
RECORD SHOP
FOR SALE
Turnover £80.000 per
annum — rising. Under
management. lOVr. lease.
£8,500 plus S.A.V.
Principles to MW Box No.
664 with bankers details.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PROGRESSIVE
INDEPENDENT
RECORD CO. WITH BRIGHT IDEAS
REQUIRES SERIOUS
FINANCIAL BACKER/PARTNERS.
Please reply to MW BOX NO. 651.

ERC
MIRROR BADGES
AND
SHAPED POP 3D BADGES
FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
• SAMPLES £r LIST ON REQUEST
• BIG FAST SELLING RANGE
• UP TO 4 COLOURS
• BADGES MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
/ "^Pin Badge Co., P.O. Box 22, Banbury (0295) 57321
Show Room: Thorpe Way, Overthorpe Road. Banbury
SH0WSH1RTS
Custom printed T-shirts. Sweatshirts.
Paper Jackets. Badger.
Hats. Car Stickers b
Compotitivo Prices
Any quantity undortakon
659 FULHAM ROAD. LONDON SW6
Tolophono: 731 5056 or 731-4986
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
PAYS

Button Badges are today's
answer to Low Cost —
High Impact advertising.
Contact the Specialists;
ANN SARGENT
Badges Et Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856 960S
60 Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent
Attention shops!...
Punk/New Wave Group
badges now availebte
from stock

MUSIC WEEK AUGUST25, 1979

ELVISPRESLEY
J

^

M/W

fy y

SHA.LP101

Shadow Records
present a unique and

SMS

sensational album
SONG f

THE ELVIS PRESLEY SEANCE
Produced by Barry Murray
R.R.P only £2.99
Order from: SELECTA LIMITED.
125 L ee High Road, L ewlsham,
London SE135NX.
Telephone: London 01-8529191
or Manchester 061-682 9222

cUl*1"

ulkcd

,bQU'

The

Shadow Records, 186 Goldhawk Road, London WC12. Telephone 01 793 7571

SOUL IN THE

BOWL

An open air concert. Saturday 8th September. Starts 12 Noon.
HI-TENSION
rioirman of the Board • Desmond Dekker & The Aces
Geno Washington &The Ram Jam Band-Jimmy James &Thc Vagabonds-legs &Co
P.O
BoxtheNo.Bowl
195.Concert.
Soul
MiltoninKoyncn
MK9 3H0.
NAME
coupon oi advance

in

V h moore, niyii
" °
Leighton
soundSi Coventry: H Payne,
e Bookings. Leighton
Buzzard:
a,chin-. F h Moore
L'u;on: Harlequin and F L Moore,
DI Holland, Letchworlh. Slar Tun ,
; hfoj^uion Centre, Central Milton
Marlow; Chiltem Sound, Milton K yn e
Moore, The Leisure
Keynes, Stan.onbury Leisure
" pt„"t|pU-Disc, Oxford: Russell
1 i®»3Sfefe»KSSSMILTON KEYNES BOWL
nrdceErquince
North w t0508( on60//«^A5 • rcc Car Porkmg
2T.ckcl

MU.TOS KEYNLS BOWL

MWj

xr--"" NO. OF TICKETS _
CHEOUE/P O. NO. _
For oScouso only,
Stomped
addressed
enclosed.
Also
12 days
foronvelopo
chequesmust
to bebocleared
beforeollow
tickets
are sent.
£inI the
incBowl
VAT.Concert.
Please mako cheques payable to Soul
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Kiuroft'"s own dljfribution company. Pol
CJyrfo Works, Grove Road, Rom ford, Eiso*,RM64QR,1
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CHART FOR
PERIOD
0
AUGUST 6AUGUST11
T is
1 0
" , hf
"., " TITL(-/Ani5t(p,o(lucO(t'
Wook
WeekL-S
Chan
THE
BEST DISCO ALBUM IN THE WORLD
fl
11
Various
O Warner Bros K 58062 (W)
Jot JETLX 500(C)
2 2 11 Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
O
BREAKFAST
IN
AMERICA
a
33
Supertrnmp (Suportramp/Poter Hondorson)
O A&M AMLK 63708(C)
Epic EPC 86086 (Cl
4 4 ^ Abba IB, AndorssomB. Ulvaous)
0
CBS 86084(C)
5 5 10 Earth Wind & Fire IM. Whlto/A. McKay!
©
burvit
KMUUUU
I
UAHHI
ON
SEX
PISTOLS
6 12 3 Sex Pistols (J. Varnon)
Virgin VR 2 (Cl
2 DUWN TO EARTH
PolydorPOLD
5023(F)
11
7
Rainbow
REPLICAS
^ Beggars Banquet BEGA 7 (Wl
8 7 12 Tubeway Army (Q. Numan)
OUTLANDOS
D'AMOUR
A&M AMLH 68502(C)
©
9 9 l9 Police (Police)
PARALLEL
LINES
Chrysalis CDL 1192 (F)
10 10 ^ Blondio (Mike Chapman)
o
HIGHWAY
TO
HELL
Atlantic K 60628 (W)
11 8 2 AC/DC (Robert John Large)
THE
BEST
OF
THE
DOOLEYS
GTO GTTV 038IC)
©
12 6 8 The DooloyslBen Flndon)
20
GOLDEN
GREATS
Capital EMTV HE)
o
13 19 6 Beach Boys
STREET
LIFE
14 17 6 Crusaders
MCA MCF 3008(C)
NIGHT OWL
0
United
Artists
UAK 30238 (E)
12
21
15
Gerry Rafforty (H. Murphy/G. Rafferty)
MORNING DANCE
16 14 7 Spyro Gyra (Becksteln/Calandra)
Infinity INS 2003(C)
EXPOSED
17 16 Mike Oldfleld (Oldfleld/Nawell)
Virgin VD 2511(C)
^ MANILOW MAGIC
Arista ARTV 2(F)
18 15 Barry Manilow (Ron Dante/Barry Manilowl
EMI EMSP 330(E)
LIVE KILLERS
•
19 13 8 Queen (Queen)
TO THE CRUISE
20 22 4 WELCOME
Rocket TRAIN 7(F)
Judle Tzuke (J. Punter)
Lotus WH 5015 (K)
BRIDGES
21 20 John Williams (S. Myers)
Stiff SEEZ 14(E)
DO IT YOURSELF
•
r,
22 23 13 .Ian Dury
Vertigo 9102 031 IF)
COMMUNIQUE
23 18 10 Dire Straits (J. Wexler/B. Beckett) (J. Jankel)
20 ALL TIME GREATS
Polydor POLTV8(F)
24 24 4
Warner
Brothers
K 56717 (W)
TEENAGE
WARNING
2
25 64 Angelic Upstarts
Chrysalis
CDL
1222(F)
THE VERY BEST OF LEO SAYER
26 30
O
CBS 96004 (C)
AT BUDOKAN
©
27 42 Bob Dylan (D. DeVito)
Island ILPS 9580(E)
28 25 B'52'8
Atlantic K 50634 (Wl
RISQUE
2
29 58
RCA BOWLP 1 (R)
©
30 28 12 LODGER
Mercury 9109 621 (Fl
GO WEST
©
31 34
Casablanca CALD 5007 (A)
32 28 BAD GIRLS
Polydor POLH 001 (F)
MANIFESTO
e
33 40
ternational EPC 82419 (C)
BAT OUT OF HELL
# Epic/Cleveland lr
34 33
Polydor PTD 001 (FJ
35 29 ^ LASTTHE WHOLE NIGHTLONG O
Vertigo 9102 021 (F)
DIRE STRAITS
e
36 31
OUTOFTHE BLUE
Jet JETDP 400(C)
O
37 32 92 Electric Lioht Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
Reprise K 54105 (W)
RUST NEVER SLEEPS
38" 7 Neil Young and Crazy Horse (Young)

'300.000 unds as o' Jan '79)
GOLD LP
(100,000 un'is as of Jan '79)
□ SILVER LP
{60,(100 units as of Jan'79)
1 REENTRY

#
c
This Lasi Wks i

TITLE 'Arnsi (produc«r| Publisher
ggg
TUBEWAY
ARMY
Beggars Banquet BEOA4(W)
39
AriolaARLH 5022(A)
@
40 39 11 SKY
41 56 13 NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS, HERE'S THE SEX PISTOLS
OF THE WORLDS
CBSseooo/wowiooio
42 37 ^ WAR
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
THE GREAT ROCK AND ROLL SWINDLE ... virgin vd2510(C)
43 46 2B Sox
Pistols (Various)
BOP
TILL YOU DROP
38
44
Ry Coodor
Warner Brothers K 56691 (W)
MIDNIGHT
MAGIC
Motown STMA 8032(El
2
36
45
Commodores (Carmlchael/Commodores)
LEE JONES
Warner Brothers K 56628(W)
46 38 ■J3 R'CKIE
Rickle Lee Jones (L. Waronkor/R. Titolman)
BLACK
ROSE-A
ROCK
LEGEND
Venigo 3102 032 IFI
#
47 43 Thin Lizzy (Tony Visconti.Thin Lizzy)
BACK TO THE EGG
Parlophone PCTC257IE)
w
48 41 10 Wings
(Paul McCartney/Chris Thomas) #
RUMOURS
O Wamor Brothers K 56344(W)
49 59 8 Reotwood
MaclFleotwood Mac/Caillat/Doshut)
FATE FOR BREAKFAST
^
CBS86082IC)
50 50 ig Art Garfunkel (Louie Shelton)
5
Shelter ISA 6018 (El
51
J. J. Cale
^SPIRITS
HAVING FLOWN
^
RSORSBG001 (F)
48
52
Bee Gees (Bee Gees)
^
EDDIE
COCHRAN
SINGLES
ALBUM
53 61 Eddie Cochran (Cochran/Cophnrt)
United Artists UAK 30244 (E)
INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL
Rough Trade ROUGH KRT)
= 54 - Stiff Little Fingers
IN THE SKIES
Creole IPVKPVLS 101IC/CR)
=54 46 Peter Green (Peter Vomon-Kell)
LIVE AND DANGEROUS
vonigo6641 807 ifi
56 64 32 Thin Lizzy (Thin Lizzy/Tony Visconti)
^
FOR THE TROOPS
Ensign ENVY 3(F1
#
57 70 2 TOIVJIC
Boomtown Rots
REPEAT WHEN NECESSARY
Swansong SSK 59409 (Wl
58 48 10 Dave Edmunds (Nick Lowe)
NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES
stiff seez4iei
#
59 - 1 Ian Dury & The Blockheads
BARBRA STREISAND'S GREATEST HITS VOL. 2
60 62 Barbro Streisand (Various)
O CBS 10012(C)
THE
BEST
OF
EARTH
WIND
&
FIRE
VOL,
1
CBS83284(Cl
m
61 51 Earth Wind & Fire
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
Polydor2675 1 79(F)
62 44 9 The Who (J. Entwistle)
MIRRORS
CBS 86087 (C)
63 53 ^ Blue Oyster Cult
33 52ND STREET
^
CBS83181(C)
64 73 Billy Joel (Phil Ramone)
NIGHTFLIGHTTO VENUS
^
65 75 Bonoy M (Frank Farion)
Atlantlc/Hansa K 50498 (Wl
THE BILLIE JO SPEARS SINGLES ALBUM
66 72 1B Billie Jo Spears (L. Butler)
9
United Artists UAK 30231 (E)
LOOK SHARP
A&M AMLH 64743ICI
67 60 Jos Jackson
THIS IS IT
CBS 10014(0
68 - 1 Various
69 70 68
71
72
73
74
75

1

Chic
5 THE WARRIORS
Original Soundtrack
PLASTIC LET IERS
66 4 Blondie
(Richard Gottohrer)
NEW WORLD RECORD
59 3 AElectric
Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
CITY TO CITY
- 1 Gerry Rafferty
_ FOUR SYMBOLS
Lad Zeppelin
TAKE IT HOME
B.B. King (S.Lavlne)

A&M AMLH 64761 (O
^
"

Chrysalis CHR1166(Fl
Jet jetlp200(CI
United Artists UAS 30104
Atlantic mjwuotw
MCAMCF3010(C)

.VA
ABBA
4
AODC
11
ANGELIC
UPSTARTS
26
B 62's
28
BEACH BOYS
13
BEE GEES
62
BONEYM
65
BLONDIE
10.71
BLUE OYSTER CULT
63
BOOMTOWN RATS
67
BOWIE. David
30
CALE, J. J
61
CHIC
89,29
COCHRAN, Eddie
63
COMMODORES
46
COODER. Ry
44
CRUSADERS
14
DIRE STRAITS
23,38
DOOLEYS
12
DURY, Ian
59.22
DYLAN, Bob
27
EARTH WIND AND FIRE 6.61
EDMUNDS.
Dave
68
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
72.2.27
FLEETWOODMAC
49
QARFUNKEU
Art
60
GREEN, Peter
54
JACKSON. Joe
87
JOEL. Billy
64
JONES,
38
KING, B.BRickle Lee
75
LAST. Jamas
36
LED
ZEPPELIN
74
MANILOW,
Barry
18
MEAT
LOAF
34
OLDFIELD, Mike
17
POLICE
9
QUEEN
19
RAFFERTY. Gerry
73,16
RAINBOW
7
ROXY
33
SAYER.MUSIC
Leo
28
SEX PISTOLS
6.43.41
SKY
40
SPEARS, Blllle Jo
68
SPYRO QYRA
16
STIFF LrTTLE FINGERS
54
STREISAND, Barbara
60
SUMMER, Donna
32
SU BERTRAM P
3
THE
BEST
DISCO
ALBUM
IN THE WORLD
1
THE WARRIORS
70
THIN LIZZY
47. 58
THIS IS IT
68
TUBEWAY ARMY
8,39
TZUKE, Judle
20
VILLAGE PEOPLE
31
WAYNE. Jeff
42
WHITAKER, Roger
24
WHO
82
WINGS
48
YOUNG. Neil/Crazy Horse 38
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Chan on TITLE / Arris (producer>Piihll«h«
-OfIPubllsher
Label number
wt
uurv
1
TALK
ANYMORE
6 Cliff Richard (B. Wolch) ATV
@
1 DON'T LIKE MONDAYS
4
2 b Boomtown
Rats (P. Wainmon) Sowor Flro/Zombn
© Ensign ENY 30(F)
Asylum K 13162 (Wl
O 3" 5 B. A, Robortaon ITorrv Brllton) My Axa/Movya/llnlt.e
HtAoUNo TO BE CHEERFUL
3
4
4
Ion Dury & The Blockhends IChac, Jonkoll Blockhill/Anri" H„„h c,., n„» an ,c,
AFFEK THE LOVE HAS GONE
b
L ^
Earth Wind & Fire (Maurice White) Rondor
CBS 7721(C)
s
6
£ 6
Darts (R. Wood) Carlin/Tollie
Magnet MAG 147(E)
HERSHAM BOYS
£ 76 4 Sham 69 (J Pursoy/P, Wilson) Singatune
Polydor P0SP64(F1
GANGSTERS
£ 814 5 Specials (Tho Specials) Plangent Vision
2 Ton TTl IF/Sporton)
ANGEL EYES/VOULEZ VOUS
£ 05 7 Abba (Andersson/Dlvaeus) Bocu
Epic EPC 7499(C)
THE DIARY OF HORACE WIMP
£ 1010 6 Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne) Jet/UA
Jot 150(C)
OOH WHAT A LIFE
£ 11 " 6 Gibson Brothers (D. Van Garde) Blue Mountain
Island WIP 6503(E)
ANGEL EYES
£ 1213 3 Roxy Music (Roxy Music) E.G /Andy Mackay/Heath Levy
PolydorPOSP 67(F)
IS SHE REALLY GOING OUT WITH HIM
4 Joe
Jackson (D. Kershenbaum) Albion
A&M AMS 7459 (C)
12 6 BEAT THE CLOCK
£ 14
Sparks (G. Moroder) island
Virgin VS 270(C)
SWEET LITTLE ROCK 'N' ROLLER
5
£15" Showaddywaddy (Showaddywaddy) Red Bus
Arista 278 (Fl
11 WANTED
O
Dooleys (Ben Findon) Blacksheep
GTO GT 249(C)
23 6 MORNING DANCE
n?
Spyro Gyra (Beckenstein/Calandra) Leeds
Inifinity INF 111 (C)
33 4 MONEY
O IS
Flying Lizards (D. Cunningham) Dominion United Artists
Virgin VS 276 (C)
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU
O
A&M AMS 7381 (C)
Police (Police) Virgin
STAY
WITH
ME
TILL
DAWN
7
20" Judie Tzuke (J. Punter) Consortway/United Artists
Rocket XPRES 17(F)
BORN
TO
BE
ALIVE
21
Patrick Hernandez (Jean Van Loo) Evensound/Leosongs Gem/Aquarius GEM 4 (R)
, GOTTA GO HOME
22=* Boney M (Frank Parian) Hansa/ATV
Atlantic/Honsn K 11351 (Wl
, STREET LIFE
£ 23^ Crusaders (Feldor/Hoopor/Sample) Rondor/Loeds
IF 1 HAD YOU
2421 10 Korgis (Korgis) Heath/Warner Brothers
IRlalto TREB 103(S)
WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG
PolydorPOSP
69(F)
Jam (V. Coppersmith Heaven/Jam) And Son
DUCHESS
<>96
48 2 Stranglers (Stranglers/A. Winstanley) April/Albion
United Artists BP 308(E)
' T
JUST WHEN 1
f 97
NEEDED
MOST
Island WIP 6516 IE)
^ ' 27 4 Randy Vanwarmor (Del
Newman)YOU
Warner
Bros.
90 15 9 GIRLS
TALK
Swan Song SSK 19418 (W)
Dave Edmunds (D. Edmunds) Plangent Vision

— 9Q35
£ 3032

gonegonegone
CBS 7730 (C)
Johnny
Mathis (J. Gold) ATV
LOST IN MUSIC
Atlantic K 113371W)
Sister Sledge (Edwards/Rodgers) Warner Brothers
TEENAGE WARNING
Warner Brothers K 17426 (W)
£ 31
^ Angelic Upstarts [Jimmy Pursey) Singatune
<-^=0936 YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT
Laser LAS 8 (Wl
^Mo (t You (D. BrownlC. Brown) Mighty Three/Carlin
IF
I
SAID
YOU
HAD
A
BEAUTIFUL.
..
Warner Brothers K 17405 (W)
£3333 Bellamy Brothers (M. Lloyd) Famous Chappell
lAv
.
GIRLS
GIRLS
GIRLS
OH
NiCReiuuou.«...A
RAK 295(E)
Kandldate (Mlnkie Most) Stave/Nlckelodeon/lntersong/RAK^
r.Qir„
REGGAE
FOR IT NOW
t 00 57 2„ BiI1
, nvninHv (Crawlev/Lovelady/Pufaure)
Louvigny/Low WhaleChansma CB 337Ir)^
IT RIGHT NEXT TIME
£36^ ' GET
Gerry R.H.rw IH. Mu.phYlG. R.H.rtyl BeHcmllil.nd United Artists BP 301 (E)
Island WIP 6506(E)
£9737 3 B62's
ROCK
LOBSTER
(R. Ash/C.
Blackwell) Boo-Fant Tunes
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA
A&M
AMS7451 (C)
38« 3 Supertramp (Supertramp/Henderson^Rondor^

33[f](3[L@3
»T^'5. hf.
44

O
_ 39
4026
41 25

Wks on

TITLE/Arrist (producor) Publisher
3 STRUTYOUR FUNKY STUFF
Frantlquo (J. Robinson) Carlin
9 GOOD TIMES

Label number
Philadnlphia PIR 7728(C)

MYSHARONA
Knack (M. Chapman) 80's Music/Smnll Hill
NEED WHEELS
Beggars Banquet BEG 22fW)
£ 4243 4 YOU
Morton Porkas (Beggars Banquet) Beggars Banquet/Andrew Heath
^LsliMavi o^ln
^v,- (SP) (Martin Zero) Virgin
Buzzcocks
Now Hormones ORG 1
OH BOY
£ 4468 2 BOY
Racoy (M. Most) RAK
BAD GIRLS
@
Casablanca CAN 155(A)
4528 8 Donna
Summer (Giorgio Moroder/Pete Bellotte) Intersong/Copyright Control
LINES
RialtoTREB 104 (S)
£ 4684 2 Planets (S Lindsoy/M. Gallagher'C. Charles'J. Turnball) Warner Brothers
GAMES
473' 12 SILLY
Janot KoylArawok Prod.) Arowak/Tinkerbell/Heath Levy
ScopoSC2(WI
CONSCIOUS
£ 4851 5 Jollv Brothers (JollyMAN
United Artists UP 36415 (El
Brothers) April
LOOKIN'FOR LOVE TONIGHT
£ 4983 2 Fat
Fantasy FTC 179 IE)
Lorry's Band (L. James) Bocu
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
5033 6 Telex (Telex) Ed Kassner
Sire SIR 4020 (W)
5145 . KID
The Pretenders (Chris Thomas) Hyndoslght/Desert Songs/ATV Real ARE 9 (W)
ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC
£
Beggars Banquet BEG 18(W)
5233 Tubeway Army |G. Numen) Beggars Banquet/Andrew Heath
BITCH
5349 5 THE
PolydorPOSP 63 IF)
Olympic Runners (Mike Vernon) Brent Walker
43 6 THE BOSS
54
Motown TMG 1150(E)
Diana Ross (Ashford/Simpson) Warner Brothers
63 2 LOVE'S GOTTA HOLD ON ME
£ SS
Dollar (C. Noil) Arnakata/Warnor Bros.
Carrere CAR 122 (E)
j-f-rwn
WHEN
WILL
YOU
BE
MINE
ODh nil Average White Band (Average White Bnnd/G. Paul) Island
RCA XB 1096 (R)
42 6 BOOGIE DOWN
57
Real Thing (J. P. Iliesco/Chris & Eddie Amoo) Oper Choice
Pyo7P109 (A)
73 2 LET'S DANCE
£ 58
Flamingo FM 4 (C)
Bombers (Put De Sario/G Lagios) Carlin
SAIL ON
59CEZ3 Commodores (J. Carmlchael/Cor imodores) Jobete
Motown TMG 1155 (El
HARMONY IN MY HEAD
6041 6 Buzzcocks (M. Rushent) Virgin
United Artists UP 36541 (E)
C'MON EVERYBODY
6147 9 Sex
Virgin VS 272(C)
Pistols (Cook/Jones) Burlington
MAKIN'IT
62liMAVi David Naughton (F. Perren) ATV
LADY WRITER
Vertigo6059 2301FI
6353 5 Dire Straits (Jerry Wexlor/Barry Beckett) Rondor/Straight Jacket
PARANOID
6460 6 Dickies (Hewlett/Loe/Mankoy) Essex
A&M AMS 7368(C)
CRUEL
TO
BE
KIND
RFih'UVI Nick Lowe (N. Lowe) Rock/Albion
Radar ADA 43 (W)
11 LADY LYNDA
66 « Beach Boys (Johnston/Beach Boys/J. Geurico) Carlin
Caribou CRB 7427(C)
61 11 BABYLON BURNING
67
Virgin VS 2711CI
Ruts (M. Glossop) Virgin
SWITCH
68053 Nancy Dae (F. Van Swoll/D. Springer) George Gluck/Heath Levy Scope SC 4 (W)
MAYBE
695
Thorn Pace (D. Perry) Standard
M A SUCKER FOR YOUR LOVE
7066 8 Teena Marie (Rick James) Jobete
Motown TMG 1146(E)
HERE COMES THE SUMMER
7158 Undertones (J. Bechirian) Warner Brothers
Sire SIR 4022 (W)
LOVE WILL MAKE YOU FAIL IN SCHOOL
721232] Rocky Sharpe & The Replays (M. Vernon) Brand Now
Chiswick CHIS 114 (E)
lovTdrive
" 73DB2] Scorpions
(Dieter Diarks) Heath Levy
Harvest HAR 5188 (E)
IN THE BROWNIES
741223 Billy Connolly (P. Coulter) Zomba
Polydor 2059 160 IF)
60 11 LIGHT MY FIRE/137 DISCO HEAVEN
75
Atlantic/Honsa K 11278 (W)
Ami! Stewart (B. Leng) Rondor/ATV
W'n'k anil BBC based upm
roiiveniinnal otd ouile'S bv
1..-,) 75c<.'"|)'Ii;d l"i ft isn.
Tin- Bnush Market R>;; T'cii Bureau Ltd

A-Z (TOP WRITERS)
Angel
Eyea/Vouloz Vous
(Andorson/Ulvaeus)
9
Angel Eyes (Ferry/McKay)..... 12
After
The
Love
Has
Gone
(Fostef/Oraydon/Champlin)... 5
Are
Friends
Electric (Numan). . . 52
Babylon
Burning
(Owen/Jennlngs/Fox/Ruffy)..
67
BadHokenson/Esposilo)
Girls (Summor/Sudano/ .45
Bang
Bang
(Britten/Robertson)
3
Boot The Clock
(Ron & Rusool Moo!)
14
Boogie Down
(Chris & Eddie Amoo)
57
Born
To Bo Alive
(P. Hernandez)
21
Boy Oh Boy
(G. Macari/R,
Ferris)
44
Breakfast
In America
(R. Davios/R, Hodgson)
38
Can't Stand Losing You
(Spring/Copoland)
19
C'mon
Everybody
(Capehart/Cochran)
61
Conscious Man
(Edwards/Miller/Gordon) .... 48
Cruel To Be Kind:
(N. Lowe/I. Gomml
65
Don't Like Mondays (Qeldof) 2
Duke Of EorilE. Dixon)
6
Duchess (Stranglers)
28
Gangsters (J. Dammers)
8
Get It Right Next Time
(G. Rofferty)
38
Girls Glris Girls
(Most/Glenn/Burns)
34
Girls Talk (E.Costoilo)
28
Gone
Gone Gone
(J. Gold)
29
Good Times
(B. Edwords/N.
40
Gotta
Go Home Rogers)
(Farian/Huth/Huth/Jay)
22
Harmony In My Head (Digglo). . 60
Horsham BoyslPursey/Porsons). 7
Here
(J. O'Comes
Noil) The Summer 71
If I Had You (A. Davis)
24
If I Said You Had A Beautiful
(D. Bellamy)
33
I'm(Rick
A Sucker
For
Your
Lovo
James)
70
In The Brownies (J. Moraii/
H. Belolo/V. Willis)
74
Is She Really Going Out With
Him
(J.
Jackson)
13
Just When I Needed You
Most (R. Vanwarmer)
27
Kid (C. Hlnde)
51
Lady Lynda
(A. Writer
Jardine/R.
Altbech)
66
Lady
(M-KnopBer)
63
Let's Dance I Jones/Simon) .... 58
Ught My Fire/137 ,
(The Doors/B. Leng/S. May).. 75
Lovedrive (Shenkar/Meine).... 73
Love's Gotta Hold On Me
(D. Vandat/T. Bazar)
55
Love Will Make You Fall
In
School
(Cornel
Midru)
....
72
Lookin' For Love Tonight
(L & D.James)
49
Unas
(Lindsay)
46
Making'It
(D. Fokarls/F.
Perren)
62
Maybe (T. Pace)
69
Money
IB. Gordy JnrJ
J. Bradford)
18
Morning Dance (J.
Beckenstain)
17
My(D.Sharona
Fleger/B. Avarre)
41
OOH
What A Life
(Froncfort/Vangarde)
11
Paranoid
(Osborno/
Ward/Butler)
64
Reasons To Be Cheerful
(Dury/Payne/Jenkel)
4
Roggao
For
it
Now
(Lovelady/Cash)
35
Rock
Around The Clock
(Freedman/De-Knight)
50
Rock
Lobster
(Schneider/Wilson)
37
Sail On (L Ritchie Jnr.)
59
Silly GamelD. M. Bovell)
47
Spiral Scratch (Davoto/Shelleyl. 43
Strut
Your Funky Stuff ... 39
(Savoy-Roblnson/Bolden).
Stay With MorTzuke/Paxman) . 20
Street Life (Sample/Jennings).. 23
Sweet Little Rock 'N'
Roller (Yellowstone/
Danova/Howdar)
15
Switch (Delo Kosterman/Geffroy)
68
The
BitchWarning
(Biddu/Black)
S3
Teenage
(Honsforth/Cowie)
31
The Boss(Ashford/Simpson). .. 54
The Diary of Horace Wimp
(Jeff Lynne)
9
Wanted
(Findon/Myers/Puzey)
16
We(Tarney)
Don't Talk Anymore
1
When You Are Young
(P. Wellor)
25
When
Will You Be Mine
(Gorrio/White)
56
You(D.Need
Wheels
& N.Taibot)
42
YouYou'
Never
KnowBeil/C.
What James). 32
ve Got(L
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HE COOL NOTES
My Tune

Scope
SC3

BENELUX AND NANCY DEE
Switch

Scope
SC4

INMATES
Dirty Water

Radar
ADA44

AC/DC
Highway To Hell

Atlantic
K11321
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The Who:

Wembley
WHAT MAKES a festival a really
good event? Or, more to the point,
why do so many flop? Maybe it's
because the crowd are forced
together, exposed to all weather,
miles away from a bar that's
probably run out of beer anyway —
as Wembley's had last Saturday —
only to find that even though they
left early they couldn't get home
because instead of all the promised
extra trains more were cancelled
than running — which also
happened at Wembley last Saturday.
All of which means the headlining
group has to be hotter than normal,
especially when they can't fall back
on the intimacy of a closed concert.
And at Wembley The Who didn't
come up to scratch. Not by a long
way, although they met with a
fantastic response with the applause
amplified by the famous stadium.
Nils Lofgren came on first and
made a triumphant return to this
country after his long absence.
Playing a lot of material from his
excellent first album. Nils Lofgren,
the openers Keith Don't Go and
Rock 'n' Roll Crook went down a
storm in the still, cloudy Saturday
afternoon atmosphere. Then he took
the piano for Going Back with it's
extended beginning and fine
booming bass, and as he sung "a
little bit of courage is all we lack" it
seemed ironic that he relied so much
on his old material without any
emphasis on his Nils album.
And although his voice got lost in
the afternoon air at limes that is
about the only criticism you can
make about Lofgren who really
kicked the whole affair into action
with It's Over and, surprisingly, the
much slated I Came To Dance —
taking the song right down to a near
silence with his guitar whistling
crystal clear over a toned down
rhythm section. With Be Good
Tonight and Back It Up featured as
well, it was a strong set considering
how long he has been away — and it
must get stronger.
AC/DC probably made the best
use of the hefty PA, chucking out
their power-riffs at a volume that
was missed by all the other groups.
But it was embarrassing when the
sound was reduced to what came out
of their own monitors and they
played on, unabashed with little
Angus Young kicking his legs
manicly, lying on the floor as he
played at an inaudible volume.
Otherwise AC/DC plodded on
with their blues-based heavy metal
to a fine response with Highway To
Hell picking up the best reaction,
with fists clenched, thrusting into

the air.
The Stranglers failed to cut ice
with more than a small group
locked firmly in the middle of the
crowd near the stage who
reincarnated the traditional pogo for
the skimpy set. Down In The Sewers
justified the reaction as did a very
metallic sounding Bring On The
Nubiles, but everything else fell into
a monotonous synthesised drone,
with only touches of Jean Jacques
Burnel's bass lifting them above the
average.
This was a shame, because the
Stranglers can be one of the most
exciting groups around, and one can
only wish that their promise never to
play large gigs might be adhered to
in future.
Last on, welcomed by a sea of
clapping hands, The Who looked set
to break all records in terms of
crowd reaction, and if they had had
a clapometer it would have gone
right over the top within seconds.
Going right back to their roots the
super-group kicked off with
Substitute and I Can't Explain,
which both sounded a little jaded,
they gave the promise of a lot more
to come.
That promise wasn't filled. Baba
O' Reilly was outstanding, Daltrey's
voice filled the air with a power and
range that only he has, Townsend's
crashing chords came in at just the
right time, and again it looked as if
the rock 'n' roll veterans would take
off, and even the Punk And The
Godfather that followed kept things
going at a fair pace — although it is
ironic that it is only with the mod
revival from little local bands that
they deem it fit to include material
from the Quadrophenia album.
Yet with the exception of Pinball
Wizard, the rest was flat, dull and
largely uninteresting. Magic Bus
sounded just like it did 10 years ago,
Long Live Rock picked up from an
exceedingly impotent version of 5; 15
and Who Are You suffered from
weak backing behind Daltrey. Even
My Generation fell flat as it dribbled
into a long medley, when the group
could have really let rip.
Summertime Blues was the encore
for what was a truly deafening
reception — and I can only imagine
that no one at Wembley could have
seen the band before. Daltrey was
magnificent in places, so was John
Entwhistle, while neither Townsend
or Kenny Jones managed to shine
through at all.
Daltry still loves singing, and
rumour has it that it was he who
made the main push to get the band
back on the road. They are certainly
still in demand and they are still a
great rock band, but it just didn't
seem genuine any more.
I would rather have had the
chance to see this year's cup final
instead.
SIMON HILLS

The Zones:
Dingwalls
DESPERATELY in need of a hit
single, The Zones once again proved
to a full crowd that they have all the
necessary ingredients for chart
success, and only lack an expert
producer suited to their style to put
them into shape.
Although Dingwalls is not
renewed for revealing bands in their
most favourable light, impressive is
definitely the word to describe The
Zones' live performance.
They work together as a light,
well-presented unit, and have
developed a tangible sound of their
own. They ploughed through a
relentless stream of material which
had 'commercial* stamped all
over it — a combination of strong,
insistent melodies given slaying
power by some finely handled
driving guitar work. On the whole
their sound is dominated by the
keyboards of Billy Mclsaac. who
along with drummer Kenny Hyslop
has already achieved considerable
success in his previous days with
Slik.
The numbers from their recentlyreleased album, Under Influence,
provided the majority of the set,
with singles Looking To The Future,
Sign Of The Times and an excellent
cover of Bowie's Panic In Detroit
particular favourites.
Their new single. Mourning Star,
unfortunately did not have the
impact to distinguish itself
sufficiently from the rest of their
material. Nevertheless, it should not
be long before the hit machine
begins to roll in their direction.
STEVIE SMITH
Commander
Cody:
The Venue
CAPITOL RECORDING artist Lee
Clayton brought his act to The
Venue last week for three show-cases
supporting the new Commander
Cody Band.
Clayton's roots are firmly in
country music, but with his talented
band, including Philip Donnelly on
lead guitar, and with his own strong
lyrics, he has a lot to offer. At The
Venue it would have been a lot more
had it not been for the poor sound
system — or mix — which
rendered his words totally inaudible.
None the less, some talent —
thoughts of Dylan and Dire Straits
-■■ .vv
%. - r.

— came shining through, and his
latest album, Naked Child, requires
further investigation.
Commander Cody, who is
without a recording deal for the UK
at present, played a
rock/rockabilly/boogie set that set
the -aid cheeseburger-munching
Venue audience alight. With his
growling vocals, dynamic pianoplaying and general feel for funmusic, the Commander took the
place by storm and with songs about
California freeways, cocaine busts,
rockabilly funerals and Midnight In
Memphis, the eccentric Commander
won through.
Called back for two encores, the
original leader of the Lost Planet
Airmen is far from dead. I have yet
to see his boogie-piano-playing and
his gutsy vocals bettered and
remember he's still without a deal
JIM EVANS

RockiiT Dopsie
& The Cajun
Twisters:
ROCKIN' DOPSIE and the Cajun
Twisters wound up their European
tour last week with a couple of
nights at Dingwalls. From the Ally
Pally Jazz festival to the Cambridge
Folk festival they have played gigs
that have been raved about by critics
and punters alike, and Wednesday
proved no exception.
Dopsie is the premier exponent of
Zydeco or black Louisiana Cajun
music — an esoteric blend of Blues,
French Cajun, Rock 'n' Roll, and
pure dancing stomp. The basic
combo of Alton Rubin Jn's drums,
Albert Francis bass, and Joseph
Major Handy's guitar are
augmented in the Twister's case by
Dopsie's own accordian, John
Hart's tenor sax, and Chester
"Shorty" Zeno's washboard (a kind
of corrugated steel bib which Shorty
strums with spoon handles).
Arriving on-slage at 11.30, Dopsie
and the Twisters played two hours of
non-stop dance music. With all the
economy of 30 years' experience
(not a wasted movement or note),
Dopsie showed us what the origins
of Rock 'n' Roll were all about —
sheer body-moving excitement. Lead
solos which cut from accordian to
sax to guitar without break or effort
overlaid a constantly inventive
stream of up tempo rhythms.
Such a riotous British tour will
have helped to bring the wider
recognition Dopsie deserves. Sam
Charters has produced three albums

for him on Sonet, the latest being
Hold On from which a single, My
Baby She's Gone, has been taken.
Sales could now well exceed mere
specialist interest.
CHRIS NORTH
Joe Egan:
The Concert
Hall
JOE EGAN, the other half of
Stealer's Wheel, returned to the
concert hall recently after a
three year lay off. He and his new
record company, Ariola, are
evidently hoping to match the solo
success of his ex-partner Gerry
Raffcrty, but on this showing they
still have a long way to go.
Obviously nervous, Joe's own
acoustic guitar and quiet voice were
supported by an impressive line-up
of two electric guitars, keyboards,
bass, a subdued Dave Mattack on
drums and two girl singers. The
sound was consequently rich and
allowed the band to take full
advantage of the musical colouring
available in Joe's songs. However,
they were hampered by a sound
system of strangely dubious quality
for a showcase gig.
In an hour Joe went through all
but one of the songs on his new
album Out Of Nowhere, plus three
old Stealer's favourites, and a touch
of Rock 'n' Roll for an encore. The
new material ranged from an
atmospheric Out Of Nowhere to the
slightly rocked up Pride and Leaving
It All Behind using nicely
understated lead guitar.
A false start to the last number
and the odd falter in his voice
showed that Joe was out of practice
for live performances; which might
also explain the generally flat pace
of the set.
The quiet and easy new album
could well sell in the Slates and
Europe, but with no obviously
outstanding single cuts it is hard to
see him emulating Rafferty in this
country. You can only wish such an
unassuming singer the best of luck.
CHRIS NORTH

DATES FOR YOUR
DIARY:
September 24 to October 18
The Music Week
Dealer Tour '79
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ANOTHER ENTR Y in Music Week's competition to find the most original contract-signing photograph (prize — a quill
pen and a bottle of Quink). This one comes from Jet Records on the occasion of signing the band Royal Family who are
seen "sorting out the over-rides in their contract and threatening Jet MD Ronnie Fowler to some dreadful fate if he
doesn 7 get it right". The six piece Gloucestershire band have a single produced by Steve Harley, released August 31, and
titled — surprise, surprise — Tourde France.
TT.
CELEBRA TING a win on points
for the Olympic Runners' single
from the forthcoming film. The
Bitch, the band's Joe Jammer is
seen being declared victor by
former heavyweight champion Billy
Walker. The Runners fell foul of
the Walker family's wrath in
V:
disagreement between Brent Walker
Film Distributors, headed by Billy's
Vf,; 7
brother George, over when the
-.1
should be released. Runners'
■j - " In single
manager David Walker (no
relation), record company Poly dor
and Brent-Walker were in huddles
with lawyers for a time until the
record became a hit and both sides
■J
shook hands like gentlemen and
A CCORDING to manager Harry
decided that a hit record was the
Panda
ton Evans,
L
Ha es Amencan-born singer
better part of valour.
y she
y "almost
had kittens
when
heard
he'd booked
her into
Ronnie Scott's as second to Dizzy
Gillespie. The illustrious company
didn't deter her from singing with
great style and personality including
a sizzling Ode To Billy Joe.
Trrr'
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THE GREAT staff cut-back continues on both sides of the
Atlantic with an estimated 600 made redundant in US record
company mergers or economies so far this year, the latest being
150 "let go" by CBS, 80 from Motown Industries and a further
25 at RCA
In this country we estimate at least 100 record
industry personnel either already are, or will be, out of work this
year taking into account EMI, WEA, Phonogram, Polydor and
Island redundancies
Informed City source says two Gulf
and Western accountants in London last week looking at EMI's
books and reputedly "elated" at prospect of Paramount deal
BPI planning a quarterly magazine in attempt to put across
industry's problems and boost its image in media and the
Establishment.
ASSUMING THAT the ITV network gets back on the air before
Christmas, exp'ect record number of TV-advertised albums as
companies make desperate bids to bolster year-end bottom lines
One of the biggest TV campaigns likely to be WEA
blockbuster for Rod Stewart
Music journalist Mike Hales
broke arm doing active research for piece on disco roller skating,
went away for relaxing weekend, and came home to find flat
burgled
After meeting with a German publisher in St Lucia
(crisis, what crisis?) Different Records' football-mad Lynton
Guest and Angela Hopwood frustrated by airline delays trying to
get home to see Leicester play Rotherham, finally arrived
minutes before kick-off only to see home team lose.
TAPE ONE Studios offering celebratory magnum of champagne
to first client to make a Top 30 entry (single or album) with a
record cut on its new space-age Neumann VMS cutting lathe
Enterprising publicist Jennie Halsall planned to take media
people up River Thames to Sky concert in Oxford until she
discovered it would take 38 hours — now we're going by bus up
the A40
Soon-to-be-wed Paul (son of David) Platz and Eel
Pie Records' Mafalda Hall saved Greek family from stricken
yacht during holiday on Paxos
Stiff MD Dave Robinson
and bride Rosemarie O'Connor serenaded at wedding last week
with Chuck Berry songs played by Stiff staff band including Alan
Cowderoy, Nigel Dick, Andy Murray, Rob Keylogh, Liam
Sternberg, Mary Bird and Jock Scot
Noel Gay Artists
announce that, after a period living "in the wilds of Scotland",
arranger/musical director John Barham is back in civilised
Denmark Street available for arranging/production work
HAPPY 20th anniversary to Pye Records' inimitable Tom
Grantham who clocks up two decades with the company this
week having started as a West End rep, risen to sales director and
now manages Pye's lucrative special projects division
Single
from Manchester's Indigo Sound Studios (via Pye) by one Austin
van Driver is in fact the studio's own messenger/driver Martin
Weinberg
The Elvis Presley Seance album sold out its initial
pressing of 5,000 on day of release, according to publicist Peter
Hazell-Smlth.
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MUSIC
BEGINS
WITH

THE WINNING team of the recent Phonogram/Mnsic Week Pro-Am
celebrity quaich tournament grin for the camera. From the left, Stuart Hornall
(Elektra/Asylum), the celebrity winner, Mike Cooper (record dealer), Bernard
Gallagher (professional) and Alan Burgess (guest).

THE BUZZARDS
FROM LEYTON
WE MAKE A NOISE
CHRYSALIS CHS 2360
Their new single
available August 31

IMPRESSIVELY HIRSUTE Ron
Tudor, managing director of Fable
Records, Australia, and chairman of
the Australian Music-Makers
Association, was in London recently
to receive his MBE from Her
chappell
the Queen at Buckingham
BEFORE DEPARTING for America at the beginning of a world tour. Majesty
Palace.
Tudor
was
named
in
the
MUSIC PUflllSHF-RS
Rainbow's Cozy Powell and Roger Glover stopped off in Kingsbury North
SINCE 1 an
Birthday honours for
London, to do a personal appearance at the Band Wagon Heavy Metal Disco Queen's
"services to Ihe record industry " in
Chappei! Music Ud. 50 New Bond Street. London VV1A 2BR
and presented DJ Neil Kay with a signed copy of the band s latest album. Australia.
^Dov/n To Earth.
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